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Once agatrywepreseffi a$rnall,yet ever-illuminating contribution to the holida5n
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W-hat kind of mark dopuwant to learre on theworld?
Measuring one's achievements against those of the writer immortalized here can be humbling to say the least.

Yet,we raise the question with good reason. Because regardless ofyour calling in life our vocation can, quite

literally, help you make your best mark. A Parker Duofold Fountain Pen will not merely record your thoughts, but express

your character in a way other pens simply can't. Rather than offer you two or three nib widths, we handcraft some

twenty-four, thus ensuring the right signature for your handwriting style.You can also be assured that a Parker nib will

never blotch your character under any normal writing conditions, due to a pressure sensitive ink collector that even

prevents leaks at high altitudes. And before you make your mark, one of our inspectors will have made theirs by

qualifying your Duofold to carry Parker's lifetime worldwide guarantee.

It has been said that living well is the best revenge. Perhaps it should be writing well.
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VERY SAKS FIFTH AVENUE

YOU'RE INVITED TO THE TEDDY BEAR'S PICNIC...JUST IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS. FROM THE K.I,D.S. COLLECTIONS AT SAKS FIFTH AVENUE. SHOWN CLOCKWISE FROM
THE TOP: GIRUS RED AND WHITE POLYESTER SLEEPSHIRT PRINTED WITH SPUMONI BEARS, FROM ST. EVE FOR SIZES 4 TO 14, $19 (9t986); OUR EXCLUSIVE JOINTED
BUCKINCHAM BEAR FROM ENCLAN q $112 (95-981); LONC-HAIRED DICKENS BEAR, $225 (9t98s); WHITE TEN DER TEDDY 526 (9s-978); HONEY BEAR, $46 (9s-984); .IOINTED
TUFFY BEAR, $s4 (95-982); HUCCIE BEAR, $s7 (95-983); LARCE TENDER TEDDY 9142 (95-980). THE LIMITED EDITTON STETFF SERTES PORCELATN TEA SET tN A TEDDY BEAR
DESICN, SERVICE FOR FOUR INCLUDES: CUPS AND SAUCERS, CAKE PLATES, TEAPOI, SUCAR AND CREAMER, $55 (95-9S7). ALL BEARS FROM CUNDP WITH THE EXCEPTION
OF OUR EXCLUSIVE BUCKINCHAM BEAR. TO ORDER BY PHONE, CALL 1-80G345-3454; BY FAX, 1-s00-221-3292 TO RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY COPY OF OUR LATEST FOLTO
CATALOCUE, CALL 1-8OO-322.7257.WE ACCEPT AMERICAN EXPRESS, DINERS CLUB, MASTERCARD VISA AND DISCOVER CARD.
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"Bijon Beslseller Frogronce Series"

esgil
bijon's latest "beslsellers"
will leave you spellbound

this holiday season!

each gift set is a

signed "limited edition,"

-'

beautifully clothbound

in an exclusive

"grosgrain" weave.

this "secret treasury"

can become a keepsake

for your most

personal memoirs...

I;ilE
for women...

O bilon's award winning eau de parfum is paired with bijan's delicately

scented body cream, body lotion, bath gel, perfumed powder

or bijan's egg-shaped soap,...an enticing gift.

or

lor men...
Each gift set combines

bijon's award winning

fragrance for men with

sculptured scented soap,

after shave or

moisturizing shave cream

extraordinary.

Published in America, copyright O 1990
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forwomen...
O the softness of a pure

lambswool puff (with its own carrier)

and the iryesistlble luxury of bilon's

-

perfumed body powder compact. They travel

together in a kangaroo pouch...
an adventure !

which come first ?

the shower or the bathl...

bijon's egg-shaped soaps

are gently scented and

perfect for bothl

available by lhe )4- dozen I

bilon "beslseller"
glll sets ore leolured
lhls seoson o1...

o Saks Fifth Avenue

O Neiman Marcus

o l. Magnin

O Bullocks

o Holt Renfrew, Canada

o Parfumerie Douglas, Germany

o Harrods of London

o bilon, New York

o biion, Beverly Hills
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,,SYMPHONIE"AI 
PAY'I.'.ON CHR'SIOFI.E NEWYOR( CHICAGq EEYERIY HItL' DAI.I.AS, AND NOWSAN FRANCISCO
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COYER One resident
of a Park Aaenue

duplex enjoys a fire
in the library.
Photograph by

WilliamWaldron.
Page 156.

century
aboue. Page 108.

Belou: Hardl blue
geraniums at Port

LynSne. Page 100

Figuratiue
majolica pitchers

Page 150.

HOUSE & GARDEN DECEMBER I 990 Volume I 62, Number l2

FEATUR.ES

An Englishman's Garden Games by Adrian Higgins IOO

John and Lady Sarah Aspinall have made all the right moves
in restoring the fabled gardens at Port Lympne

Country's New Colors by Heather Smith Maclsaac IOB
The renovation of a period house in Pennsylvania sends
designers Lembo and Bohn off in a different direction

All in the Family by Charles Maclean ll5
An extended family circle joined forces with Philip and
Alexandra Howard to decorate their Gramercy
Park apartment

The Samaras Spectrum by Ingrid Si,schy 122
High above Manhattan, artist Lucas Samaras puts a spin
on his own color wheel

Host of the Town b1 Brooke Hayward,l30
New Yorkers vie for a place at the table of culinary arbiter
Gene Hovis

A Jeweled Setting by Wendy Goodman 135
Glittering souvenirs of Hollywood adorn the mountaintop
pavilions of legendary California designer Tony Duquette

The Social Climbing of Chairs by Leo Lerman 144
Rose Tarlow's surprising antique chairs talk to her

Positive Altitude b1 J oseph Giouannini l5O
The skyline's the limit in the apartment Robert Currie
designed for two New York collectors

Light in the Forest by Pilar Viladas 154
A Seattle guesthouse by architectJim Cutler begins where
nature le.rves off

Objects of Affection 150
Four collectors pursue their passions in very different ways,
but they all have one thing in common: they just can't stop

Pet Profect b1 Peter Haldeman 155
Ned Marshall unleashes his talents in the duplex of an old
friend and her four-footed companions

Laird of the Tower by Mark Lancaster 172
ln his Scottish castle, a painter surrounds himself with
Victoriana and his own work

DECEMBER

Still life in a Manhattan
liuing room. Page 150.
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l,184,880 miles, cired by the Guimess Booh oI Rerordr. O 1990 Mercedes-Benz of N.A., lnc., Montvale, NJ.

12 HG I)I..(],.MBt.R 1990

-- 
.=i::

HIGHEST SAFETY RATING OF ANY CAR OVER THE 1988.1989.1990 PERIOD.'

r4* fur.-

MERCEDES-BENZ RANKED THE MOST DEPENDABLE CAR IN AMERICA.+

i';P

AMERICA'S MOST IMPRESSIVE RECORD OF RETAINED VALUE.**

- \

\

THE WORLD'S MOST DURABLE CAR.++

3
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ENGINEERED LIKE NO OTHER CAR IN THE WORLD
For more information call 1-800-242-7878 or uisit your authoized Mercedes-Benz dealer.
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DEPARTMENTS

Contributors Notes 30

Notes llze New and the I,,loteuortht 37

People b1 James Serain N
YSL'sJoy Henderiks isjust as much at home
in New York as in Paris

Travel by Ted Conouer 50
The colonial grandeur of the Victoria Falls Hotel
lures travelers to an African oasis

Design by Heather Smith Maclsaac 52
European and American designers give a new
twist to a traditional fabric

Architecture b1 Pilnr Viladas 54
An exhibition explores the history of modern
architecture through Lincoln Logs, Erector sets,
and Tinkertoys

Classics by Prince Michael of Greece @
Shades of a tragic past people the romantic
domain of Chantilly

Taste fu GitnMehtaU
Excess is an essential element of decorating in
the Indian house

Books Holiday Roundup 58
From coffee-table behemoths to stocking stuffers,
HG's editors pick the books they want to write
home about

tood fu Chrbtopher PethanasT2
Gift baskets are as extraordinary as the sweets
and savories they hold

A* b1 Deborah Solomon$
Joseph Cornell remade the world in a modest
Long Island house

Carc by Margy Rochlin92
The Ford Explorer races toward the frontier
of flour-wheel-drive fashion

Style r) Wendy Goodrnan94
Chanel travels back in time to launch a new
watch collection

Editor's Pqe b1 Nancy Nouogrod99

Great R.ooms b1 Anne Foxley l8l

Samples by Catherine Marron 184
Victorian exuberance makes a comeback in today's
mania for ddcoupage

Resources Where to Find It 192

Gandee at Large fu Charles Gandee 194

Jeannette Lee has built her house ofcards

Joseph Cornellt Setting for a Fairy Tale, 1942. Page 80

The Explorer,
Ford's latest

Veluet-coaered

from Garouste and
Page 52.

Unuual contaiwrs,
aboae. as holiday gift
boskets. Page 72.
Below: Re-creation
of Coco Chanel's Ritz
dressing table. Page 94
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Scottsdale,Arizona

A HYATT RESORT

For reservations or more information about Hyatt Hotels and Resorts rvorldwide, call r''our trarel planner or l-8fi)-233-L234.
Hlan Hotcls md Rcsorts rorldnidc cncompasso hotcls managcd bl tuo scpararc companics - Hyat t Hotcl s Corp. and H vau lnrcrnarional Corp.
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t like to watch the sun set
from the room. . . I told her
I'd rather watch it rise.'i

Rel The Hyatt Touch.
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Banlc & Biddle.

i{dl

ROLEX

When it comes to Bailey Banks & Biddle, the signs of our

rich and distinguished heriage are immediately apparent.

For generarions Bailey Banks & Biddle has ser the standard

for excellence in fine jewelry and watches. Nowhere is that

sandard better recognized than with the legendary Rolex

watch. For years the Rolex Oyster has been the choice of

men and women of achievement, testimony to the enduring

Swiss tradition of fine watchmaking.

The elegant Rolex timepiece is available in 18 karat gold,

stainless steel or a combination of steel and gold.

\iUhen you select your Rolex at

Bailey Banks & Biddle, you will

choose from our fine collection.

And with every selection, you have

the assurance of superior

value and service, an 
)

unmistakable part of our

proud tradition.

SHARE THE HERITAGE.

BNLEYBANHS & BIDDLE

JEWELERS SINCE I8'2

Philadelphia (215) 5646200. Adanta. Boston. Chicago. Clweland. Denver. Detroit
Ft. Lauder<lale . Honolulu . Los Angeles . Memphis . Miami . Nashville. New Orleans . Phoenix
Pimburgh . San Francisco . Seade . Short Hills . Tampa . Washington, D.C. . West Palm BeachI
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@Nancy Corzine

8747 Melrose Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90069
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For the Victoria's Secret shop nearest 1ou, or lbr
ou r newest caialogue. please cal I l-800-H ER-G I FT.
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SeeYourWorld
The

Eyes A
Great Decorator

Mark Hampton is admired
throughout the world for the
incomparable taste and style he
brings to clients in his decorating.
Now he brings the same Iresh
ideas, keen observations, and
prolessional advice to you in this
wise, warm, extraordinary voluma
In 37 essays he guides you through
everlthinglrom "The Uses oI
Wallpaper" to "The Delights ol
Chinoiserie," Irom "Setting the
Thble" to "Learning irom the
English Country House." There
are whole sections devoted to
colors, indMdual elements such
as curtains and fireplaces, styles,
materials, even decorating out-
doors. He has illuminated the text
with over 100 ol his exquisite
watercolors and added his own
wonderf ul handwritten notes.

Mark Hampton C)n Decorating
is one oI the most personal books
ever created by a great decorator,
as well as informative. engaginS.
and inspiring.

To reserve your copy in the
special slipcased edition created
exclusively Ior Cond€ Nast read-
ers, please send your name and
address with check, money order,
or credit information ior $29.95
plus $3.00 shipping ior each
book to:
The Cond€ Nast Collection, P.O.
Box 10214, Des Moines, IA 50336.
Or, for Credit card orders:

CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-4s3-1400

CA, CO,IA, MA, NY, KY, GA, MI,
IL residents please add applicable
sales tax. Please allow 4-6 weeks
Ior delivery.

28 HG DE,CEMBER 1990
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Contributors Notes

Brooke Hayward writes about her friend
and "culinary confrere" Gene Hovis,
whose chocolate cake she rates as the "best
in New York." The two frequently collab-
orate in the kitchen-"we prepare winter
picnics of fried chicken, and for Thanks-
giving we like to do a standing rib roast."
Author of the 1977 best-seller Halwire,
Hayward lives in New York and Connecti-
cut with her husband, bandleader Peter
Duchin, and their three parrots. She is
currently at work on a nonfiction account
of life in Los Angeles during the 1960s.

Mark Lancaster last ap-
peared in the pages of
HG in April 1988 when
we featured his Tudor
seaside house in Kent. In
this issue, we present the
English painter's new
home base, a grand Vic-
torian castle on the west
coast ofScotland. "At one
point the building was
used as a youth hostel, but
in spite of that, all of the
original details-from
stained-glass images of
the owner's favorite
yachts to faux bois ceil-
ings-are still intact," says
Lancaster, whose studio
now occupies the old
kitchen quarters.

z
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Adrian Higgins visits the legendary
English gardens at Port Lympne,
the country estate ofJohn and
Lady Sarah Aspinall. An Irishman
who moved to Virginia ten years
ago, Fliggins started out as a re-
porter covering politics. Now, he
says, he has found his niche as a
garden writer. "It's an incredibly
rich and diverse field that leads
you to everything from architec-
ture to social history."
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Heir to the luxury in every

Pelikan writing instrument,

it combines the convenience

feel ofa fountain pen.

k glides over paper.

The Cerman silver tip

suffounding the smooth,

ceramic ball makes sleeh

fluid writing automatic.

Precision craftsmanship

it extraordinary balance.

Uleamlng accents,

including the distinctive

Pelikan beak clip, are layered

with 18 karat gold. Even the

Pelikan cre$t is sunounded

by a shining gold crown.

The Souverdn Rollerball

is made in West Germany

and is available in raditional

black or the greenlblack hnish

that's exclusively Pelikan.

In either case, its look of

majesty is unmistakable.

ROLLERBALL
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PexNoNn GILLERTES
Fine Paintings

21 RAST 82ND STRI]ET 'NEW YORK, NY IOO28 ' 2I2 628.1168

Marie Louise Boyer-Breton Oil on canvas 1906 78 X 47 inches

32 HG DECEN{BER 1990

Contributors N otes

Gita Mehta, author of Raj and Karma
Cola and producer of several television
documentaries, delineates the differ-
ences between American and Indian
decor in the "Taste" column. Mehta,
who divides her time between New
York, London, and New Delhi, claims
to be uninspired by the fashions of
those cities. "For me, decorating is a
nightmare," she says. "I prefer my
rooms to be organic."

Margy Rochlin, a contributing editor of
Intertieu magazine, has "interrogated"
everyone from John Travolta to Pee-
wee Herman. For HG, Rochlin test-
drives the Ford Explorer, a tidier
vehicle than she's used to: "Someone
asked if I was doing an origin-of-life ex-
periment in my own car because it's
piled with magazines, cassettes, and
clothes. Sure it's messy, but when driv-
ing in L.A., it pays to be prepared."
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Something newly introduced. Combining revolutionary concepts with
centuries of tradition. Continuous casting ovens and pearwood tools. lvlodern

Design and Classic Rich Cut. Appreciating the importance of symmetry.
Val has been making the finest crystal in the world since 1826.

Val Saint ^mq.LambefrM

Marshall Field
Chicago

Geary's
Beverly Hills

Lux, Bond & Green
Hartford

Found at finer department and specialty stores nationwide. For more information or a Val Brochure (lf requesting a brochure please

include $2.50) write to: Val Saint Lamben U.S.A. Inc., 544 Riverside Avenue, Westport. Connecticut 06880
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Val Saint Lambert
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William&MaryWing Chair
lndian Print
Satin StripeVoile

800 Central Blvd.
Carlstadt, NewJersey 07072
Telephone 201 . 438. 8444

Furniturs
and
Fabrica
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1G REPORTS ON THE NEW AND TI ORTHY By Eric Berthold

E
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Anya Larkin designs, paints,
and gilds wallpaper borders that wrap
any room in sheer luxury. With a
seven-year background in painted
fabrics and wallpapers, the New York
artist was eager to explore a new
technique when a client asked her
for a hand-designed border. For her
first collection of gilt borders,
appropriately entitled Gilded Age,
Larkin has brushed, rubbed, and
burnished leaves of silver, 22-kt gold,
and copper into bold circles and
squares, flashy diamonds, and jazzy
checkers. With their glimmering
detailing, these timeless geometric
motifs dazzle the eye."The designs of
the borders are classical and yet very
contemporary," says Larkin. "And
the gilt really jumps right off the wall
at you-it's a spectacular effect."
Available to the trade in New York at
Luten Clarey Stern (212) 838-6420; in
Chicago at Holly Hunt (312) 661-1900;
and in Los Angeles at Randolph
& Hein (213) 855-1222. For other
showrooms call (212) 532-3263.
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Decking the Halls Atlanta's top decorators create
Christmas at historic Callanwolde (aboue), Nov. 27-Dec. 12, at

980 Briarcliff Rd., Atlanta; (404) 872-5338.

.;@"+-----

BEURR,}
Sign Language
Sara Midda's impressions
of signposts (left) and
other French iconography
are compiled in South of
France: A Sketchbook

(Workman, $17.95).
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Simon Says Grace
Czech artisan Borek Sipek

has created Simon (below), a

versatile silver-plate
centerpiece, $ 1,200.

Available at Driade, 212
East 57th St., NYC

(2r2) 888-5375.
I

Breakfast in Bed
Custom-made and
hand-painted
trompe I'oeil trays
of tole are available
to the trade at

Christopher
Norman, NYC
(2 l2) 879-6559.

Historical Figures Hand-painted reproduction
lTth-century dummy boards (belou) are at Branca,

65 West Illinois St., Chicago; (3 l2) 822-0751.

Near Pavilions
A lTth-century
Italian gazebo
(n'gil) is among
the many fine
period garden
ornaments and
architectural antiques available from
Crowther ofSyon Lodge, London Road,
Isleworth, Middlesex; (81) 560-7978.

\
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Saint Louis introduces
Firmament, a line of cobalt

cut crystal. Available at
Bergdorf Goodman, NYC, or

. call (212) 838-3880.

Star Grazing
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In with the Old Potter Ann Agee updates the
blue and white (aboue) with a mix of classical and contemporary

images at Objects Gallery in Chicago; (312) 664-6622.

,e

Winter Idyll Stephanie Hoppen in New York
and London is featuring l9th-century helio-
gravure prints (aboue). Call (2 I 2) 753-0175.2,.ozaoz
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Going for Baroque
Sheridan's Bernini
cotton bed linens
(aboae), $29-$ 160,

feature cherubs,
medallions, and
twisted rope. Call
(800) 777-9563.

On the Hoof
Scott Cunningham
custom-builds
unusual pieces such

as a maplewood chair
(aboue) with eagle
arms and hoof feet.
Available through
the Lewis Kaplan
Gallery, London;
(71) 589-3108.

Making Scents Mario Buatta brings thc
smell of honeysuckle indoors for

Aromatique's new line of decorative roorn
fiagrances (be low). Available nationwide.

Bound for Glory German-born
Tini Miura practices the art of
custom-made bibliophile binding
(left) ir,he'r Tokyo and New York
ateliers. Call (212) 995-5822. \
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A Tale of Two Cities
YSL's Joy Henderiks is just as

much at home in I{ew York as in Paris

BYJAMES SERVTN

A t her home base in Paris, Joy Henderiks entertains

A friends with buffets of pot-au-feu, poularde grand-
L I mdre, and artichoke terrine, prepared by a private
French chef. In New York, these same guests are more likely
to make do with Chinese takeout on her living room sofa. No
one seems to mind. Least of all Henderiks, senior vice presi-
dent in charge of corporate image for the Yves Saint Laurent
group in America, whose responsibilities recently required
her to take a pied-i-terre on Fifth Avenue with a view of Cen-
tral Park. "I knew long before I made the move that I wasn't
getting a castle in England," Henderiks chuckles. But she did
have a minimalist aerie in mind at first. "I wanted everything
very American-bright and white," she recalls. "Maybe a
touch of gilt here and there but no dark furniture like my
apartment in Paris. Then what happens? I end up with two
apartments that are very much alike."

In some respects, yes. For the past fifteen years, Henderiks
has occupied a five-room flat in Paris close to the Bois de Bou-
logne. Here, high ceilings and spacious rooms give her the
freedom to lavish ivy and wisteria where she likes, to have a
dozen Louis XVI chairs and a grand iron and porcelain chan-
delier in the dining room, to place an eighteenth-century Chi-
nese lacquer table in the living room, a Regency console and
gilt-wood mirror in the hallway, and to experiment with what
she considers a few radical touches: "I covered the Regency
chairs in green suede-something my mother would never
have dreamed of doing."

In New York things are a bit more "cozy," to use Hender-
iks's term. "I have to make do with two cubicle rooms with a

ceiling hardly high enough to stand under," she says in mock
outrage. But even with these limitations, Henderiks has been
able to replicate a successful motif in her Paris apartment: in
both places, framed animal prints, lacquer boxes, books, pil-
lows, and other gewgaws form artful still lifes. Many of the
wallhangings in particular have sentimental value, such as

the botanical study in oils by her grandfather and the floral
watercolors from her parents' house; to these Henderiks
has affixed a festive green moir6 bow. Lush fabrics
feature prominently as well: the opulent silk curtains in

I NEW YORK:
Henderiks, above,
on her sleigh bed
from MAC ll, under
a wall swag she made
out of a Clarence
House chintz. Far
left: Her entry hall/
dining room. Left:
Animal prints and

watercolors line the
living room. Details
see Resources.
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PARIS: Henderiks,
above, in Yves

Saint Laurent, at
her faux bois front
entry. Right: A
trompe l'oeil cat
perches on a living
room bookshelf.

Silk curtains and a
valance made from
paisley fabric lend
courtly elegance
to the Paris living
room, above. Right:
A view through
French doors into
the plant-filled
dining room.

"In New York, it's my job to go out.

In Paris, I take a rain check"

Paris are the color, she says, of "fad-
ed tomato." In New York a swag of
Clarence House chintz frames an el-
egant English mirror placed over a

Syrie Maugham sleigh bed, which is

upholstered in a matching linen.
The swag is supported by a hand-
carved gold-leafed amow rod made
by Clare Mosley, a Parisian artisan
whose wooden tassels Henderiks
uses as paperweights and curtain ties
in both New York and Paris.

Henderiks surrendered her vision
of an all-white living space in Man-
hattan when she began accumulat-
ing furniture that didn't quite fit the
bill. "It was totally unconscious. Ev-
erything I've always loved kept
catching my eye. Finally, when I got
a few things," she says, gesturing to
the Gothic revival desk, the English
footstools, and the French modern
lacquer table in the living room, "I
realized I had to go the dark furni-
ture way." In a big way. "l hate little
things. I like eighteenth-century En-
glish and Regency furniture. It's
massive," she says admiringly.

But where to put it all? Hender-
iks's friends stepped in to offer ad-
vice. Nan Kempner suggested that

Henderiks move her bookcase to another corner "to open up
the room a bit." Blaine Trump, who came for tea when every-
thing was still in boxes, suggested a pastel wallpaper "to
brighten the bedroom." It was decorator Chessy Rayner of
MAC II, however, who helped pull it all together. She rear-
ranged the living room chairs and table in minutes "to make it
look less railroad-y" and advised Henderiks to chose linen
rather than chintz for her bed frame and lampshades.
"Chessy was right, linen is so much chicer," says Henderiks,
who also notes, "in decorating a New York apartment there's
an enormous system to deal with. I didn't know the ropes and
Chessy really helped me. She's a great friend."

Of course, she's one of many. In New York,Joy Henderiks
has a table filled with framed photographs of her closest pals

to greet her when she comes home. Should she prepare a
meal for one of them, the photo table gets cleared and-
voili!-it becomes a dining table. But first, the storage under-
neath must be removed. "There are boxes, pillows, extra
lamps," she confides-"you can just imagine." Fortunately,
Henderiks is always on the move, far too busy to confront this
Fibber McGee underworld with any frequency. "In New
York, it's my job to go out, to go to parties. But when I'm in
Paris," she says, a bit longingly, "I take a holiday. I take a rain
check. I close the door." I Editor: Catherine Marron
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11pile it may be impossible to predict the future
YV of the economy with absolute certainty, one

thing is certain: At $i9,900*, the 1991 Jaguar XJ6 is
priced significantly lower than most European luxury
motorcars.

And while the XJ6 enjoys certain economic advan-
tages, it also offers the dividend of spirited perform-
ance. With 223 horsepower, our sophisticated Z4-valve,

four-liter, computer-controlled engine is capable of
moving the XJ6 quite rapidly, while a sophisticated
independent suspension system and four-wheel anti-
lock disc brakes give it outstanding athletic agility.

Further performance refinement comes from a four-
speed automatic transmission. Because it's electroni-
cally controlled, it converses freely with the engine to
time upshifts and downshifts for unprecedented smooth-

A BLENDINC OF ART AND

k Could BeThe'6ar's MoST
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'l\4anufacturels suggested retail price, excluding dealer preparation, transportation, license and taxes. Actual retail prices are set by the dealer and may vary.

ness and accuracy. And by pressing the Sport button, of figured walnut. You will also enjoy such con-
you can program the transmission's shifting pattern for veniences as computerized climate conirol and an 80-
more spirited driving. watt stereo entertainment system that plays through six

Of course, the distinctive, sensuous styling of the acoustically matched speakers.
XJ6 is what you've come to expect from Jaguar. And the We invite you to test drive the 1991 XJ6. We think
interior offers elegant details and luxurious comfort: you'll see thai an economical price can be perfectly
The seats are faced in supple leather, while the fascia, compatible with a wealth of luiury and performance.
doors and center console are fitted with the rich warmth For your nearest dealer, call 1-800-4-JAGUAR.

MACHINE%)AGUAR
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The grand Yictoria
Falls Hotel, above
right, is a short
hike from the falls,
seen in a 1904
photograph, above,
one of the seven
natural wonders of
the world. Left: A
view from the hotel
of the bridge over
the Zambezi and
mist from the falls.

Falling for Zlmbabwe

The colonial grandeur

of the Victoria Falls Hotel lures

trauelers to an African oasis

BY TED COXOVN.R

T) hodesia now exists only in out-of-date atlases, bur
K where the new Zimbabwe borders Zambia, where the

I\g.., t Zambezi spills into a staggering chasm, there
remains an elegant outpost of the old order that serves the
present well. With the Victoria Falls Hotel, whitewashed and
rising like a palace from the woods, the Africans have mainly

gotten right what we managed to
botch at Niagara Falls.

From its expansive terraces
and gardens, one can follow the
roar and the towering clouds of
mist on a path to one of the scenic
wonders of the world. A dense
canopy covers the path, the tem-
perature drops, the humidity
climbs, and monkeys scream on

the approach to Victoria Falls, first shown to explorer David
Livingstone in 1855 by tribesmen who knew the falls as Mosi-
oa-tunya-the Smoke That Thunders. "Scenes so lovely,"
wrote Livingstone, "must have been gazed upon by angels in
their flight." Flight and falling are ideas that come easily to
one perched on the precipitous cliffs, watching as nature
pulls the rug out from underneath the Zambezi.

The builders of the hotel tried to realize a human comple-
ment to this natural grandeur. Two front wings angle for-
ward to welcome and enclose guests arriving in the
semicircular driveway; inside, everything is outsized early
twentieth century elegance. Black and white checkered tiles
in the foyer yield to wide green carpeted hallways and twin
curving staircases up to the rooms. There is the Livingstone
restaurant-with dishes like the Cucumber Canoe and the
Crocodile Cascades, a big lizard tail poached in champagne
with prawn sauce-and the I Presume bar.

After stopping at the grand braii (barbecue) one evening
on the terrace, I elected to skip the nightly show of native
dance in favor of the casino down the road. I lost a little mon-
ey but still came out of Victoria Falls ahead. On a roundabout
walk back to the hotel I happened to glance up at the three-
quarter moon through the pillars of mist from the falls and
saw my first lunar rainbow. (Victoria Falls Hotel, PO Box 10,

Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe; 800-448-8355) a
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lnternational Yelvet
European and American designers giue

a new twist to a traditional fabric
By HrargrR SUTIH MACISAAC

Jnterior design is not simply follow-

! ing clothes design these days; in the
I.ase of velvet, decoration is hot on
fashion's heels. Just as stretch velvet leg-
gings are hitting the streets, bright,
painted, and crushed (or otherwise con-
voluted) velvets are settling onto sofas
and climbing the walls.

Contemporary furniture fairs around
the world have recently yielded velvet
sofas in glorious shades and shapes by
Massimo Iosa-Ghini for Moroso (Mi-
lan), a throne in crushed velvet by Marco
de Gueltzl for V.I.A. (Paris), and a sec-

ond collection of multihued velvet fur-
niture by Monique and Sergio Savarese
of Dialogica (New York).

The Savareses mix and match panels
of velvet, applying up to six saturared
colors to a single sofa. The rear wall of
their shop, in a quilted diamond pattern
ofolive green crushed velvet, testifies to
the partners'continuing devotion to this
soft vibrant fabric. "Because of the way
the light hits the nap, you get more than
just one color," says Monique. "And it
ages so gracefully."

London textile designer Nigel Atkin-
son is doing for velvet what Fortuny, in
developing a tight pleat, did for silk. At-
kinson's three-dimensional effects,
achieved by bonding the velvet with
polyurethane, have attracted the atten-
tion of fashion designers such as Romeo
Gigli-who was seduced by descriptive
patterns like jellyfish, wave, bamboo
pleat, edelweiss, and 6ss[169s1-25
well as interior designers such as

Georges Andraos, who fashioned an in-
viting padded cell of velvet for the Brit-
ish Interior Design Exhibition.

Closer to home, Yves Gonnet has re-
cently doubled the range of velvets in his
fabric house and added the first printed
velvet to his collection. Called Noa Noa,
the lively pattern looks as if it could have
been hand-painted by Gauguin. "The
pile of the velvet subdues the colors,"
says Gonnet, "so that the pattern, taken
from a rather vivid watercolor, is still ex-
otic but the effect is subtle."

Subtle or smashing, the classic materi-
al has clearly outlasted the days when, as

Atkinson says, "all you saw was the bor-
ing plain velvet curtain." rt

ln the hands of Nigel
Atkinson, velvet takes
the shape of a sea
creature, above, and
waves, top left. Top:
Dialogica's quilted
wall and sofa with
pillows. Buccaneer's
hat and riding coat by
Selina Blow. Above
left: A chair and pillow
covered in Noa Noa
velvet from Yves
Gonnet. Left: Velvet-
like rug in wool and
silk by Charles Pfister/
Pamela Babey for
V'Soske. Details
see Resources.
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Diamonds. Fa la la la la, oooh [a la! The Diamonds of Distinction Award honors the best in American Design.
Check this page each month for. the new winners. Or cheat and send for a free booklet showing the entire year s winning

pieces, priced from 52,200-$ZSOO. ln the U.S. and Canada, call 80O 926-2700, ext. 1290. A diamond is forever.

December Winners . Diamonds of Distinction



Buildings in a Box

An exhibition explores the

history of modern architecture

through Lincoln Logs,

Erector sets, and Tinkertoys

BY PILAR VILADAS

F

tence, covering the early nineteenth century to the 1960s,"
explains CCA exhibition coordinator Brooke Hodge, who or-
ganized the show with librarian Rosemary Haddad. ,'The

CCA already had sonre architectural toys in its collection, and
we felt that these were not only interesting objects but that
this was an appropriate place to house them. The toys also

have a wide appeal and a strong educational aspect."
Indeed, the toys mirror the progress of our industrial

society. A German toy village from 1800 is corhposed of
crudely hand-carved blocks while the American Toy
Village of 1875 shows how machine-milled wood

blocks could be produced in large numbers, in rhis
case to mimic some of the major structures in

Springfield, Massachusetts, home of Milton
Bradley, the toy's manufacturer. By the 1950s,
Plasticville, U.S.A., offered children such com-
ponents in a modern material and for newer
building types, such as the morel, reflecting

America's growing reliance on the automobile.
Some of the objects comment on building technology. The

c. 1880 Novelty Playhouse: The House That Jack Built was
made of long wooden blocks, scored to look like stone, that
interlocked at the corners like raditional log buildings. This
method was imitated more directlyby Lincoln Logs, the 1920
invention of John Lloyd Wright, son of Frank Lloyd
Wright-who was himself known for touting rhe virrues of
the German Froebel blocks, which are also in the collection.

Other toys, such as the l914 Mysro Erector set, the 1924
Bilt-E-Z ("As the Boy Builds the Toy, the Toy Builds the
Boy"), and the 1957 American Skyline, reflected the growth
of skyscraper technology. And others, like the small gray and
black painted blocks designed by Josef Hoffmann around
1920 to make a facrory, are simply beautiful to look at. The
CCA plans to show more of the collection in future exhibi-
tions every year or every other year-timed, appropriately
enough, for the holiday season. ll

. ARCHITECTUR.E

An early Erector set
owner proudly poses
with his construction,
top left. Top centeji
The Mysto Erector
set. Top right:
American Skyline.
Above right: A cabin
of Lincoln Logs and
its ancestor, the
Novelty Playhouse: The
House That Jack Built.

or many peo-
ple the men-
tion of build-

ing blocks, Lincoln
Logs, Erector sets, or Tinkertoys
instantly evokes huppy memo-
ries of hours spent absorbed in
the construction of some tower-
ing skyscraper, cozy cabin, or
imaginary city. Few people real-
ize, however, that architectural
toys such as these have a fascinating his-
tory-one that reflects the development
of modern Western architecture.

This history is the subject of "Build-
ings in Boxes," an exhibition at the Ca-
nadian Centre for Architecture in
Montreal which runs through March
and showcases nineteen objects from
the CCA's collection of over 300 archi-
tectural toys and games. The collection
was acquired earlier this year from Nor-
man Brosterman, a New Yorker with an
architecture degree who became
hooked on the roys when he found a
Bilt-E-Z skyscraper sel ar an antiques
store in the Catskills nine years ago.

"It is the most complete assemblage of
architectural toys and games in exis-

:
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.,WETNE TALKING THE SALE OF THE GENTURY.u rta- Jn-L vI I EVENYONE
WHO IS ANYONE IN THE IS REPRESEHTED

AND IEXING.
STREETS

oF sHoP$. YoU'VE AilD EVERY
SINGLE PENNY OF GOES TO YORK CITY
AIDS FUND. 30 . DECEMBEN 2. TICKETS
AVAILABTE AT {212t 947-5850
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EILEEl\ WEST'
o

Holland Gardens. Luxurious 100% combed cotton, 200 thread count bedlinens and accessories.

Catalogue and retail locations available through Eileen West Store,

33 Grant Avenue, Dept. HGI00. San Francisco, CA 94108. Tel. 415.982.2275
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A fter the fall of Napoleon the

Al Cond6s, a princely family be-
/- \ to.,ging to the .ud.r branch of
the royal house of Bourbon, were re-
stored to full possession oftheir estate at
Chantilly-or what was left of it. For
Chantilly, once a lavish gathering place
of the ancien r6gime, was by then little
more than a shadow of past splendor.
The Revolution had obliterated the
Grand Chiteau, the adjoining Petit
Chiteau stood abandoned, and the for-

Beyond the moated I 6th-century Petit
Ch3teau, top, rise cupolas and spires of the
l9th-century Grand Chiteau built by the duc
d'Aumale. Top right: The duchess's bedroom,
I 845. Above: Cond6 portraits in the duke's
salon. Right: German bronzes on his desk.

mal gardens laid out by Le N6tre were
overgrown beyond recognition.

Both tenacious and rich, the Cond6s
set about piecing their property togeth-
er and made the Petit ChAteau habitable
once again. But the last head of the fam-
ily, the prince de Cond6, Iacked the
heart to complete the task-the more so

because his only son had been shot by
Bonaparte on a trumped-up charge. Af-
ter the prince himself was found hanged
under mysterious circumstances in
1830, his huge fortune passed to the
eight-year-old Henri, duc d'Aumale,
a younger son of a nephew, Louis-
Philippe, duc d'Orl6ans, who had re-
cently been crowned king.

Aumale eventually spent a few years
at Chantilly as a young man with his
bride, princesse Caroline
de Bourbon-Siciles, for
whom several rooms in
the Petit Chiteau were
redecorated. But in 1848
another revolution drove
Louis-Philippe out of
France, and the duke was

obliged to follow his fa-
ther into exile. Aumale
did not see Chantilly

again until 187 l, when he returned to
France after the fall of Napoleon III.

Almost immediately the ill-starred
property the duke had acquired as a boy
became one of his great passions. The
architect Honor€ Daumet was called in
to rebuild the Grand ChAteau in the Re-

naissance style, the surrounding de-
mesne was restored to its former glory,
furniture by Riesener and other cele-
brated cabinetmakers was installed, and
Aumale collected paintings, drawings,
books, and illuminated manuscripts
with the single-mindedness of a true Or-
l€ans. Sometimes his quarry would be a

unique piece he had been stalking for
years-a Raphael, a Van Dyck, a Wat-
teau, an Ingres-at other times he
would carry off an entire collection. Au-
male became a legendary figure at the
auction houses, while his agents scur-
ried around Europe on voyages of ac-

quisition. Before long the duke's
collection of rare manuscripts, which in-
cluded the now priceless Les Tris Riches

Heures du duc de Berry, was the most im-
portant of its kind in France.

The prices Aumale was prepared to
pay accurately reflect
contemporary taste. For
example, to obtain a sin-
gle painting by the nine-
teenth-century academic
Meissonier, Les Cuiras-
siers de 1805,he put up as

much money as he had
disbursed to buy three
hundred enchanting Re-

naissance drawings by

The Haunted Ch6teau

Shades of a tragic past people the romantic domain

of Chantilly By PRTNCE MTcHAEL oF GRmcr
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"Tiffany Garland" for the hnliday table.

Classic English Masont ironstorle: Dinner plate, $60.
Cup and saucer, $60. Nor shou:n: Candlesticks, thc pah, $70.

Dessert plate, $50. Pitchcr, $60. Mugs, set of two, $70. AtTiffarry C Co.

inNew York, Beuerly Hills, San Froncisco, South Coast Plaza,

Dallas, Houston,'Vashington, D.C., Chicago, Arlnnta,
Boston, Philadelphia. To inquire: 800- 526-0649.

TIEEANY & Co.
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An equestrian in the
Petite Singerie apes ancien 169ime style.

Jean and Frangois Clouet. Chantilly was

soon bursting with masterpieces, so

much so that the Grand ChAteau, now
the centerpiece of the Mus6e Cond6,
was given over entirely to exhibiting
them amid marble, ormolu, and exotic
boiserie. In his will Aumale forbade the
least change in the arrangement of his
collection, with the result that Chantilly
today is a rare example of nineteenth-
century museology, virtually intact.

Besides amassing his collection Au-
male won a seat in the National Assem-
bly, hunted stags with his own pack at
Chantilly, and wrote a number of books

on history, which earned him election to
the Acaddmie FranEaise. In contrast to
the opulence that surounded the duke
as a public figure, his personal style was

modest to a degree. He lived in a seven-
room apartment on the ground floor of
the Petit ChAteau. His own bedroom was

almost monastic, though there was a tiny
rococo boudoir lined with exquisite
Louis XV singeries, depicting monkeys
in contemporary costume. Other rooms
were refitted in eighteenth-century style
by Eugdne Lami, a favor-
ite painter of the Orl6ans
clan and a great exponent
of historical reconstruc-
tions. Because this apart-
ment is level with the
moat, the surface of the
water diffuses the sun's
rays, gently gilding the
light that lends the rooms
an impalpable charm.

Few visitors enter this
magical corner of Chan-
tilly, parts of which are
closed to the public. Perhaps
for this reason something of
the past still lingers, a hint of
the people who once lived
here. The most luxurious
room is the bedroom ofthe du-
chesse d'Aumale, by all ac-
counts a sweet unassuming
creature. Her white and gold
chamber is one of the rooms re-

done in 1845. Though the sun has faded
the silk walls in her round Louis XVI-
style salon, they are still a vibrant purple.
In the duke's salon, family portraits hang
against red damask. A more or less secret
door leads off the dining room to anoth-
er apartment, once the quarters of the
comtesse de Clinchamp, whom the duke
was rumored to have taken in morganat-
ic wedlock after the duchess's death.

When Aumale died in 1897, Chantilly
and its treasures were bequeathed to the

Institut de France. Be-
lieving that he had inher-
ited the place in conse-
quence of a crime, the
duke was loath to pass on
such a tainted legacy to
his descendants. Indeed,
he blamed its curse for
the deaths of all his chil-
dren during his lifetime.
It was his wish that one of
his nephews should take
the title of his favorite
son, to keep his memory

The moat reflects gilded light into a magic corner few visitors see

The duke in erile,
above, c. 186O.
Top: Louis XVI
motifs were adapted
for the duchess's
I 845 salon. Above
left: ln the Petite
Singerie, a rococo
boudoir, c. 1735,
panels show
monkeys engaged
in human pursuits.

alive; accordingly, Jean d'Orl6-
ans became duc de Guise. He
was my maternal grandfather, a

personal link to Chantilly's long
family history. rl

Thz Muie Coruli is open euuy d.a,y ex-
cept Twsdny. For furthn visiturs infor-
mation: Musie Condi, Ch6,teau de
Chantilly BP 2$,606)l Chantilly
C E D EX, Frante ; 44 -5 7 -08 -00.
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O TASTE

A t the beginning o[this century a

A young Indian lancer from the
I I kingdom ofJodhpur was re-
ceived by the emperor of Japan at his
palace in Kyoto. The lancer was horri-
fied by the austerity of the ruler of the
Chrysanthemum Throne. "Except for a
painted screen at the very end of the au-
dience chamber," he recorded in his dia-
ry, "the audience hall was completely
empty." The Indian's shock would have
been entirely appropriate, according to
the British Indologist William Archer,
who describes the Indian aesthetic as be-
ing of "gargantuan excess." There are
those who say that American culture to-
day, in its acquisitive drive, suffers from
similar excess. But excess in the richest
country in the world differs from excess
in one of the poorest-and in their re-

lndia's Art of Chaos
Excess is an essential element

of decorating in the Indian house

BY GITA MEHTA

nightmare. What the Westerner hides in
the attic, to be examined in moments of
nostalgia, the Indian keeps proudly at
hand because notions of the good old
days--or, in the case of America, recon-
structions of the old country-are alien
to India. So on an Indian wall a minia-
ture painted in the sixteenth century by
a master artist at the court of the Moghul
emperor will hang next to a group pho-
tograph taken to commemorate a meet-
ing with a minor British official, and
both will fade into obscurity against the
lurid colors of a calendar with illustra-
tions of ripe Indian deities or equally
ripe Indian film stars. While this makes
the Indian home interesting, it also
means the Indian home fails to "make a
statement," lacking the discriminarion
that in Europe and America constitutes
an aesthetic.

But then Ananda Coomaraswamy,
the great scribe of Indian culture, is
scathing about aesthetics. He dismisses
the aesthete as merely effete, capable
only of a passive response. And there is

no passivity in the Indian home. lt exisrs
in a civilization where eras and cultures
are colliding with such force that the
home itself is sustained only by an acr of
will, a stubborn clinging to an idea of or-
der in the midst of disorder, a faith in
form in the midst of malfunction. I once
overheard a French lady commiseraring
with a former maharaja as he showed
her around his palace. "It's so sad to see

it like this," she said symparherically. "It
must have been formidable when it was
perfect." Her host looked bewildered.
He simply didn't understand the senti-
ment. The Indian home has never been
perfect. It is always in a srare of decay
and reassembly. And in this mobility lies
the essential difference between excess

in India and excess

in America.
For a start, mobil-

ity in the West is di-
rected upwards.
Increased status
and wealth confer

spective homes this difference is main-
tained by the golden rope ofdecor.

The lancer might have understood
theZen principle behind the emperor's
decor since the word Zen is a corruption
of the Sanskrit dhyana, meaning aware-
ness. But to achieve awareness through
the contemplation of a solitary object is,
to the Indian, only tunnel vision. Not for
India the tranquilli-
ty of gazing at rhe
glaze on a single
perfect pot. For In-
dia, the satisfacrion
lies in finding a pat-
tern in the glazes on

Beauty coexists with
equally heart-

stopping awfulness
&@&ffi#

a hundred pots in varying stages of dis-
integration. Such an atritude has made
the Indian homeamess. The household-
er's delight, perhaps, but the decoraror's

both the capacity and the necessiry for
visible improvement, demanding that
residences, objects, furniture, paintings
become ever more refined, more exclu-
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. TASTE

sive. The American house, recognizably
European in origin, offers its owner the
added luxury of choosing which ele-
ment of Europe he wishes to emulate. In
the hands of his decorator this luxury is

too often taken to an extreme, and the
result is a proliferation of rooms frozen
in terminal Empire or terminal English
country house. Discrimination, in short,
is all. Paradoxically, all this excessive dis-
crimination has led, like face-lifts, to a

mind-numbing homogeneity.
But Indians cannot afford to remake

the world closer to the heart's desire. In
contrast to the upward mobility of the
West, the Indian home has a sort of
amoebic mobility enclosing within itself
both its individual history and the his-
tory of a civilization which, because ir
cannot affbrd to throw things away, ab-
sorbs them. Or waits for them to fall
apart. Those who have traveled in India
will be familiar with high-ceilinged
rooms which still retain the iron hoops
that once held heavy curtains connected
by ropes to small boys in adjacent cham-
bers who pulled at the curtains to stir the

summer air. Today between these
hoops there often swings an electric fan
with wide wooden blades where spar-
rows nest because the noisy air condi-
tioner listing at an awkward angle
beneath a carved window has long since
rendered hoops and fans obsolete.

If the Indian home has an aesrhetic,
then, it is chaos-which enables it to ac-
commodate regional influences as dif-
ferent in their ways as Spain is from
Scandinavia, as well as European influ-
ences from the long reign of the British
Empire and Islamic influences after
centuries of Muslim domination. An av-
erage Indian bungalow, for instance,
will probably have a pillared veranda:
traditionally the number of pillars out-
side a house indicated the eminence of
the owner, until the British imported
Greek and Roman pillars. Now Europe-
an decoration and Indian tradition are
fused in stucco to support a roof from
which is suspended by brass links a tradi-
tional Indian swing, facing wroughr.-
iron lawn furniture derived from the
European gazebo. Above the pseudo-

Palladian doorway hangs a garland of
tulsi leaves and marigold blossoms to
bless the house.

Inside, Persian carpets will, if it is win-
ter, lie on top of cotton dhumies used in
spring, which are removed during the
summer heat to reveal stone or marble
floors. Such attention to the ground is

inevitable in a culture accustomed to
taking its shoes off before entering a

room. On the Persian carpets will be a

variety of furniture, from the cushion-
covered platforms on which Indians ha-
bitually recline, to the Victorian sofas
and chairs on which Englishmen once
sat bolt upright, to the art deco rem-
nants from the days when Indians
learned the tango. Enclosed courtyards
indicate the deep influence of Islam's se-

questered women, and in the dining
room-itself a British import-platters
with the separate containers dictated by
Hinduism's caste considerations lie in
happy juxtaposition to European china,
while in the corner an intricately worked
Moghul ewer awaits diners who wish to
wash their hands.

Over time, the architecture and arti-
facts of alien worlds have been made fa-
miliar to India through extended use.
Possessions are not so much displayed as

lurking around, waiting to be used, in-
controvertible evidence that when an ir-
resistible force, such as life, meets any
immovable object, something's got to
give-and in India the something is usu-
ally good taste. It is no good asking an
Indian, What is that refrigerator doing
plugged into that marble wall inlaid with
Iapis lazuli, because the Indian will only
look at you as though you are a cretin
and answer, Keeping the water cold.

India's greatest filmmaker, Satyajit
Ray, once said that Indians have an infi-
nite tolerance for decay. Certainly, in
their houses elements of heart-stopping
beauty coexist with elements of equally
heart-stopping awfulness. Although
such intolerable tolerance occasions gar-
gantuan distress in the visitor, it seems to
leave the locals unfazed. Perhaps this is
because the Indian looks on his home
more as a place to live than as a work of
art. The art, if there is one in India, is

supposed to lie in the living. lt

We took two flower drops, wired them, and wove them with a velvet drape

ORNAMENTS from I.P.WEAWR Co.

in DESIGNS W LENNATWER KAST

NEW: A HOWTTO BOOK FOR BEGINNERS VOLUME IV
Dozens of composite designs by l,enna Tyler Kast.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $35.00 + $10 scu, us.

send $SICOLOR BROCHURE

'Introduction to Ofitafirenf aideo, $25*$70 sex

$25 urill be oedrted against first purchase of omament.

Our CUSTOM DRAPERY TIEBACK
available in kit + instructional video

For other ideas in ornament see
our design books & videos.

FAX (8r8) 8,,;t-8/4i62 (818) 8rU-5700
,.MM

SINCE ilru
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Hark, the heraLd angels sing
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ne way we can
allay the urge
to possess and

give things beyond our
inevitable limitations of
money and space this
season is through books.
Robert J. Charleston's
Masterpieces of Glass: A
World History from the
Corning Museum of Glass
(Abrams, $75) is a mod-
el of the coffee-table
book at its best. Presenr-
ing I l0 pieces from an-
cient Egypt to Renais-
sance Bohemia to the
contemporary American craftswoman
Toots Zynsky, it depicts each object in a
superbly detailed full-page color photo,
which faces a concise but exceptionally
informative text addressing notjust the
artifact at hand but also its larger sig-
nificance within the developmenr of
the medium. Technical but accessible,
scholarly but diverting, this is a survey
one can dip into casually or delve into at
length with equal-and considerable-
pleasure. MartinFiller

In the rage for historical revivals, Swed-
ish neoclassicism has emerged as one of
the most seductive decorative styles.
The combination of finely burnished
wood furniture, luxurious woven silks,
and bronze and ormolu mounted ob-
jects achieves a mood of lightness, of or-
nament without excess. Hflkan Groth's
Neoclassicism in the North: Swedish Furni-
ture and lnteriors, 1770-1850 (Rizzoli,
$50) is richly illustrated with photo-
graphs by Fritz von der Schulenburg. It
covers such monuments of the period as

the royal palace in Stockholm, Rosen-

dal, Haga, and Gripsholm Castle-and
it left me with lots of ideas for how I'd
like to live. Nancy Novogrod

Elisabeth Donaghy Garrerr's At Home:
The American Family, 1750-1870
(Abrams, $49.50) is one of those books
that pull back the velvet rope from the
period room, dismiss the quaintly cos-
tumed guide, and conjure up the voices
of long-gone men and women to tell you
how everything really was. Garrett, a
vice president at Sotheby's, New York,
has combed our national attic for inven-
tories, letters, diaries, and manuals that
reflect on everything from the best-par-
lor niceties of draping a piano scarf ro
keeping wayward children from tipping
over chamber pots, and there is broad
humor as well as pathos in the accompa-
nying paintings, drawings, and prinrs.
This family portrait is indeed a speaking
likeness. DouglasBrenner

I always knew that the talents of in-
dustrial designer Raymond Loewy were
remarkable and, to say the least, wide-
ranging. Loewy, as his l95l autobiogra-

phy declared, fashioned
the shape of things
"from lipsticks to loco-
motives." What Ray-
mond Loewy: Pioneer of
American Industrial
Design (Prestel, $65), a

well-illustrated and
well-rounded collection
of essays edited by An-
gela Schonberger, fills
in is that Loewy's long
career was itself every
bit as carefully designed
and executed as the
Avanti car, the Exxon
logo, and the Lucky

Strike package, all of which made him
famous. Heather Smith Maclsaac

Bloomsbury: lts Artists, Authors, and
Designers (Bulfinch/Little, Brown, $55)
pools the artistic, literary, and decora-
tive talents of England's early avant-
garde to fresh effect. Editor Gillian
Naylor selects from thejournals and let-
ters of Roger Fry and Virginia and
Leonard Woolf to illuminate modernist
paintings by Fry, Vanessa Bell, and
Bell's sometime lover Duncan Grant
and to resuscitate Charleston, the coun-
try house where Maynard Keynes wrote
The Economic Consequences of the Peace

and Bell and Grant decoratedjust about
every available surface in the fanciful
style of the Omega Workshops, found-
ed by Fry to ward off "the dull and the
stupidly serious." Peter Haldeman

If you or someone you care about
would like to be walked through a mas-
ter gardener's garden while being
shown how to do it all by yourself, invest
in a copy of Color in My Garden (Atlantic
Monthly Press, $29.95) by Louise Beebe

Season's Readings

From coffee-table behemoths to stocking stuffers, HG's editors

pick the books they want to write home about
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Wilder. Mrs. Wilder's 1918 classic, with
its sparkling illustrations by her neigh-
bor Anna Winegar, has been repub-
lished, and it is a rare pleasure indeed to
find such a practical guide-one that is
as useful today as it was seventy-two
years ago. Focusing on what one might
achieve without the assistance of a staff
(unlike some current volumes), the au-
thor tells the story of her Pomona, New
York, garden in a chronicle that main-
tains a delicate and effective balance be-
tween lyrical observation and practical
advice. Senga Mortimer

In 1765 Catherine the Great em-
barked on a nineteen-year quest for Eu-
ropean masterworks for her private
collection, which resulted in one of the
great treasures of the world, the Her-

mitage. Today the Hermitage houses
more than 48,000 paintings and draw-
ings, making it one of the largest perma-
nent collections in existence. In Paintings
in the Hermitage (Stewart, Tabori &
Chang, $95), Colin Eisler discusses 630
of the more important works and offers
a personally guided tour of the Winter
Palace through the centuries, one that
left me dreaming of making that special
trip to Leningrad. Eric Berthold

Architectural fashions come and go,
but Michael Graves's unique brand of
neoclassicism prospers. Michael Graves:
Buildings and Proiects, 1982-I989
(Princeton Architectural Press, $49.95
cloth; $34.95 paper), a 352-page mono-
graph compiled by Karen Nichols, Pat-
rick Burke, and Caroline Hancock,
covers Graves's recent work-over 300
built and unbuilt projects-in drawings,
models, and photographs, many of

them in color. A must for architecture
buffs, not to mention fans of the "prince
of Princeton." PilarViladas

With over 500 illustrations highlight-
ing relatively obscure impressionist
painters around the globe rather than
the movement's most famous practitio-
ners in France, World Impressionism: The
International Movement, I 860-I 920
(Abrams, $75), edited by Norma
Broude, makes a seductive argument
for impressionism as a truly internation-
al artistic achievement. There are strik-
ing similarities in technique, subject
matter, and palette among the artists
represented here. But cultural, geo-
graphic, and aesthetic differences are
also readily apparent: I was especially
taken by the luminous norrhern light of

the Scandinavian artists and the
tranquil scenes painted by the
Japanese. CatherineMarron

at Tiffany's (St. Martin's Press,

$60) is no mere coffee-table
book-although visually it fits
that bill brilliantly with won-
derful photographs record-
ing Gene Moore's legendary

career in window display, which includ-
ed stints at I. Miller, Bergdorfls, and
Bonwit Teller before he arrived ar Tif-
fany's. His warm and witty text, written
with Jay Hyams, concent.rates on
Moore's innovative use of everyday ob-
jects such as ice-cream cones, eggs, and
dirt-a merchandising breakthrough
that would forever transform window
settings. WendyGoodman

If there was a common thread run-
ning through the architecrure of the
eighties, it was a decorative thread. One
of the consequences of this newfound
fascination with pattern and ornament
was the stampede of architects to the ta-
bletop indusrry. In the United Stares,
Nan Swid and Addie Powell spearhead-
ed the movement that brought us Mi-
chael Graves coffeemakers, Robert
Venturi dinnerware, and Ettore Sottsass
candlesticks; Swid Powell: Obiects by Ar-
chitects (Rizzoli, $35) is their book. Nez,

YorkTimes architecture critic Paul Gold-
berger attempts to put the Swid Powell
story in a larger cultural perspective,
and Annette Tapert supplies the run-
ning commentary. Not incidentally, the
book makes a first-rate catalogue of the
company's wares. Charles Gandee

Just when I thought I'd seen every-
thing I'd ever wanted to see about art
deco, a book on paintings of the period
crossed my desk. British art critic Ed-
ward Lucie-Smith's Art Deco Painting
(Clarkson N. Potter, $45) includes ele-
gant if somewhat predictable works by
Georgia O'Keeffe, Marsden Hartley,
and Paul Cadmus and also offers some
wonderful surprises. Tamara de Lem-
picka's soulful painting The Refugees
proves that she knew there was more to
life than glamour. And lesser-known
artists such as Boris Grigoriev, Mariette
Lydis, and Ernst Fritsch are given well-
deserved attention. Dana Cowin

John Fleming and Hugh Honour's
Dictionary of the Decorative Arts (Pen-
guin, $40) is a book I rurn to ofren for
quick facts ("Hipped knee: a type of cab-
riole chair-leg"); for insider details ("Pa-
lissy, Bernard: according to his own
account he was reduced to using the
floors and furniture to fire his pots-to
the fury of his wife") ; and for settling of-
fice disputes ("T€te-d-t6te: an aherna-
tive name for (a) a cabaret or (b) a

confidant"). First published in 1977, this
compact volume has recently been re-
vised and beefed-up; there are now al-
most 5,000 entries and more than 1,000
illustrations. I always felt suspicious of
people who claimed to read dictionaries
for pleasure, until I found this one.

At Wig Wam Village l, three miles
east of Horse Cave, Kentucky, the ersatz
Indian accommodations come complete
with hot and cold water, inner-spring
mattresses, and solid hickory furni-
ture. Barry Zaid's Wish You Were Here
(Crown, $19.95), a perfectly conceived
album-style book of hotel postcards,
spans the thirties through the fifties,
from smart set resorts to roadside mo-
tels straight outof Psycho. Don't miss the
airbrushed shot of the Waldorf-Astoria
majestically dwarfing the Chrysler
Building. MargotGuralnick
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Beyond the Gift Basket

Containers are as extraordinary as the sweets

and sauories they hold By CHRrsropHER rETKANAS

f-torget magnums of champagne, fruitcake, and sugar

fl cookies-holiday baskets should brim with originality.
J- To begin with, you need not use a standard wicker bas_
ket. A bushel basket, a copperjam basin, an antique footed
ironstone bowl, or even a wooden butter bamel can also be
filled with out-of-the-ordinary homemade delicacies as well
as other surprises. Determined to come up with imaginative
alternatives to the proverbial hamper from Fortnum & Ma-
son, I recently looked to my own kitchen, and those of several
other cooks, for novel Christmas offerings.

Living in rural Normandy, I decided to use an oval wire-
mesh apple-picker's basket-traditional on the farm, but
hardly the usual holiday giftcontainer. Into the basket, which
is lined with an old embroidered linen pillowcase, goes a
brighdy glazed brioche-dough pretzel, a customary desserr ar
New Year's in Alsace. A pomegranare, a French yuletide mo-
tif, is included for its mysterious beauty weeks after the holi-
days, when it has begun to dry in its leathery casing.

Rhubarb appears in my basket as a rich and puckery chut-
ney, the recipe for which is supplied by two American friends

living in Paris, Constance Borde and
Sheila Malovany-Chevallier, authors of
a marvelous American cookbook in
French. Onions are present in the un-
likely form of a sweet-and-sour jam that
is excellent with rabbit terrine or with
cold sliced turkey the day after Christ-
mas. Macerated confiture de vieux gar-
Eon, or bachelor's jam, submerges a
mixture of red fruits in eau-de-vie per-
fumed with a baton of cinnamon and a

An Alsatian brioche-
dough pretzel and a
pressed tea brick are
tucked amid jams,
spices, and other
treats in a linen-
lined Norman apple
basket, left. Below
left: Bachelor's jam

place that the person receiving the bas-
ket is likely to think exotic or romanric,
he will enjoy being reminded of it with
local foods. In my case that means the
hazelnut bonbons called petits p6ch6s,
which are packaged in the sort of thin
wooden boxes usually reserved for
cheeses like Camembert. And, of
course, it means anyrhing to do with ap-
ples-fifteen-year-old Calvados, spar-
kling brut farmhouse cider, pommeau
(three parts cider and one part Calva-
dos), mellow cider vinegar aged for
eight years in casks, and apple-sugar
sticks wrapped in paper and mounded
in pyramids. Taking the idea of place
one step further, I like to slip in a book
about my corner of the world, along
with vintage postcards.

To fill the inevitable little pockets of
space there are licorice sticks (the real
thing, roots of the licorice plant),
branches of fresh laurel, and cork-stop-
pered laboratory tubes of spices (one
mixture combines star anise with carda-
mom and turmeric-superb with chick-
en, veal, fish, or shellfish). A tea "brick,"
a fragrant block of compressed tea
Ieaves with Chinese decorations in re-
lief, is for scenting the kitchen through-
out the year. As a final flourish, I put in
something my friend collects-old crys-
tal, perhaps, or creamware or tole. For
someone who fancies faience, I could
not do better than to include one of the
charmingly naive, naturalistic plates of

split vanilla bean.
Handwritten recipes
for the pretzel and
jams are rolled up
and tied with tartan
ribbon so rhey, too,
become gifts.

If you live in a
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Nestled beside j ars

of pesto and pepper
jelly is a soft pair
of gardening gloves

Unusual gift "baskets" include a plant pot,
a copper iam basin, and a cake mold.

Paris potter Claire de Lavall6e.
When the New York writer Emelie

Tolley, author of Herbs and, Cooking uith
Ilerbs, assembles a holiday bundle, she

begins with an antique English trug.
This flat "basket" of wooden slats, tradi-
tionally used for carrying cut flowers, is

Iined with moss and filled with treats for
and from the garden, some of them
wrapped in burlap and tied with raffia.
Handsome old canning jars from Tol-
ley's vast flea market collection contain
her own sun-dried tomatoes. Covered
with pale green olive oil, they're fla-
vored with a sprig or two of basil or even
a cutting of rosemary.

Another jar, filled with thick pesto,
has a recipe attached for using the basil
sauce to make a refrigerated goat cheese
torte to serve with cocktails. Pepperjelly,
whose counterpoint of hot and sweet
complements both chicken and lamb,
has dried peppers dangling from its lid,
and a bottle of champagne vinegar in-
cludes either a handful of peppery nas-
turtium leaves and flowers or a bouquet
ofdelicate salad burnet. A loafofrough-
textured peasant bread with a touch of
cornmeal provides the perfect base for a
rubbing of garlic and a drizzle of oil, to
accompany winter soups.

Also nestled in the trug is a pair of but-
tery soft goatskin gardening gloves-
"the only ones I know that actually let
you feel as if you have some contact with
the soil while protecting your hands."
Next, says Tolley, "I gather a few pack-
ets ofseeds, harbingers ofthe glories of
next summer's garden-hollyhocks,
four-o'clocks, or coneflowers," A small
hand-carved wooden bowl cradles pot-
pourri for the kitchen, composed of
lemon verbena, lemon peel, cinnamon,
cloves, rosemary, bay, and a few sun-
flower petals for color. Last of all, "I put
in a big bunch oflavender from the gar-
den. It will keep moths at bay, perfume a

room, or add its subtle fragrance to a
syrup for poached pears, ice cream,
cookies, or a rich, rich pound cake."

Ruth Rogers and Rose Gray, partners
in the River Caf6, probably the finest
and certainly the most fashionable Ital-
ian restaurant in London, start out their
gift with an empty (save for one bottle)
crate of their best wine, Barbaresco
1985, a dense, serious red. Everything
else that goes into the box-from an
oregano plantand tongs for grillingveg-
etables to a Pavoni espresso machine
and a bunch of fresh red chilies-ex-
presses the quality and authenticity the
two women insist on at their restaurant.

Besides staples like olive oil (from Fat-
toria dell'Ugo in Chianti), grappa (from
Bartolo Nardini in the Veneto), and
loaves of the flat olive oil bread called
ciabatta, Rogers and Gray pack such
presents as a mortar and pestle, a sack of
tiny blue green lentils from Le Puy in
south-central France, and beautiful tins
of salted anchovies from Naples. More
anchovies go into jars of homemade
salsa verde: classic with a bollito misto of
chicken, ox tongue, and cotechino sau-
sage, the pungent sauce is also served
with grilled lamb, sea bass, and, ar rhe
River Caf6, a sliced entrecote salad. An-
other accompaniment for bollito misto
is Dondi-brand mostarda di Cremona,
pears and apricots in mustard syrup.

"Rose and I love polenta, which ex-
plains the bag ofthe coarse-grain variety
in our 'basket,"' says Rogers. "Coarse-
grain is essential if you don't want to end
up with mashed potatoes." Polenta flour

is used in a simple almond cake that also
goes into the crate next to a mezzaluna,
the two-handled half-moon-shaped
chopping blade: "Use it to chop herbs,
and the result is the opposite of the wet
mass you tend to get with food proces-
sors." As Rogers sees it, perhaps the best
gift ofall is one that encourages a friend
to prepare the baskets-or barrels or
bowls or whatever-of holidays to come.

ONTON JAM IVTTH CR.iME DE CASSTS

3 tablespoons light olive oil
l% pounds onions, thinly sliced

on a mandolin
Salt and freshly ground pepper

672 tablespoons sherry vinegar
6% tablespoons crdme de cassis

I cup dry red wine

Add the oil, onions, and seasonings to a
saucepan and saut6 the onions over low
heat until soft, about l5 minutes. Add the
r€maining ingredients, mix thoroughly,
and simmer uncovered 30 minutes or until
all the liquid has evaporated and been ab-
sorbed. Cool and serve chilled or at room
temperature. Makes 2% cups.

RHUBAR.B CHUTNEY
lrZ cups sugar
17+ cups white vinegar
2% pounds rhubarb, trimmed and

cut into 7+-inch pieces
I cup dark raisins
I green bell pepper, cored,

seeded, ribs removed, and cut
into medium dice

2 medium onions, cut into medium
dice

% heaping tablespoon coarse salt
272 ounces candied ginger, minced

I clove garlic, chopped

In a large saucepan, dissolve the sugar in
the vinegar. Add the remaining ingredi-
ents, combine well, and boil vigorously 10-
15 minutes or until the rhubarb is com-
pletely cooked. Strain the mixture, return
the liquid to the saucepan, and reduce by
one third. Stir the solids back into the
sauce and transfer the chutney to sterilized
canning jars. Seal hermetically and store
one month before serving. Makes 5 cups.

GOATCHEESE AND
SUN-DRIED TOMATO TOR.TE

8 ounces cream cheese
8 ounces Montrachet cheese
3 sticks butter
I cup pesto
I cup drained minced

sun-dried tomatoes

Beat the cheeses and butter until well
blended and fluffy. Line a cake pan with

I
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pleasure to that special person in your life.

. FOOD

damp cheesecloth, making sure the cloth is
large enough to fold over the top of the
pan. Fill the pan with one third of the but-
ter-cheese mixture, followed by half of the
pesto. Repeat. Spread over the remaining
mixture and cover with the tomatoes.
Place plastic wrap over the top of the torte
and fold the cheesecloth over. Refrigerate
at least t hour. To serve, fold the cheese-
cloth back, turn the torte out, and remove
the cloth from the bottom. Invert, tomato
side up, onto a serving plate and remove
the plastic wrap. Serve with crackers.

HOT PEPPER JELLY
I cup minced green bell pepper

Vz cup (or to taste) minced
hot red pepper

l% cups cider vinegar
6% cups sugar

6 ounces liquid pectin

Place the peppers, vinegar, and sugar in a
stainless-steel or enamel saucepan and boil
gently for 5-7 minutes. Remove from heat
and carefully skim surface. Stir in the pec-
tin and pour into sterilized jelly glasses.
Makes 6 pints. Note: If only green hot
peppers are available, substitute a red
bell pepper for the green one to keep the
combination of colors.

SALSAYERDE
I cup chopped Italian parsley
I cup chopped mint

t/z cup chopped fennel
t/z cup chopped basil
8 whole salted anchovies, washed,

boned, and chopped
3 tablespoons chopped capers
2 tablespoons mustard seeds

Freshly ground pepper
2 tablespoons red wine vinegar
5 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

Combine the first eight ingredients, stir-
ring well. Add the vinegar and mix again.
Add the olive oil, beating it forcefully into
the mixture. Makes 8-10 servings.

POLENTA AND ALMOND CAKE
7 ounces butter
7 ounces sugar
7 ounces ground almonds
2 teaspoons vanilla extract
6 eggs
7 ounces polenta flour

Grated zest of 2 lemons
l% teaspoons baking powder

74 teasPoon salt

Preheat oven to 325"F. Cream the butter
and sugar until the mixture is pale yellow.
Add the almonds and vanilla and combine.
Beat in the eggs, one at a time. Add the po-
lenta flour, lemon zest, baking powder,
and salt and blend thoroughly. Butter and
flour a springform pan and pour in the
batter. Bake 45 minutes. a
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The Artist as Homebody

Joseph Cornell remade the

world in a modest Long Island house

O ART

Cornell assembles
one of his

boxes, c. 1940.

BY DEBoRRH SoloMoN

A bout two years ago I began

A work on a biography ofJoseph
-,( \ Cornell, a project rhar in some
ways seemed absurd. His life could not
have been less adventurous had he been
a clerk at the corner drugstore. To be

sure, Cornell was a pictur-
esque figure, a gaunt timid
man who spent his days in a
cellar workshop sifting
through stacks of clippings
and oddments-seashells,
clay pipes. butterfly wings,
pictures of ballerinas, and
so on-and arranging them
in small shadow boxes. Yet
his life wasn't a storv s()

much as it was an odd situation: decade
after decade he lived with his morher
and disabled brother in a small house in
Flushing, Queens, on the outer edge of
New York City. He traveled nowhere,

ln the house on
Utopia Parkway,
left, Cornell created
boxes such as

Setting for a Fairy
Tale, 1942,below.
Far left: Untitled
(The Hotel Eden),
c. l945,oneof
his Aviary series.

and never had a real love affair. His address was strangely re-
vealing: the artist who boxed himself into his own world lived
at 3708 Utopia Parkway.

Cornell belongs to what might be described as the home-
body tradition in art. As much as there are artists who crave
experience, there are those who actively spurn it. Edouard
Vuillard, for instance: he was not ajoiner, never married, and
painted mostly domestic scenes-small, unexpectedly haunt-
ing images of chairs and floral wallpaper. Giorgio Morandi,
too: he was an art-world monk, a reclusive Bolognese, locked
in eternal contemplation of his table of old bottles and cans.
Cornell shares with these artists the belief that experience-
experience of the grand, worldly, Byronic variety-is some-
how beyond his capabilities. Homebody artists present the
world from inside the house, slightly stuffy and clausropho-
bic. They give us a room without a view.

Did Cornell ever venture beyond his front door? Absolute-
ly. Central to his activities were his trips by train into Manhat-
tan. Like a flaneur in nineteenth century Paris, out of the
pages of Baudelaire, whose work Cornell knew intimately, he
would wander the streets of the metropolis attentive to every
sight. The artist's meanderings frequently took him down-
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",..the most grotifying feeling I
experienced os I entered my
nineties come from the immediote
success of my sculpture collection,
ond the reolizotion fhot I hove
touched fhe lives of so mony ort
collectors who otherwise might

never hove known fhisphose of mywork|'
From his tiny oportment on the right bonk, o dork-

eyed young ortist dreomed of porticipoting in the
celebrotion of the extrovogonce of the doy. lt wos
the beginning of the spectoculor oge of Debussy,
Dioghilev Picosso ond the infomous Moto Hori. lt wos
o time when lodies sported lovish ottire. bedecked with
peorls, sequins ond precious gems. lt wos Poris, 4943,
His nome wos Romoin de Tirtoff.

Born of o prominent Russion fomily, he brought to
Poris the mystery of his Eostern roots, His penchont for
expressing his remorkoble eccentricity through his
designs propelled him to internotionol eminence,
provid i ng the impefu s for o generotion of fosh ion, theoke
ond grophic designers. He set the ortistic tone for the
influentiol Horper's Bozor, with his designs oppeoring
on virfuolly every cover for 20 yeors. Evenfuolly, the world
would know him simply bythe French pronunciotion of
his initiols,

After on olreody prolific coreer sponning eight
decodes, in which he hod explored o voriety of different
ort forms, Ert6 emborked on o series of entirely new
creofions: his figurotive bronze sculpfures. Some of his
mdst outstonding creotions ore those sculptures he
creoted during his lost yeors, which were inspired by
the theotricol cosfumes, houte couture gowns ond the
designs for Horpels Bozor, conceived ond creoted
much eorlier in his coreer. Eoch one of the pieces,
hovi ng bee n sti mu loted by the f reedom of fo ntosy rother
thon the limitotion of reolity, embody the essence of
Ert6's creotive genius, Costing the imoges in bronze ond
odorning them with gold leof ond semi-precious stones,
the extroordinory ortworks he designed 'Yor the sheer
pleosure of creotion" were brought to exquisite three-
dimensionol life.

CHALK&VERMILION I_
FtNE ARTS 2o0 GREENWICH AVENUE GREENWICH, CTo6sso 203.869.9500 FAX 203.869.9s2o
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"Emerold Nighf'Bronze sculpture by Ert6

Colifornio: Honson Art Golleries, Beverly Hills. Lo Jollo, Souso/lfo. CormeL Son Fronclsco. Fine Art Collections, Souso/lio, Ilburon . Quinn Pollok Gollery. Son Dlego;
Florido: The Art Spectrum, Miomi . Grophic Art Collection, Hollondole.Weniworth Gollery, Polm Beoch; Louisiono: Honson Art Golleries. New Orleons; Georgio:
Merrill Chose Golleries, Atlonto; New York: Benedetti Gollery; New York Clty.Sfudio 47 Art Gollery, New York Cffy; New Jersey: Re Vonn Gollery, Atlontic City.
Howord Monn Art Center, lomberful//e'Reflections on Convos, Wesltield; Mossochusetls: Bloch Gollery, 8osfory lllinois: Merrill Chose Golleries, Chicogo. Ook Brook
Schoumburg; Nevodo: Minotour Fine Arts, Ltd., los Vegos; Michigon: Pork West Gollery, Southfield; Arizono: Solomon Fine Art, ScotFsdo/e,. Woshlnglon D.C.:
P&C Art, lnc.; Ohio: Gobos Art Gollery, University Heights; Morylond: Loke Folls Fine Arts, Boltimore; Woshington: Kenneth Behm Golleries, Bellevue, Seoff/e;

Howoii: Honson Art Golleries, Moul. Menill Chose Golleries, Honolulu, Kouoi. For odditionol gollery informotion pleose telephone 203.869.9500,

O 4990 Cholk &Vermillon ond Sevenorts Ert6 photogroph O 1989 Dovid Luborsky. Eri6's "Emerold Nighf'photogrophed by Morsholl Norstein.
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. ART

town to the secondhand bookshops that
once lined Fourth Avenue, where he
would scout for material for his boxes-
boxes that are magical and enchanting
and give no hint of the quiet gray asceti-
cism in which their maker lived.

Cornell, who died in 1972 at the age of
sixty-nine, is generally identified in art
history books as the dean of American
surrealism. He came of age when the
French surrealists were dominating the
art scene, and from their work he came
to understand the poetry that inheres
in the juxtaposition of incongruous
images. Yet Cornell was essentially a
solitary figure, out of step with the
modernist parade. While his contempo-
raries were exploring what Ezra Pound
called the "make it new" ethos of avant-
garde art, he remained fixated on re-
trieving the innocence of the past. His
little boxes, which often bring together
symbols of his own childhood (soap bub-
bles, say) and extravagant invocations of
a vanished European past (yellowed
travelers' maps, hotel advertisements),
present us with a fairy-tale world un-
touched by the betrayals of experience.
In Cornell's lifetime, artists who agreed
on almost nothing agreed on him: he
was an original, and key figures in
successive generations, from Marcel
Duchamp to Robert Motherwell to
Andy Warhol, all made the pilgrimage
out to Queens to see him in his famously
middle-class surroundin gs.

The house on Utopia Parkway was in
many ways an extension of the artist's al-
lusive imagination. True, from the out-
side it was spectacularly ordinary: a two-
story white frame Dutch colonial with
blue trim and a garage off to one side, it
resembled other houses on the block.
The inside, however, a musty mdlange
of Edwardian furniture and five-and-
dime tchotchkes, more than hinted at
Cornell's activities. The tiny dining
room overflowed with his "dossiers"-
extensive files compiled on personalities
both living and dead. (They brought to-
gether such unlikely file-mates as Ver-
meer, Hans Christian Andersen, Claire
Bloom, and the various ballerinas for
whom Cornell harbored feelings of un-
requited love.) Downstairs, in the cellar
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workshop, boxes in various stages of
completion and treasured finds from
urban journeys were crammed on sag-

ging shelves. Like the storybook castles
one finds in several of his boxes, Cor-
nell's cluttered house became a sanctu-
ary of dreams and fantasy.

The artist was especially fond of the
tiny patch of garden behind his house,
which in his mind was as mythical a place
as Arcadia. In nice weather he might be
found sitting beneath a tree, tossing pea-
nuts at blue jays. These moments of-
fered him notjust pleasure but prized
opportunities for reverie, and he faith-
fully recorded them in his diary.

Cornell's life might seem ro corre-
spond with Flaubert's famous principle
that an artist should live like a bourgeois
yet create like a revolutionary. Did any
other artist ever live more reticently yet
travel further into the strata of the
imagination? One wouldn't want to
make the mistake, however, of romanti-
cizing his stay-at-home existence. Cor-
nell certainly didn't. In his later years he
lamented to friends that he felt he had
missed out on much that life has to offer,
if not on life itself. His boxes, he be-
lieved, were merely the dead residue of
the process that had inspired them; in
his diaries he bernoaned the "inadequa-
cy" of his medium next to the "freshness
& spontaneity about life and people."

Why does an artist choose to stay
home? For Cornell the choice was not a

choice at all. Home, for him, was every-
thing: a sheltering wing, a place to work,
a metaphor for self-invention, the
means by which he shut out the worka-
day world and retreated into a private
one where the past was as accessible and
alive as the present. Home, moreover,
was one of the themes of his work. As
much as Bonnard painted busily pat-
terned parlors and Matisse gave us the
tranquil rooms of Nice, Cornell, too, was

an artist of interiors. What were his box-
es, after all, if not little rooms, cramped
and airless, each containing its own
cryptic tale? Which isn't to say that, like
his French counterparts of the intimist
school, he was interested in celebrating
the homebody life. Rather he wanted to
escape it, and in his work he did. f
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(Completed September 7, 1990)

and
Beverly Hills' Rodeo Drive

(Completed October 6, 7990)

Designed by Forbes Associates,
Features Antique Furnishings, Upholstery

and the Customization Capabilities of

CHICAGO . NEW YORK . LOS ANGELES

12-11.0 MERCHANDISE MART

nuhebe/ll

CHICAGO, IL 60554

l3r2) 644-6848

50 EAST 1OTH ST.
NEW YORK, NY 1OOO3

(2121 598-4677

8784 BEVERLY BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90048

(213) 6s9-8003
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HAND MADE IN ENGLAND
exclusively through Smallbone showrooms

150 EAST 58TH STREET NEw YORI( NY 10155. lblephone: (212) 4884530 . 515 SOUTH ROBERTSON BLVD LOS ANGEIJ,S CA 90(H8. Iblephone: (213) 55C-?299
cHEvY cI{ASE4PLAzA;'#lX,T#lil1,iH.i^XJi::ffi;:t,Xiill},TtHf"1T 

,r,ffllP#,"fi 
(202) 537 3565

for yrur new 122 page $ 10.00 full color catalog of Kitchcns, Bcdrmms and Bathrmms phonc; (2 I 2) 486-4530 or (2 I 3) 55G7299 (h,cst coast),
altcrnativcly, send $10.00 to: Smallbonc Inc., 555 Thcodorc Fremd Avcnuc, Suitc 8204, Ryc, NY 10580

Namc 'ltlcphonc
Qrrarr R()NE-
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Address

o 1990 Smallbone lnc: SMALLBONE is a tademark and servi@mark o{ Smallbone Inc
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"The soul of the apartment is in the carpet"

A 1.9th century French Aubusson Carpet, measuring 17.8 x 13.2. A passionate commitment
to bold coloration and exciting design is achieved with great success. The flowers are used
sparingly, butwisely. The dominationof architectural elements serves to create a geometry
surrounding the gardenJike ambiance of the center.

The eye is enraptured, as is one's spirit.

This gallery features nn eclectic array ot' room size carpets and small collector pieces of outstanding merit in Oriental and European uteaues

An Appointment ls Suggested

ANTIQUE AND EXEMPLARY CARPETS

a a 6L,. AND TAPESTRIES
in New York

at L5 East 57th Street
212-759-3775

90D

ADealer lnterested in this Art Form in America
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JEAN DUBUFFET PASSELHEURE, December 16,.1980. Acrylicon canvas. (Detail)

From the 5O's to the 8O's

November 12 - December 21

lnaugurating our new location on Park Avenue

GALLE RY URBAN
NEW YORK 500 Park Avenue New York NY 10022 Tel.212-593-3306 PARIS 22 avenue Matignon 75008 Paris, France Tel. 1-42 65 21 34

TOKYO 2F-Harajuku Cocoon Bldg. 5-7-5 Jingu-mae Shibuya-ku Tokyo, Japan NACOYA 2F-Hirokofi Daiichi Seimei Bldg. 3-1-1 Sakae Naka-ku Nagoya, Japan
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In AWorld Where Shelter Is A And Gratification
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F-"n rrong life's finest pleasunes, there is a

world of difference between better and best. And
nowherc is this more evident than in the world knorvn

asThe Florida Riviera.

Herc is a superb residential paradise devoted

to indulging pur every desirc for world+lass rccreation

Purcbase ol a residence does nol include club membe8hlp.

and services. Includinga Eumpean spa, golf, tennis, a

marina, fine dining and a staff that anticipat€s the
demands of the mostdemanding people.

With living this grand, theres
onlyone thingtodo: call (800)

628-7777. Ntd indulge.

A private island on Florida's Intracoastal Watfrway, between Miami and Fort laudeMale. Residences fmm $250,000.



HORR'S ISLAND

Honl lsland is a member of the vast network of the Ten

Thousand lslands. Located on Florida's southwestern shores

just off Marco lsland, the island is rich in history dating back

more than 5,000 years.

Archaeological finds have proved that Hont lsland was

once the home of year-round indigenous Southwest Flori-

dians. Laboratory test have shown that skeletal remains are

some 4,300 years old, 2,300 years before Christ was born

and 3,800 years before Columbus discovered land in this

hemisphere. ln later years Calusa lndians and Spanish

explorers also inhabited the island.

During the mid 1800s, Capt. John T Hon built a vacation

home on the island that was to become his namesake. Over

the years, the captain was responsible for starting a pine-

apple plantation, a small citrus grove and a packing plant.

Remnants ofthe packing plant and its machinery can still be

found on the island.

A limited number of families will call this 546-acre, very

private island paradise home. Estate-size lots oflust under a

half acre to '1.8 
acres feature elevations of up to 34 feet.

Many of the lots will overlook both the Culf of Mexico and

tranquil waters of the intercoastal waterways.

More than a mile of private roads and a bridge wind through

ancient oak and tropical tree-lined areas, connecting resi-

dents to an expansive, dual-level community center, dock-
master's house, boat slipl fishing pavilionl sports field fea-

turing croquet, boccie and lawn bowling, Har-Tru tennis

courtl and an 18-hole championship putting green.

JONATHAN'S LANDING

Jonathan's Landing in Jupiter, Florida, on the shore of the
lntracoastal Waterway just a mile from Atlantic Ocean
beachel offers unparalleled lifestyles for golfers, boaters,

tennis or fitness buffs, or those without special athletic inter-

ests who just want to relax in a mature, casually sophisti-

cated community

ADVERTISEMENT

With individual neighborhoods nestled on a series of private

islands amid lush landscaping, herons, egrets, pelicans and

other species abound. Many homes in Jonathan's Landing

have fresh or saltwater frontage or overlook one of the

community's three challenging golf courses. Private neigh-

borhood pools, a 9-court tennis center and a full-service

marina comprise iust some of the facilities available for

active residents. Two full-service clubhouses promise fine

diningand social interaction for members, and equity mem-

berships are available for purchase. Privacy is assured with
manned and electronic security 24 hours a day Most homes

on navigable saltwater offer private deep water dockage,

and promenades with measured distances for walkers, jog-

gers and cyclers wind through the community. Virtually all

lifestyle maintenance tasks can be provided, attire is casual

and responsibilities are exactly what individual home-

owners choose. Residents also enjoy Palm Beach's famed

shopping, an array of excellent cultural activities and evenh,

and easy access via air, water, rail or limited-access highway.

Homes in Jonathanl Landing range from carefree living in

one- and two-story garden condominiums to fabulous cus-



Hos, o.f tett )o yott watcb

.f i.rh )artinq play.fully about? Or li.rten to the

haunting repetition o/ a gull'.r cry? Surren)er to the gentle

rocking o.f the.rett? Feel the bree:e ki.rr your.rkin? Breathe

tbe .rs,eetne n, o.f the Atlantic air? Let that air settle on

your tongue an) actual/y ta.rte the "ra/t? Why

)o you conLe to Flori)a?

mecan? bomeiter/rom $140,000 to over $l million. Call (407) 746-2561 or prite Jonathan'.rLan)ing, Jupiter, FL jj4ZZ.
ATCOA PBOP€MIES. INC, THIS IS NOT AN OFFEEING TO NT NJ OB IT SESIOENTS, PBICES SUEJECT TO CBANGE. THIS IS NOT AN OfFEBING. $LES CAN ONLY BEMAO€IN PALM BEACH COUNTY

tom homes directly on the lntracoastal. Nearly 700/o oi the

residential land is dedicated to individual homes, which

range in price from $200000 to over $1,000p00. Attached

residences are available from $138000 and island sites for

custom or courtyard homes are priced from $85000. Pro-

fessionally decorated and furnished models of 17 cunently

available residences are open for viewing by interested

homebuyers, or completely custom homes can be designed

by the ownert own architect.

WILLIAMS ISLAND

Williams lsland is a luxury, 80-acre island residential resort

community on protecled waters on the lntracoastal Water-

way midway between Miami and Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

Known as the "Florida Rivierai' this water-oriented commu-

nity offers a variety of homestyles and amenities to fit vir-

tually every lifestyle.

Priced from $20Q000 to more than $1,500000 the opulent

Tower residences of 2800 3000 and 4000 hland Boulevard,

offer spectacular ocean or bay views from every room.

Priced from $1,000000 to $4,000000 the newest option in

Tower living, the 7000 building, appropriately nicknamed

"Ultra" offers 98 estate-sized custom suites encompassing

5J00 to 1Q000 square feet.

The idyllic setting ofthe Riviera is particularly highlighted in

the Mediterranean Village at Williams lsland. These very

private two- and three-bedroom apartments in five+tory
luxury buildings range in quare feet from 1,640 to 4,339

and are priced from $270000 to $1,000000.

The vast array of amenities offered at Williams lsland

includes a world-famous European-styled spa, a golf and

country club, beautiful pool areal a tennis club, and a vari-

ety of formaland informal dining opportunities.

The country club features a championship golf course,

additional tennis courtl and dining as well as its own pool.

Two marinas with a professional dockmaster offer fully ser-

viced berths for yachts up to 110 feet and easy acces to the

lntracoa(al Waterway and Atlantic Ocean.

For more information, cal I tol l-free 1- 800 -(18-777 7.

ADVERTISEMENT

THt EEST OT TIORIDA
To order brochures and information about the real

estate propefties featured in this section, complete

the coupon below by circling the conespnding
number and send to: HG magazine, PO. 8ox 1608,

Riverton, Nl 08077-9908.

l. Honl lsland

2. jonathan's Landing

3. Williams lshnd

Please send me the brochures circled.

Name

Address 

-

City- State 

- 
Zip 

-

This offer expires March 1, 1991.

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Offer is available only in the U.S. and its territories.
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Island Communitv
Of lts Kind. '

Ever
The Gaternaster welcornes you to this last of its

kind, very private, single family Island.
The endless lisrof amenities you would expect
from a posh community begin the moment you

enter.
Fishing pier lookout pavilions dot the shore.

The yacht irnc'l boat slips are included with your
htxresite.

There's even ir Boat Chnuffeur.

Just over 100 Estate Size Homesites with
clevation. up to 34 feet.

Homesites tiom $150,000.

HORREJTSIAND
T he I skmd T hat Tuw F tn got.

PLYMOUTH REALTY INC. REALTOR.
403 Gatehousc Court. P.O.Box 8000.

Marco lsland Florida 33969.
813 164Z-4677. Toll Free 1-800/24?-651 1.

RONTO DEVELOPMENTS
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Backroad Chic
The Ford Explorer races toward the

fr ontier of four -whe el- driu e fashion
BY MARGY RoCHLIN

f-l ifteen years ago, before what is now referred to as a

]'( tpo.t-rtility vehicle assumed generic status with the
I middle class. my father bought my mother a boxy sil-
ver-colored Jeep Wagoneer. He chose it because my mother
had "customized" all our other family cars. The red Falcon
station wagon had deep rivers on one side; rhe fender of the
brown Buick was as wrinkled as a piece of old fruit. She was
not so much a terrible driver as a woman with other things on
her mind. My father's logic was to put her behind the wheel of
an automobile that would assure she'd cruise away the victor.

In America, bigness con{'ers security. But until now these
suburban tanks haven't been built to protect. Not really a car
yet not quite a truck, sport-utility vehicles (SUVs) land smack
in a categorical loophole with fewer safety restrictions, which
explains the number of SUVs that at relatively low speeds
simply flopped over while turning. And not only housewives
with grocery bags have been unknowingly risking their skins;
they've become an important fashion accessory with Holly-

wood's we're-rich-but-not-pretentious set. With a crossover
market like this, how long could the car industry resist throw-
ing life-preserving features into the bargain?

The l99l Ford Explorer is the first to fill this void: it has
more government-recommended safety devices than the
Toyota4 Runner, the Chevrolet S-10 Blazer, theJeep Chero-
kee, or the Nissan Pathfinder-in other words, more than
any SUV in its formidable class. But Ford also had to imagine
what would be considered tantalizing to a city dweller with a
pioneer fixation. Which is,judging from the Explorer, some-

e nerally confers securiry "l,TffiL::"JI
Conestoga wag-

on but with gale-force air conditioning, comfy suspension, a

premium JBL sound system with a subwoofer. nine strategi-
cally mounted speakers, and 145 watts of blasting power, and

as many compact storage crannies as a ship's cabin.
There are reservoirs carved into the dashboard and
the central armrest and tucked behind the rear seat

cushions, and a trio of black plastic discs dispenses
your otherwise loose change.

But cars like these aren't about actually needing a

one-touch push-button four-wheel drive (although
the Explorer offers such a mechanism). They're
about the thrill of knowing you can rusticate if and
when the spirit moves you. The first time I took the

Explorer out, I found myself whizzing up steep private roads,
the kind with signs at the entrance that clearly state No TRES-

PASSING. On another day a friend and I discovered ourselves
in the pounded dirt backyard of a complete stranger's Cold-
water Canyon estate. We did 360s while discussing how breez-
ily the Explorer took such hard turns and the efficiency of the
adjustable seat bolsters, which at the flip of a switch curl up
around your thighs as tightly as conrol-top panty hose and
keep you from sliding around on the seats. Then we tested
the horsepower of the Explorer's big electronically fuel-in-
jected 4.0-titer V-6 engine: we screeched off before the
homeowners realized that it was two adults responsible for
the thick film of dust on their picture window.

The vehicle has a uniquely pig-nosed look, which gives it its
own special road presence. Once, while changing lanes, I al-
most flattened a college student on a fly-sized motor scooter
(the rearview mirror placement takes a little getting used to).
He cut my hand-wringing apology short by burbling, "Great
car! What is it? Is it new? Does it handle well?" The Ford Ex-
plorer not only handles well, it rides high, and such lofty stat-
ure gives one an inexplicable sense of superiority as well as a

new perspective on things. Trafficjams are no less avoidable,
but at least you're able to see how far the pileup snarls into the
distance. And I would never have understood why take-out
windows at fast-food restaurants are positioned so far above
the customer's Iine of vision had I not pulled the Explorer
into the drive-through lane. At my new height I learned that
in matters ofjunk food, perhaps it's best not to know who is
preparing your meal. ll
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travels

back in time to

launch a new

watch collection
Mademoiselle, as Coco Chanel was al-
ways ref'erred to by her colleagues, is

now the name of a luxurious watch col-
lection designed by Jacques Helleu for
the house of Chanel. For the recent
launch in Paris during the fall couture
shows, Chanel staged a stylish tribute,
turning back the clock at the Hdtel Ritz.

From photographs of the thirties and
details of the de- Coco Chanel, above,
signer's everyday in a contemplative

activities. rhe Coco mood, photographed
by Cecil Beaton in

Chanel suite was re- 1937. Right: Chanel,s
stored to re-create I930 evening dress

the atmosohere Ma_ rests on an l8th-
century bergdre indemotselle I ash- the designer,s

ioned for herself former Ritz suite.
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The couturiere, far left,
in the salon in 1937.
Chanel took her tea, left,
in the bedroom, top left.
The study, top right, was
arranged as a setting for
the Mademoiselle pearl
evening watch, above.
Details see Resources.

during the four years she lived there until 1939. Many
pieces were brought from her rue Cambon apart-
ment, kept intact as an historic reference, including
the famous coromandel lacquer screens that Chanel
liked to pair with white flowers. Her vermeil breakfast
tray lay on the bed, complete with biscuits waiting to be
nibbled and tea leaves in the cup. Mademoiselle's
dressing table looked as if she had been inrerrupred in
midtoilette: a cigarette filter in the ashtray srained
with her red lipstick, her white kid gloves lying casual-
ly next to her eyeglasses, and a book by her friend
Pierre Reverdy, open to the pages where he scrawled a
long dedication to her. Above the dressing table were
sketches of Chanel's fashions by Bdrard and Cocreau.

In keeping with the Mademoiselle Collection's
three watch styles-one for morning, one for after-
noon, and one for evening-each room in the Ritz
suite was arranged and lighted accordingly. The bed-
room basked in the radiance of morning, the salon
glowed in the afternoon sun, and the small study was
suffused with blue evening Iight. The study was added
to the suite for the launch, as Chanel's quarters origi-
nally consisted only of the bedroom and the salon. It
was as if Mademoiselle hadjust left the room or, berrer
yet, might enter to catch you peering at her collection

of precious bibelots. To gaze at the
bergdre in which Horst photo-
graphed the great couturiere or to
walk onto the balcony where she sur-
veyed the place Vend0me was to take
a step back in time to the incompara-
ble world of Coco Chanel. I
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Editor's Page

CC
TUf nE ARE anumberof ideas rharwe bararound in editorial meetings, shap-

ing and refining them before they actually develop into stories. Color and its uses in deco-

rating is one such subject-I mention this after reviewing the lineup for our December

issue, with its complement of richly hued interiors. Together they serve, quite intention-

ally, as a salute to the vivid spirits of the season. Close

readers of the magazine will remember English artist

Mark Lancaster's house from one of HG's premier issues

over two and a half years ago; it will be no surprise then to

find pockets of startling color in Mark's new lair-a cozlly

eccentric castle on the west coast of Scotland. For his

Manhattan skyscraper apartment, Lucas Samaras has

chosen a cool urbane gray as a background for the carni-

val of colors in his furniture and art. The legendary deco-

rator and highly versatile designer Tony Duquette has

constructed his own idiosyncratic world in California; the

patinated blues and greens of his pavilions in the Malibu

mountains, visited by HG style editor Wendy Goodman,

are illustrations of a daringly baroque sensibility. And the

New York apartment decorated by Ned Marshall is an

homage to the English country house, with a bold Ameri-

can twist contributed by its persimmon, evergreen, and

Pompeian red walls. HG's December colors don't stop

there; they radiate out to mossy greens and even pastel pinks-witness our stories on the

Pennsylvania farmhouse of designer Laura Bohn, with its palette borrowed from nature,

and the Gramercy Park apartment of the Howard family, with its pink checked and flow-

ered furniture. Color in the garden? Port Lympne's checkerboard is seasonal green and

red. Color in design? See Heather Maclsaac on rich jewel-toned velvets. Color in depth?

That's coming in a future issue. For now, I hope your holiday is festive-and every bit as

ll,.,. {.

Painter Mark Lancaster
has arranged classic
modern furniture by
Aalto and Eames in the
billiard room of
his Scottish castle.
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G colorful as you desire
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The English country house

called Port Lympne might well

be dubbed Portmanteau, it is
stuffed with so many stories.

BetWeen the WafS the three-hundred-aoe es-

state on Kent's southeast coast became a magnet for the lead-
ing figures of British society. Winston Churchill painted in
the garden, Noel Coward sharpened his wit over the dinner
table, and Charlie Chaplin arrived to find his weekend quar-
ters redecorated in his honor. Other guests included T. E.
Lawrence, George Bernard Shaw, the Prince of Wales and
Mrs. Simpson, and, occasionally, the poet Siegfried Sassoon.
a cousin of the unflagging host.

It is easy to understand the lure of the place. Port Lympne
(pronounced lim) was a triumphant union of house, garden,
and site that expressed all the confidence of the British Em-
pire. As at the grand seaside villas of Italy, broad terraces sur-
veyed spectacular views,
here not the Mediterra-
nean but the expanse of
Romney Marsh below
and the English Channel
beyond. The terraces
themselves enclosed a

man-made landscape
that was no less impres-
sive in its monumental
scale and flamboyance.

Port Lympne, or Belcaire, as it was

called until 1918, was the creation of
Sir Philip Sassoon, statesman, multi-
millionaire, dilettante, lover of fast
cars and faster airplanes, and above
all a champion of style and ostenta-
tion. Born into two great trading em-
pires-his father's family had made
their fortune as merchants in India
and the East; his mother was a Roth-
schild-he was drawn to the English
genry after leaving France to attend
Eton and Oxford. Pip Sassoon was al-
ready a baronet and a member of
Parliament when, still in his early
twenties, he commissioned the emi-
nent architect Herbert Baker to de-
sign a house at the village of Lympne
as a luxurious country retreat. Com-
pleted in 1913, the rambling red-

brick structure has mellow Kentish tile roofs, towering
chimneys, and curled gables in the Dutch colonial style Baker
had mastered in South Africa for clients like Cecil Rhodes.

Work on the gardens was delayed until after World War I,
when Sassoon engaged the architect and artist Philip Tilden
to help him transform fifteen acres of raw hillside into a dra-
matic series of outdoor set pieces. Their collaborative designs
drew on Lympne's strong Roman links (legionnaires once
camped at Portus Lemanis, and the skeleton of a Roman was
unearthed during reconstruction of the mile-long driveway)
as well as on the classic forms of the Italian Renaissance: mas-
sive terraces, hedge-enclosed garden rooms, stone orna-
ments, pools, and fountains.

The historical references were always more fanciful than
archaeological. For an open courtyard within the house, Til-
den designed a Moorish Patio, which captures and intensifies
the English sun with white marble columns and plaster walls.
Outside, behind the house, the Trojan Stairs, a 12S-step
flight of York stone, rise to a plateau overlooking the
grounds. Port Lympne's main, south-facing terrace (record-
ed on canvas by Churchill) leads down through double stairs
to a landing from which wide semicircular steps descend to
the main terrace. There Sassoon built a vast neoclassical bath-
ing pool with talljets of water, stone sphinxes, and raised po-

The 125-step Trojan
Stairs, a,boae Je7t, descend
to the west entrance
ofthe house.-Beyond
terrace ga.rdens, marshes
stretch to the English
Channel. Itft: Abrutter
fly and hardy purple
geraniums among rose-
bushes. Opposite : Borumi
the gorilla in the zoo
at Howletts, another
Aspinall estate nearby.
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Exotic beasts now occupy a corner of the grounds

once given over to the kitchen garden
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diums where guests could sun themselves and
take in the view to the Straits of Dover and, on
clear days, the coast of France.

The pool terrace is flanked symmetrically by
two of the most striking examples of Sassoon's

taste for brilliant display. To the west, the Chess
Board Garden consists of large alternating
squares of lawn and colorful annuals<nly two
colors in a season, and one color to a square. (Sas-

soon liked heliotrope and begonias against the
green grass.) To the east, the Striped Garden is

laid out in long rows of hot-colored bedding
plants. Elsewhere, Sassoon installed a fig yard, a

hillside vineyard, and what is now the Clock Gar-
den, densely bedded out with zinnias. Victorian-
style carpet bedding had long since been rejected
by the prevailing arts and crafts movement,
which favored traditional cottage perennials, but
the master of Port Lympne wanted a garden as

bold and extroverted as he was. Besides, the
strong patterns looked superb when he took
friends aloft in his airplane.

Sassoon and his guests used Port Lympne in August. In
July, the staff of gardeners was increased from fourteen to
twenty-one, not just to plant the Chess Board Garden, the
Striped Garden, and other annual showpieces, but to tend the
huge double herbaceous border that was one of England's
most celebrated garden landmarks in the 1920s and '30s.

More exravagant vistas were added in the thirties with the
construction of three great terraces to the east; to the west

lofty parapets, balustrades, and statuary set off the dahlias
and asters of late summer.

After Sassoon's death in 1939, the rise of Port Lympne in-
evitably was followed by its decline. How it was revived from
the intervening decay and obscurity is a story almost as fantas-
tic as its creation. The story began in 1973, when the present
owners, John and Lady Sarah Aspinall, sought
land in the country to expand their zoo and ani-
mal breeding program at Howletts, another es-

tate some twenty miles inland, which is famous
for rare gorillas, tigers, and other exotic beasts.

The Aspinalls saved Port Lympne from a subdi-
vision scheme and set about a faithful restoration
of the house and garden that is an ongoing en-
deavor. (The couple own another Dutch colonial
house designed by Herbert Baker, Noordhoek,
near Capetown, which they have also restored
along with its GertrudeJekyll garden.)

The parkland at Port Lympne is given over to

Originat yew hedges, opposite tnp. Opposite middl,e:
The color scheme of the Long Borders restored
by Russell Page is subtler than the bold palette of
the 1920s. Oppositc boftom: Foxglove. Aboue right:
Classical stonework recalls the ancient Roman
presence in Kent. Rigftt; Boumi on a garden stroll.

todav oversees the
SaSSOOn Wanted ,.uro.,ul plantings of

r bulbs and annuals
a gafC[en aS with head gardener

bold and exrroverred ;:'.:";.:J:fl;Tl:
as he was i,;:;,1:x';xl;I1i

were collapsing, as were areas around the enormous pool,
now a fish pond (the hillside had already begun to erode in
Sassoon's time). It took two yearsjust to discover the existence
of the Eastern Terraces; found under thirty feet of vegeta-

tion, they too had begun to crumble and one had to be rein-
forcedwithbuttresses. (Textcontinuedonpage 185)

the Aspinalls' herds
of rare mammals, but
the grounds of the
mansion recapture
the essence of Sas-

soon's legendary villa
retreat. The late Rus-

sell Page, who had
visited Sassoon's Port
Lympne in his youth,
was engaged by the
Aspinalls to restore
the landscape
around the house.
He keyed this project
to the now mature
plantings and the
survival of the gar-
den's underlying
structure. "The
bones were there,"
says Lady Sarah, who
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ESIGNERS JOSEPH LEMBO AND

Laura Bohn may not exactly fin-
ish each other's sentences like

an old married couple, but they come
close. In matters of proportion, place-

ment, and palette, each could speak for
the other-no doubt a result of having
sat on opposite sides of a partners' desk
for the eleven years they have been to-
gether as principals of Lembo Bohn De-
sign Associates. They not only have the
same taste; according to Lembo, the two
are telepathic. When each partner de-
cided, independently and simulta-
neously, to venture beyond the soft and
pale taupes, lavenders, and gray blues
the firm had always favored, the deci-
sions were identical: the color choice was

chartreuse, ofcourse.
As much as they may be in tune visual-

ly, Lembo and Bohn are totally out of
sync manually. Lembo is the first to ad-
mit that he is the unhandiest of men.
What is an exercise in frustration for
him, however, is sport for her. As
Lembo describes it, for Laura and her
builder/developer husband, Richard
Fiore, "demolition and renovation are
recreation." Laura has her own chain
saw and blowtorch-a good choice of
tools if you are contemplating taking on
the kind of project that would only gen-
erously be called a handyman's special.

For the past five years Bohn and Fiore
have dedicated nearly every weekend,
all weekend, to the renovation of a

Pennsylvania farmhouse whose two
parts, dating from 1750 and 1810, had
not benefited from a single instance of
modernization or maintenance in over
fifty years. Normally, a property such as

this one-an antique house and post-
and-beam barn on seventy acres in the
heart of Bucks County-would not have
languished on the market, especially in
the heady real estate climate of the mid
eighties. But as Bohn relates, "more

Ota 1^" interior window, a pie safe, a
rustic Queen Anne chair, an oil portrait)
and new (a banquette, a skylight, a

slate-top table) meet in a cozy but bright
corner of the kitchen, appositt, part of an
addition to the house. itigif: When Bohn
rerouted the staircase, a doorway became
a niche. The paneling and shutters around
the dining room fireplace are original.

than twenty-nine people looked at the
house and not one made an offer. The
work to be done was overwhelming-
even for Joe D'Urso, who loved the
property and told us about it."

With their heavy-duty tools and a lot
of muscle, Bohn and her husband at-
tacked the house, moving every steam
pipe. lifting and shifting a

staircase 180 degrees're- More than twenty-nine people
moving a 1930s kitchen add-
on by severins it with " lOOked at thiS hOUSe and
Sawzall and pulling it off
with heavy rope and their not One made an Offef . The
pickup truck. With finer im-
plementsbutnodiminution amognt Of WOfk that had
of energy, Fiore re-created
moldings and constructed to be done was overwhelmin
closets while Bohn scraped
away layers of wallpaper, paint, and
grime-only to restore, in certain
rooms, the look of these accumulations.

"The dining room, which has a fire-
place long used for cooking, had a par-
ticular orange patina," recalls Bohn. "A
layer of chicken fat, no doubt. Other
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The older parts were structurally
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ln the dining room,
slipper chairs covered
in a Donghia striped
fabric, an antique
bench, and a wicker
chair surround a table
of rough-cut cedar by
Lembo Bohn Desilyr.
Izf: The barn's
weathered door and
mossy wall provided
design inspiration.



perfect, not off by an inch, and the building was incredibly symmetrical
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rooms had various shades of mildew. I
couldn't just strip all that off and then
paint the walls a flat color. The irony is

that the mildew I so carefully trompe
I'oeiled to give walls age and depth has

disappeared again under a new layer of
the real thing."

Every weekend Bohn removed anoth-
er layer; every workweek she and Lem-
bo drew up new ideas as the original
construction emerged. They were im-
pressed that the older parts ofthe house
were "structurally perfect, not offby an
inch, and incredibly symmetrical. Every
door and window has a mate."

Lembo and Bohn's design plays up
the symmetry. They removed doors so

that the view from the dining room is

through a pair of doorways to a pair of
matching front parlors. The staircase
between these living rooms was turned
around so that it now ends in a landing
where one can choose to descend left or
right into either parlor. In the master
bedroom, the partners devised a head-
board-bookcase of paneled wood
between two windows opposite a compo-
sition of new (Text continued on page I 9 1)

Lembo and Bohn lined a small guest room,
opposite, with beaded board, elevated the
bed, and built cupboards, shelves, and
storage. Left: The exposed upper staircase.
Aboue: The south side of the house in
morning fog. Belou: Red barn doors
conceal a huge space with exposed timbers.
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Philip and Alexandra
Howard and their children,
from left, Charlotte,
Alexander, Olivia, and
Lily, in their living
room amid paintings
by Alexandra's grand-
father Howard Cushing
and Lily Cushing, her
aunt. The chaise is in a

Brunschwig & Fils chintz.
Details see Resources.

Wil*i-",'iffi
creative role than people like to ad-
rnit.'ltrere miry be couples rvho never ar-
gue about rvhere to hang a picture, what
colol-to paint the kitchen, or hon to ac-

cornmoclate a grisly heirloom, btrt fbr
Ph ilip and Alexar-rclra Hou,arcl-for
most of'us, perhaps-decoratins is the
art ()['aInrcd t ()rnpl.orrrise.

When they f irst viervccl thcir apart-
ment overlooking (]rarnercy Park, the
Hon,ards dicln't have to convince each

other that they'd found their ideal. Lir,-
ing at the time at ()ne Gramcrcy Park,
they war.rted to stay in thc nciehborhood
but neecled llrore roonl to house their
growing I'amily. They were clebating
whethcr to nlove into a basement acr()ss

the square with r,vhat Philip describes as

"a park r,'iew of ankles going by," rvher.r

an ansn'ered prayer lifted their sights
fronr bunker to penthouse.

An extended family circle
joined forces with Philip and

Alexandra Howard to decorate
their Gramercy Park apartment

By Gharles Maclean
Photographs by Jean Pagliuso

"It was in wonderfully shabby shape,"
Philip recalls."The owners had lived
there for forty years without changing
anything. The rooms were dark and
rather gloomy, but they had real distinc-
tion." The Howards fell in love with the
huge double-height living room with its
French windows and mock.f acobean
rnantelpiece suggesting the baronial hall
of some English manor lofted high
above the rooftops of lower Manhattan.
'lhey shared a vision of making it light
and airy, retaining that element of gran-
diose fantasy that enriches the best New
York apartments. As yet, there was little
cause for disagreement.

Philip asked an architect friend from
his Yale days, Richard Nash Gould-
nicknarned Dog on account of his dole-
ful expression-to undertake the reno-
vation. "We changed the traffic flow and
made what was a narrow center hall into
a series of telescoping rooms, like big
fish gobbling little fish, but the apart-
ment needed very little work," Gould
says. "It had really good bones." It
wasn't until Gould, who has a distinctive
modernist signature, persuaded Philip
to paint the walls varying shades o{'gray
to establish the "overall tonality of the
place," that the battle lines began to
form. Alexandra complained that the se-

vere colors they'd chosen would overpow-
er everything else. But money, or the lack

of it, came to Philip's aid.

A year after buying the apartment, he

Il6
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A sofa and chairs covered in Schumacher oversize grngham lend a summery air
to the living room, hfi. The sisal carpet is from Stark. Aboae: Charlotte Howard
shares the baby grand with a model of the Ieaning Tower of Pisa.. Belnu: A corner
in the dining room lined with family photos and drawings by Howard Cushing.
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Diverging opinions about the
decor pitted boys against girls,
gray walls against chintz

launched a new corporate law firm, in-
curring enormous debt and risk. The
sudden lurch into the financial uncer-
tainty of the entrepreneur meant that
decorating plans had to be put on hold.
"We didn't have the resources, let alone
the energy, to be worrying about cur-
tains and upholstery," he says.

As the business prospered and funds
became available, Alexandra's sisterJus-
tine Cushing, an experienced interior
decorator who'd started out at Parish-
Hadley, took over where Gould had left
off. Just as Alexandra had expressed
doubts about living in a sleek mono-
chrome space, Philip now began to voice
his concern about "ending up with a frilly
chintz-choke d (Text continuzd on page I 90)
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Rosy-cheeked Alexander
Howard displays his
menagerie on a living
room table. Opposite aboue:
The master bedroom's
cottage-style bed came

in Newport. Oppositt
bclaw: ln the dining
room, rain forest chintz
and sage green walls
lend a tone that is both
stately and spirited. The
painted screen is by
architect P-arker Blqglp;''
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High above Manhattan, artist Lucas Samaras

puts a spin on his own color wheel. By Ingrid Sischy

Photographs by Oberto Gili
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I(, iHL rHuLh ut Hi:) IRtL\Dr
f Lucas Samaras up and moved.

I but tnev \\'eren t surprlsecr
I that he did it practically by

hand. Every day fbr two months Sama-
ras carried, in plastic and paper bags,

the more fragile possessions from his
past, a small walk-up on the Upper West
Side, to his future twenty blocks away, a
new midtown skyscraper with doormen
who announce company. His route in-
cluded Central Park, which he felt cut
down on the embarrassment of such a

pack-rat sight.
Now Samaras is living as near to the

moon as one can on earth. 'fhese are
rooms with views so amazing they make
it impossible not to f'all in love with Man-
hattan. Hopelessly. It seems flawless
from up here. Central Park looks minia-
ture, velvety, and soft-emerald green
in the day, slinky black at night. You
can't hear any street noise, but you can
look down at all of the city's visual jazz-
the cars riffing andjamming; the people
scatting; the blues, the pinks, and all the
other colors o[ the neon signs trumpet-
ing for customers.

On a clear day you can witness the

124
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erfectly suited to his need to be both in and out of this rvorld

-
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crl rtatns

the dining
room to thc ftx)m

ground; the wire hanger
chair and chopsticks chair
were madc this vear.
Details see Resourccs.
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Wosite aDoue.' Bednxrm
cabinets built by'lixry
(laccamo displav.icweled
objects and other pirces
firom thc 1960s. 
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painting is Tfu Art Critic,
l9li,5. opposite belou:
Sixty-tw() slories high,
the living r<xrm offers
vicws spanning thc
New York skyline.
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planes coming and going at the airports.
Samaras himself rarely goes anywhere,
which is why his change of address
stunned those who know him. In our
eyes his old apartment was as much a

part of him as his beard or his forth-
rightness. He'd been there for years and
years, not seeking out tonier quarters
when he got successful. But it's clear why
he finally moved: Samaras has found
and constructed an environment per-
fectly suited to his need to be both in and
out of this world. He has always been an
urban hermit, a loner on a grand and
genuine scale-eating in, for example,
instead of at fancy restaurants, almost
always alone, usually something boiled,
sometimes with the radio on, softly,
sometimes the TV. In the new apart-

ment Samaras often just looks out the
window as he's having dinner; what you
see out there is better than most movies.

And what you see inside is a life in which
art touches everything.

Art isn't just dotted around the way

we're accustomed to seeing it; it fills
these spaces as it fills Samaras's days and
nights. The show begins right away.
There are two entrances: if it's your first
time here, he'll probably open the front
door, speak no more than a few short
words, and stand aside while you walk
ahead down a long corridor. Samaras

likens this hall to the passageway into the

Going from room to room is like opening the drawers

to one of those intricate boxes Samaras makes
tombs at Mycenae. The walls are cov-

ered with small paintings, drawings, and

photographs, all but one made by him
over the years. The alien picture is a
photograph of the young Samaras in a

belted leather coat. Diane Arbus took it.
They liked each other, which isn't sur-
prising-she so attracted to the outsid-
er, he so drawn to the deep charged
material that makes people tick and
that usually comes out only on the
shrink's couch or in the confessional
box. High above all these images is evi-
dence of Samaras's connection to hu-
man anxiety: strings of Venetian trade
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beads hang from one end of the pas-
sageway to the other; they're not techni-
cally worry beads, but they look as if they
have soothing power.

The living room wairs ar rhe end of
this gangplank hallway. So does the
view. Samaras knows he's got something
here that's the equivalent of an ocean
that sucks lemmings, and he has
adorned the windows with glittering sil-

Samaras's is a life in which
art touches everything.
Art fills these spaces as it
fills his days and nights

ver curtains to enhance the spectacle.
An intricately striped molding-hand-
painted by his sister afrer his instruc-
tions-wraps the room like a halo. The
living room has been furnished with
pieces Samaras designed: there are
some of his chairs-with-a-difference-
chairs that are so imaginative they make
you realize how boring chairs usually
are-and tables with such zingy patterns
you think they're going to spin like a
roulette wheel. One does. Lamps he
made especially for the room look like
pickup sticks unbound by gravity or
stars in the middle of exploding.

The walls of the living room are gray.
Shades ofgray grace the place as clouds
do the sky; you feel you're floating up
here, dreaming too. But there's more
going on than splendidness. Samaras
has turned his apartment into a magni-
fied version of one of those intricate
boxes he has made for decades. And go-
ing from room to room of this art-po-
tioned space is akin to opening their
drawers. Like the boxes ofJoseph Cor-
nell, Samaras's enchant with combina-
tions of autobiographical details and

other strange and wonderful stuff. In
the case of his apartment, each room is

filled with treasures that he has created
or found and then mesmerizingly rear-
ranged. There are gray cabinets that
light up and display collections pur ro-
gether over the years-paperweights,
miniature plastic wedding figurines.
Others reveal objects he's made-paint-
ed plates, jewel-encrusted shoes, his
boxes. A museum should be so smart as

to show his fantastical work this way.
And architects could learn a thing or

two from the way Samards makes the
transitions from space to space. There's
a passage between two of the rooms
that's as mind-bending as a scene in Al-
ice in Wonderland. When you first. enter
a small study, it appears to be the last
room in the apartment, but after a mo-
ment what had seemed to be a mirror re-
veals itself to be in fact another room. To
get into it you have to step over a ledge.
I've watched people hesitate here in dis-
belief, as I did the first time. The rick
Samaras is playing is fun house-like,
harking back to the mirrored rooms and
corridors he began making in the 1960s.
Here he performs his wizardry to in-
duce an altered state because you're
about to step into the cocoon whence he
spins his magic-you're on your way
into the studio rooms.

As in his old aparrment, there's a little
room where he makes some of the pieces
and then there's the larger studio. In the
old place he lived in that larger room.
Things haven't changed that much, for
while this apartment is umpteen times
bigger and grander, he still spends mosr
of his time in the studio. It has a little
kitchen off it, the same size as the old
one, and every time I've been over, that's
where he's cooked, not in the more opu-
lent kitchen off the living room. We ear
at a tiny (Text continued on page 191 )

\f,orks from the 1970s
and Venetian trade
beads adorn the hallway
to the living room, right.
Ief: Wedding figurines
collected over the years
fill a corner shelf
in the artist's studio.
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--r- T IS A CRISP DECEMBER EVENING IN

I x.*' York City; the plum-colored
I.oo* pulsates with the sounds o[
rustling taffeta and chatter and piano
music. A haze of amber light cast by can-

dles and antique parchment lamp-
shades floats dreamily in the air along
with mingled perfumes. Standing by the

closed mahogany pocket doors that Iead

to the dining room/library, Gene Hovis

surveys approvingly the first act of an-

other of his trademark productions: a

perfect dinner party created for ten
friends. From beginning to end and for
three days he has been preparing-
washing and ironing the nineteenth-
century lace tablecloths and napkins;
shopping for the ingredients and flow-
ers; setting the table with lavish arrange-
ments of cut crystal, German art
nouveau silver, and English ironstone;
writing in exquisite calligraphy a com-

plete menu card for each guest; and oth-
erwise doing the thing he simply does

better than anyone else around: cook-

ing. Earlier this evening, five trusted
professionals arrived to help; two are in
the tiny six-by-nine kitchen and three
are on the floor serving.

ln spite of all the activity around him,
the fact that tonight's guest list com-
prises a group of men and women at the

top of Manhattan's coveted A list (most

of whom have begged flor an invitation
here at one time or another), Hovis is

not a nervous host. Outfitted in a black

silk smoking jacket made for him long
ago by Valentina (his other uniform of
choice for such occasions is a tuxedo
shirt and a Valentina kimonojacket that
ties with a drawstring), he enjoys himself
thoroughly, remaining at all times the
courtly old-fashioned southern gentle-
man. At 8:55 he goes to the piano, whis-
pers a few instructions to the musician,
rings a little silver bell, and the two mas-

sive pocket doors part as he announces
dinner. From plush overstuffed chairs
and sofas, the guests rise and look to-
ward the glittering vision beyond. A
long banquet table draped in paisley
shawls and overlaid with lace gleams in
the candlelight like a thousand diamond
bracelets. A collective sigh is exuded.
The second act has begun.
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Tonight is a celebration for the New
York Public Library, a biennial event
that some seventy hosts and seven hun-
dred guests participate in to boost book
funds. Hovis's calligraphy at each place-
ment reads:

Seuruga caviar on fried toast

Chilled aodha with green peffercorns
Roast duck with ginger glnze

Red cabbage

Rdsti
Green sala.d, with Roquefort shaaings
Popoaers (with lots of churned butter)

C hdteau N Cnin (P ornerol)

Lernon curd pie

Demita,sse

Now, while everyone sips chilled vodka
with green peppercorns and tries not to
gobble bread rounds fried in butter and
topped with a generous bull's-eye of
crdme fraiche, chopped egg yolks and
egg whites, and caviar (supplied by
Glenn Bernbaum, owner of Mortimer's
restaurant), Hovis makes a graceful
toast to literacy, then goes around the ta-
ble briefly saluting each person. He likes
to get this formality out of the way in the
beginning and without roo much fuss so
that serious eatinB may commence unin-

terrupted. And, needless to say, he has
not misjudged his audience. In this
charmed atmosphere the carefully
thought-out balance of people, prepara-
tion, and food-superbly home-
cooked-is always a success.

"I come from a family of great cooks,"
says Hovis. He was born and raised in a
small town in North Carolina; his mater-
nal grandmother, "Granny Dameron,"
was the daughter of slaves. Granny Da-
meron dominates the opening chapter
of Cene Holis's Uptown Down Home
Cookbook (Little, Brown), a delightful
compendium of childhood memories
and no-nonsense southern recipes. "As
a child," he writes, "I thought that Gran-
ny Dameron must be quite rich. Her
dining room table, always covered with a
lovely hand-crocheted cloth and pretty
hand-embroidered napkins, a bowl of
fresh flowers in the center, looked opu-
lent and lavish. It would be laden with
watermelon pickles, chow-chow (cab-
bage relish), pickled beers, stuffed
baked chickens, an assortment of fresh
cooked vegetables, hot yeast pocketbook
rolls, a towering snowy coconut cake
with a filling of homemadejam, and, in
the summer, delicious lemonade. It
wasn't until I reached my teens that I re-
alized very little of this opulence repre-
sented an outlay of actual cash, since
there was a limited supply of that in
Granny Dameron's life. She raised on
her own Iand practically everything she
served. Granny Dameron had no room
in her life for idleness or waste."

It is a long way from Salisbury, North
Carolina, to Hovis's rarefied dinner par-
ty, but he seems to have been deter-
mined to make the journey from the
start. After charming a private high
school education out of a family friend
and mentor (for whom his godmother
worked as a cook), Hovis graduated
from college with a fine arts degree and
came to New York to be an actor. Living

Hovis scans his seating chart, right, as
guests arrive at the table for a benefit dinner
celebrating the New York Public Library.
Aboae lzft: The shelves of a marbleized
closet reveal Hovis's weakness for antique
crystal, porcelain, and silver, which he
finds at flea markets wherever he travels.
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doors part as Hovis rings a silver bell and announces dinner
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in a tiny Greenwich Village aparrmenr
with an electric skillet and a hot plate, he
began catering meals for friends as a
way to make ends meet. He was really a
chef posing as an acror waiting lbr a
chance to be a chel'. The late fifties in this
country, however, were not a time in
which it was respectable to be a chef, so
instead he became the nranager of'a disc<r

called Arthur and gradually accumulated
a select group of-clients rvho appreciated
his culinary skills. I n due rrrurse a pr.omi-
nent textile manufacturer made Hovis
the executive chef'fbr his company's pri-
vate dining f acilities. "Ir was fabulous," he
says. "Every sunlrner-my b<lss would send
me to Europe fbr six weeks to research
new ideas and recipes-wirh pay, which
was very generous."

After sixteen years, Hovis leli his.job
and went to work on his cookbook. In
the evenings he began staging wonder-
ful dinners at home. "In truth, I've never
really left the thearcr," he says. "When I

For days Hovis has been ironing lace tablecloths,
writing menu cards, and otherwise doing

what he does better than anyone else: cooking
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cook, my guests are the audience. First I
create the ambience: the table, the light-
ing, the flower arrangements. Then I
prepare the nreal. And last-and hope-
fully-my guests applaud."

The props chosen for his enchanting
settings are booty from endless shop-
ping foravs. "When I see sornething
beautiful, I want it," says Hovis. "I have

to have it." By haunting the world's flea
markets, he has amassed a remarkable
collection oI collections, starting each

when it was ur.rfashionable enough to al'-

ford and rnoving on when prices got too

expensive. In this lvay, his small apart-
ment has been entirely furnished rvith
Biedermeier and American En.rpire
pieces which display groupings of wood-
en fruit-shaped tea caddies, snuf{box
shoes, English match-strikers, Battersea
boxes, and Chinese porcelains. A spec-

tacular assortrnent of antique Paisley
shawls has provided upholstery firr so-

flas, chairs, and curtains. Meanwhile, the
closets contain rigorousl,v organized
stacks and rows of beautiful antique
lace, linen, china, crystal, and silver.
"Sometimes I get bored looking at one
kind of china, so each guest rnight get an

individual place setting, a different din-
ner plate, and glassware."

The pref'erences of a particular guest
on any given night rnight also dictate the
menu. Hovis is rvell versed in his frieltds'
foods of'choice. "One o{' Pat Buckley's
favorites is red beans-there are lots of
bean people. Carolina and Reinaldo
Herrera love beans, as did Lady Keith,
although her all-time favorite n-as chick-
en potpie. Glenn Bernbaum has very el-
egant taste. He likes scrawny chicken,
broiled. By that I mean the kind of
chicken I had (Text corttinued on page I 88)

khl*i

Tidy bundles of tablecloths arrd
napkins fill a Regencv linen press.
Sccnes frtre a New \'ork Public
Libran tliqqer. fulou,.from far
lclftr Hovis wCaring a Valcntina
kinronojackct. A place setting.
-I'he late Slim Kcith regaling
Al Fei-nrpn and Bobbe llltrnves.
Anneelaicr with Harts 'I't'etz.

Oppositt : -fhe plunr-colored
living room and adjacent tlining
r<xrnr, furnished with choice
Americiirl and English antiques.
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Ftogtro"., oryito,
one ofeleven fanciful
pavilions that dot
the Duquette ranch,
is topped with a
Chinese-style pagpda
and a Victorian
balustrade. fligfit..
Tony and his wife,
Elizabeth, in 1951.
A[ouc.' Duquette's
1946 design for a

jeweled beetle pin.
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A ta oF FASHToNABLE HoLLywooD FLocK[,D To'rHE

A white-tie opening of artist Tony Duquette's srudio on
J- lMay 25, 1956. Marion Davies arrived, escorted by
her husband, Captain Horace Brown, and a phalanx of Pin-
kertons to protect her diamonds and rubies. Hedda Hopper
shared a sofa with Mary Pickford and socialite-turned-soci-
ety-columnist Cobina Wright. Agnes Moorehead enacted her
version of Sarah Bernhardt as Phaedra. And two new ballets
were perfbrmed on a proscenium at the end of a cavernous
ballroom. But the evening's main attraction was the studio it-
self, a former movie soundstage that had been transformed

into a series of dazzling, neobaroque interiors by Du-
quette, a young Californian whose career dec-
orator Elsie de Wolfe helped launch.

The two had met fifteen years earlier when
De Wolfe spotted one of Duquette's fanciful ta-

ble garnitures at a dinner party and rang him up,
demanding that he make her a "meuble." In-
formed by De Wolfe's assistant that the meuble in
question could be any large piece of furniture,
Duquette, a recent art school graduate with a back-
ground in set design, built a dramatic dark green
secretary embellished with mirrors, cut-glass em-
eralds, shells, and blackamoors, and topped by
dancing sprites. Thrilled with her new possession,

To *., the magical element
in design comes from
juxtaposing art with nature,"
says Duquette. Clochube from
top left: He mixed chandeliers
with bark-textured wood on
David O. Selznick's enclosed
terrace, c. 1960. A walkway
at the ranch. The prototype
for Duquette's series of metal
angels, presented to the city of
Los Angeles in 1980. Duquette
in 1947 with his early patrons,
from left, Cobina Wright
and Elsie de Wolfe. Wright in
her Duquette-decorated
living room, c. 1944. The
duchess trf Windsor in 1951,
wearing a Duquette necklace.
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De Wolfe gave it center stage in her Beverly Hills
living room and declared Duquette a genius.

Intense and soft-spoken, Duquette came from a

cultured California family who encouraged his in-
terest in art by allowing him to use their house as a

testing ground. Then, as now, he followed in the
tradition of Oliver Messel andJean Cocteau, nev-
er confining himself to a single medium. And at a
time when other designers were promoting mod-
ernist simplicity, Duquette's work was character-
ized by opulence, by inspired mixtures of organic
and man-made materials, and by lavish historical
and cross-cultural references. "I am equally com-
fortable with burlap and velvet," he has said.
"Beauty, not hlxury, is what I value."

With De Wolfe as his advocate, Duquette was

discovered by the press-"Believe me," she wrote to the edi-
tor of Vogue, "I am not handing you a lemon"-and then by
everyone else. In short order he was given gallery shows of his
sculpture and decorations. Adrian, Hollywood's leading

Frogmore's festive kitchen, lo1, displays
folk art under a ceiling patterned with
Greek rag ntgs. Aboae: The Duquettes
in 1964 at the ranch with Greta
Garbo. Right: Elsie de Wolfe in 1943
with her Duquette grapevine console.
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Tony and Elizabeth Duquette,
aboae, today. Right: Tony
Duquette with goddess figures
he.designed for MGM's
ZiedeW Follies. Below: At the
ranch, an Austrian painted
chest, c. 1820, supports a

group of French ceramic eggs.

fashion and costume designer, offered Duquette carte
blanche to creare shop and window displays, to which he re-
sponded with plastered-lace elephants and orchestras of Sia-
mese cats. And Vincente Minnelli signed him on to produce

lavish stylized sets for the Ziegfeld Follies,
Kismet, and other MGM movies.

The scope of Duquette's work since
then has been astonishing. A self-dubbed
"do-it-yourself de' Medici," he was the
f irst American to be given a one-man
show at the Louvre's Pavillon de Marson.
As a costume designer, he won a Tony
award for his work in the original Broad-
way production of Camelot. As a jewelry
designer, Duquette has counted the
duchess of Windsor and Ann Woolworth
among his clients. And as a decorator, his
projects have ranged from an Irish castle
for Elizabeth Arden to Hollyr,vood houses
for Doris Duke, Mary Pickford, David O.
Selznick, and most recently, Herb Alpert.

In an age in which specialists execute
the visions of visionaries, Duquette has
always done it all himself. Nowhere is this
more evident than at the Duquette ranch,
located on 156 acres in the Malibu moun-
tains. There is an otherworldly quality to
its various pavilions silhouetted razot-
sharp against the California sky. The

"This ranch is a cross between

Tobacco Road and San Simeon"

ranch was purchased in lg57 as a country retreat from his
Beverly Hills studio, and in the years since, Duquette and his
wife, Elizabeth, a painter who is his frequent collaborator,
have transformed the rocky terrain into what they aptly call
the Empire. There are now a total of eleven living pavilions,
most of which are equipped with bedrooms, living rooms,
dining rooms, and kitchens. They are named after places or
animals for which the Duquettes feel a special affection-the
Bosporus, China, Portugal, Ireland, and Frogmore (after
Tony's collection of frog figurines). These follies-each a hy-
brid of Hollywood architectural relics, Duquette inventions,
and decorative fragments gathered from all over the world-
have taken shape in the form of Chinese pagodas, Georgian
houses, and miniature neoclassical monuments. "Scaveng-
ing," says Duquette, "is what I love to do. It's my passion in-
stead of drinking or gambling." The elegant cast-iron
elevator from the old Hollywood Hotel sits like a giant bird-
cage on a garden path. The bedroom window from the Span-
ish-style Hollywood house that Greta Garbo andJohn Gilbert
shared in the I 920s has been incorporated into a guest room
in the Horntoad pavilion; and the kitchen door at Frogmore,
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Drrqrr.tt" drama, clockwise fram top
lzft: The designer with actress Agnes
Moorehead in 1956. Elizabeth
Duquette in a house outside Paris
that she and Tony decorated in
1950. Merle Oberon posed for Lt'e
magazine in 1947 with her Duquette
table setting. The kitchen at
Frogmore, furnished with a Dutch
ceramic stove and other travel linds.
Elizabeth Duquette in the ballroom
of the Duquette studio, c. 1960.
At the ranch, a federal sideboard
transformed into a kitchen sink.
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A phnt-filled porch
at lhe ranch, aboue,

overlooks the arid
mountain landscape.
Left: A Duqteue pin.
Opposite: Another
porch features a
colonnade of 1920s
streetlight columns
crowned with a

Victorian pelmet. Fiber-
glass copies of street-
light casings serve
as plant containers.
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the Duquettes' main living quarters, once belonged to Marion
Davies's Santa Monica beach house. "Everything has been re-
cycled," says Duquette. "This ranch is a cross between Tobacco
Road and San Simeon."

There are lemon juicers recast as finials, 1920s telephone
pole casings assembled into porch balustrades and metal
gates made from airplane landing strips. Notes Duquette:
"My wife and I have not lost the art of playing."

The ranch is perhaps the most unusual and oddly sophisti-
cated of the legendary residences where the Duquettes have
lived, worked, and entertained-always extravagantly. In re-
cent years Duquette has devoted himself to monumental proj-
ects, including a series of twenty-eight-foot-tall angels that he
created fbr the Los Angeles 1980 bicentennial. Angels seem
right at home in the anything but down-to-earth world of
Tony Duquette. California decorator Hutton Wilkinson, an
old friend who worked with Duquette for fifteen years, says,

"Even Hollywood at its most fantastic couldn't outdo Du-
quette off the screen." rl Editor: Joye MacRae
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Ro se Tarlow's surpri sing antique
chai rs talk to her c!

By Leo Lerman
Photographs by Oberto Gili:
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cli f Chairs
o

rture
re-creates

period furnituie,. At home in Los
Angeles, she holds an assembly of
her prize antique English vernacular
eomb-backs. "I see them," says Rose,
"dancing!" Details see Resources.
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CHAIR IS A MEANS TO AN END. BU'T

to Rose Tarlow, Los Angeles-
based generative force, chairs
not only coddle the seat. "I fell

in love with chairs," says Rose.

I will tell you more about
Rose's licit passion later.
Know now that Mrs. Tar-

low is internationally
appreciated as a creator and re-creator
of elegant period furniture: these pieces

are always embellished with an almost
imperceptible in-period Tarlow twist.
Along with period pieces, Rose is now
designing a very Tarlow-today contem-
porary group. Rose is also an antiquaire,
which is how she started, some fifteen
years ago, in her own shop, Melrose
House. She houses her for-sale antiques
there and a selection of her self-de-
signed period pieces. The latter are also

offered in twelve outlets nationwide.
Rose is, when ignited by a special prob-
lem or appeal to her sensibility or senti-
mentality, an interior designer. "I am
not," she says emphatically, "an interior
decorator." She is a connoisseur with an

eager eye, an encyclopedic
visual memory, and a hap-
py penchant for fantasy.

Rose lives in one of the
most fanciful and most
beautiful houses I have ever
seen. Here she entertains
superbly in a huge but cozy

space, more a pavilion than
a drawing room, lined with
creamy vellum-covered
books, lit by fifteenth- to
seventeenth-century
wrought-iron rushlights
and subtly shaded lamps,
green vines cascading dis-
creetly on the walls, great
wooden tubs of green-
green wheat grass glowing
in the dream light. Here are

Not a sculpture, lzfi, blut an
early l6th century kitchen
chair. Aboue /e/; An lSth-
century English chair flip-
flops into a table. Aboue right:
A George III wing chair
in its original undercover.

"I like chairs because they are like people. Chairs have personalities"
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Rose Tarlow's R6gence siige courant, aDoue

far le.ft, probably companioned a desk.

, Abow left: This beechwood R6gence turn-
coat shed its original dress for the exotic

l8th-century Beauvais tapestry it now
wears. Aboue: Powerful country hands
bent this lTth-century English stick
chair into shape for kitchen use, Far

stretches ont-for dalliance?
Below far left: Henri II fold-

up used in churches. Eelozl
lzft: A very rich man owned

, this lTth-century French
armchair of carved turned

walnut in its original
tap€stry. Below: This

lTth-century English
chair leads a double
life, for sitting
and storage.
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Rose's curious objects of iron, her pur-
ple table glass, her modern drawings,
her ivory-handled implements-each a

work of art-her wooden bowls, wood-
en caskets, wooden containers of every
artful contrivance, even a big bowl of
wooden fish. "I love beautiful woods,"
says Rose. "I love the sensuality of wood.
A friend said to me, 'Rose, you must at
one time have been a tree.' "

In Rose's Los Angeles house and in
her London flat (Bel-Air and Belgra-
via), an aristocracy of chairs stands
unobtrusively, authentic fifteenth-,
sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and eigh-
teenth-century clear-limbed gentry,
English, French, even a patriarchal Chi-
nese. They stand amid creamy colored
comfy modern sofas, lounge chairs, con-
venient tables, and a nonclutter of time-
lessly beautiful objects. "I like
everything," says Rose, "in all periods,
all colors. They can all be right if used

properly. They don't have to be old.
They have to be good." Rose's chairs are
good,andwhen you look at our sampling
of them on
these pages,
you will see
that they are
old. And if
you look at
these muse-
um-quality
chairs closely,

seeking the
individual
character of
each, the
bearing, the
profile, you
may catch a

flicker of their
private lives.
Many of them
began careers
of servitude in
country kitchens, even farmhouse out-
buildings. Now they are all upper-upper
class. Those chairs who long ago felt
lucky to (Text continued on page 186)

The Louis XVI ratchet chair, opposite,
maternally enfolds a baby cousin,
signed Boulard. Right: Rose Tarlow's
l5th-century Welsh country-helper stool.
Aboue: A cuwaceous splat distinguishes
an l8th-century French kitchen chair.
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The skyline's the limit in the apartment

Robert Currie designed for two New York collectors

By Joseph Giovannini phorosraphs by Scort Frances
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ft uspgNDED oN THE FoR'rrETH

\noo. as though in a dirigible,
lr-/ Marilyn and Myles Cane have be-

come, in the year they've occupied their
one-bedroom Upper East Side apart-
ment, denizens of the New York sky.
From the deep chairs facing the plate
glass that curves around their living
room, they regularly watch airplanes
stack up over LaGuardia, helicopters
buzz the East River, and weather fronts
roll in from Westchester. They have eat-

en popcorn in front of crazed bolts of
lightning and watched snow clouds
completely erase the city below. At
night, a stream of headlights down Sec-

ond Avenue flows through the man-
made aurora borealis. "Depending on
the wind, we can even hear planes taking
off across the river," says Myles, a semi-

retired lawyer active on many boards.
But the hypnotic view mesmerizes all

the more because, over by the bookcases

Currie armchairs in Manuel Canovas wool,
bfi, face the view beside a Giacometti lamp
and Flemish tapestry. Aboae: Georgpan chairs
in Clarence House fabric and an art deco
table set with antique silver and candlesticks
by Elsa Peretti for Tiffany. Plaster vases

by Olivier Gagnire. Details see Resources.
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at the rear of the room, there is quiet
rhythmic ticking and the occasional
chime. The Canes are collectors, and
Myles specializes in antique clocks:
French carriage clocks, a Scottish grand-
father, American banjos, a Viennese
regulator. "I collect clocks because you
feel the eternity of time-it's the sense

you have watching the ocean." The same
might be said of this apartment with a
view, that its constellation of skyborne
events, its sunrises and sunsets and the
shifting colors of light striking rhe sage
gray walls, turn it into a sundial.

Not that Robert Currie, an old friend
of'Marilyn's who decorated their apart-
ment, designed the sky. But if the living
room registers so many of its activities
and moods, it is because he muted the
room to serve as antechamber to the
view. Nothing competes: he hung no
curtains, laid no carpet, scattered no
clutter, but placed only two pairs of com-
fortable chairs fhcing rhe drama our-
side, turning the room inside out. "The
four chairs are actually enough," re-
marks Myles. Marilyn, inches away from
the fbrty-story drop-looking beauti-
fully composed, with her black dress,
long black hair, and very red lipstick,
next to the thin air-mentions that "in
another lifetime," before moving to
New York, she was an amateur pilot.

Currie confesses to being a designer
with<lut an ism and approaches new
projects equipped mosrly with a sterho-
scopic sensitivity to the character of his
clients and their spaces. In a plain white
shirt and khakis, rolled up ar the sleeves
and cuflfs, he explains what he calls his
"colored past," including surreal win-
dows he dressed at Henri Bendel in the
late 1970s and early '80s which gave
clothes a story. (What was that woman
doing with her head in rhe oven any-
way?) Currie transp()ses that narrative
approach to (Text continued on page 189)

At the foot of the steel bed covered in
Fortuny cotton, a 1950s American iron and
leather stool rests on a Chinese carpet from
Doris Leslie Blau, NYC. Behind the Regency
inlaid mahogany hat tree from A. Smith
Antiques, NYC, is a William IV chest topped
by a lstrentury Roman krater. A custom Currie
lamp illuminates a lgth-century English
hall chair and a David Seidner photograph.
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"We didn't want a Biedermeier room
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or a Louis Whatever, but one for the things that mean something to us"
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Nestletl unassumingly in
a lir-blanketetl hillside,
the grresthouse is
approachecl fn:m above,
acn)ss a skvlight-deck and
through a w<xxlen wall.





I ALKI.\G ABoLIT INTEGRAT-

I ing architecture and the envi-
I ronment is easv: doing it is the
I hard part. A minimal intru-

sion on the landscape may require a

building so self-effacing as to be quite in-
visible-a daunting prospect for most
architects. But then Jim Cutler is not
most architects. Cutler founded his
Bainbridge Island, Washingtonr prac-
tice on the principle that you can'r fool
Mother Nature and therefore shouldn't
fool with her. "I have serious moral
qualms about a building that devours
the land," he maintains.

So when a Seattle couple, who live in a
striking Arthur Erickson-designed
house filled with a superb collection of
contemporary art, wanted an elegant
but unobtrusive guesthouse, they called
on Cutler. "The project came with three
criteria," he explains. "There was to be a

sculpture walk leading from the main
house to the guesthouse, the guesthouse
had to have two bedrooms, and it had to
be invisible from the main house."

The sculpture walk that connects the
big house to the little ( 1 ,800 square feet)
one is almost idyllic, winding through
the towering Douglas fir trees that are
typical of the lushly wooded enclave in
which the clients live. Cutler worked on
the walk with landscape architect Tom
Berger to incorporate sculptures rang-

ing from a muscular steel
and timber construction
by Mark di Suvero to a

minimalist arrangement
of painted-steel geomet-
ric forms by Tony Smith.

The path winds down
to a wooden walkway
that crosses a translucent
deck and cuts through a

wooden wall. You are
now standing on the roof
of the guesthouse, which
is built into a hillside-
making it indeed invisi-
ble from the main house.
To enter, you go through the break in
the wall and down a flight of stairs to the
ground Ievel of the L-shaped building.
On this side of the house-the front-
large sliding glass doors line the two
wings (one for living areas, the other for
the requested pair of bedrooms). The
view from the front door reveals that the
house's unassuming shedlike wooden
structure has been built inside the re-
mains of a crumbling concrete wall.

At least that's the way it looks-even
the workmen who built the guesthouse
thought that the concrete wall had been
there forever. In fact, the wall is as new
as the house. It is the result of a "story"
that Cutler wrote about the place before
he designed it-a story about the decay
and regrowth of nature and the way in
which the new marks the old. He envi-
sioned the wall as a "simple, archaic
found object" and the wooden structure
as the organic thing that grew out of its
demise. It was to be light, in contrast to
the solidity of the concrete, "almost like
a wooden tent."

To further this contrast, the plan of
the house is rotated slightly off that of
the concrete structure. A skylit corridor,
topped by translucent fiberglass (which

A massive timber and steel construction
by Mark di Suvero, lzfi, marks the tree-
lined sculpture walk that connects the main
house to the guesthouse, aboue, which
receives light through the fiberglass
skylight-deck in back and sliding doors in
front. Right: Warm gray concrete and
Douglas fir wood in the living room set off
furniture by Frank Gehry and artworks by
Helen Frankenthaler and Jannis Kounellis,
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This "wooden tent" is a ruggedly elegant foil for contemporary art
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walk
wirds past'I'ony Smith's
Wardtring fiocls and
concludes with an
inscribed marble bench
by Jenny Holzer, opposite
below. Opposite aboue:
A Dan Flavin neon
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"I have serious qualms about a building that devours the land,"says Cutler
reads as the deck from above), wraps
around the rotated wooden structure,
bridging the house and the wall while at
the same time heightening the distinc-
tion between the two. The corridor nar-
rows at the corner of the L to create a
visual deterrent to visitors who might
wander into the bedroom wing.

The interior of the house has a rug-
ged elegance. Warm gray concrete
walls-which took six color trials to per-
fect-serve as an appropriately ascetic
foil for sculpture and paintings, and
Douglas fir woodwork is simply but
beautifully detailed, making this a rath-
er luxurious "wooden tent." Seattle
designer Terry Hunziker created
furniture for the dining room and living
room, where a "new" wood fireplace
wall is built around the "ruined" walls of
an "old" concrete chimney.

The fabricated contrast between old
and new may seem somewhat indul-
gent-why notjust build the house and
skip the rhetoric? But for Cutler, it isn't
just talk. While most of us don'r think of
houses as despoilers of the land, this is
an architect for whom even the most ar-
chitecturally sophisticated house sets a
bad example if it ignores irs surround-
ings. "Each insult to the environment al-
lows the next one to be even worse," he
argues. Looking at the treeless tract
neighborhoods that continue to spring
up around the country, you have to ad-
mit Cutler has a point. Considering his
success at creating a building that gener-
ously defers to its site, and that eloquent-
ly comments on the process of nature,
the architect's dialogue is no less mean-
ingful for having been invented. i

Editor: Elizabeth Suerbqeff Blron
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blects
of Affection

Four collectors pursue their
passions in very different ways,

but they all have one thing in
common: they just can't stop

Antiques dealer
Hubert des Forges
shares his New
York apartment
with hundreds of
figurative pitchers,
oppositt. Des Forges
also has a weakness
for ceramic birds
and floral plates.
bft: His frog
umbrella stand,
c. 1890. Details
see Resources.

A Hsao FoR FrcuRES
Hubert des Forges is never alone in his New York apartment,
even when no one else is around. Gazing down at him from
floor-to-ceiling shelves in the living room are 437 figurative
majolica pitchers, most of them made in the 1890s by the
high-style French potteries at Sarreguemines and Onnaing.
They depict caricatured politicians whose faces could have

been rendered by Hogarth or Daumier. There are also tail-
coat-clad toads straight out of lhe Wind in the Willows, as well
as a vast assortment of pigs, parrots, grasshoppers, firemen,
chefs, sheep, grandmothers, and monks. Although their pro-
portions are similar-they average nine inches tall by five
inches wide-no two are exactly alike.

"Thev're colorful, the,v're amusing, and they're good conr-
pany," says Des Forges, a French-born antiques dealer who
came to New York twenty-one years ago and has never given
up his heavy accent. He has been a collector since he received
a small inheritance at age sixteen-he decided to invest the
money in pitchers rather than "spend it stupidly," he says. In
his twenties, Des Forges let his hobby determine his prof'es-

sion by opening an antiques booth at Paris's f amr>us flea mar-
ket, the Nlarchd aux Puces. Ever since he arrivecl in this
country he has been selling antiques on Manhattan's Upper
East Side (his current shop, Hubert des Forges, is at I 193

Lexington Avenue) and adding new pitchers to his lineup
whenever he can. His best finds come fiom f'ellow dealers,
who, he says, "know only too well what I want."

Des Forges doesn't allow anyone but himself and Oscar
Moore, his roommate and business partner, to handle the
pitchers; he winces when a visitor lightly pats a pelican's beak.

And yet pitchers are far from his only passion. Seven turn-of-
the-century majolica umbrella stands in the form of a cat, a
dog, a monkey, two herons, and two frogs occupy scraps of
floor space in the living room; more than a thousand objects
from the 1940s representing black men and women cram the
bookcase beside the fireplace; nineteenth-century French
Massier majolica parakeets grace the coffee table; and Mas-
sier floral plates turn the dining room's forest green walls into
fields of blooms. To avoid overcrowding, Moore keeps his
own accumulations to a minimum. "I collect good food and
friends," he says. "They don't take up much room."

Their store, like their apartment, is packed with flora and
fauna. A tiny aisle winds past a bench supported by carved
bears and piled with dog-shaped pillows to a wall of twig
frames and 1920s tole light fixtures that sprout metal blos-
soms. "All of this is me," says Des Forges, gesturing around
the store. "These are happy things, and I am a happy man."

EVE M. KAHN
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Where others see only disaster,

Michele Mancini sees possibility

Y lN IAGE Here are a few of the

COIO3S things Michele Man-
cini has in her living

room: a 195 I mustard-colored love seat;

a rattan sofa; two views of Miami Beach
in the forties; a kidney-shaped table; a

pink wall; a chartreuse wall; an aqua
ceiling; a zebra-patterned rug; and
more, much more.

There is a reason for this sx6g55-fs1
the past five years, Mancini has lived
with her best finds for Full Swing, her
Newport, Rhode Island, shop specializ-
ing in furniture and fabrics of the thir-
ties, forties, and fifties. "Years of
shopping," says Mancini, when asked
how one accumulates an airbrushed ze-

bra, forty mammy dolls, and a profusion
of ceramic pink flamingos.

A former teacher and decorator,
Mancini opened Full Swing in 1985 and
met with instant success. Last year, when
her supplies of vintage textiles began to
run low, she launched her own line of
fabrics in vintage-inspired patterns.
Mancini also continues to deal in the real

stuff with a network of
pickers keeping her in-
formed: the 1930s
pots and pans border
in her vibrant kitchen
comes from a cache of

1,650 wallpaper rolls discovered in a

New York warehouse.
Where others see only disaster, Man-

cini sees possibility. Her ribbon-striped
chaise came to her upholstered in or-
ange fake fur, and her slipper chair,
now recovered in a rare twenties dam-
ask, was retrieved from a neighbor's gar-
bage. To Mancini, each piece of
furniture speaks its own personal his-
tory. When she looks at her mustard
love seat, she sees its original owner "in a
black bouffant wig, looking like Brenda
Starr in her plastic see-through high
heels." AMY VIRSHUP

Mi.h.l. Mancini, top right, on her 1952
Evans Commander, lives above Full Swing,
her Newport, Rhode Island, textile and
antiques shop. Top bft: Mancni painted her
kitchen cupboards in the high-spirited
colors of her Fiesta ware. Aboue: Detail of
the kitchen's 1930s wallpaperborder. Left:
Mancini's "tropical fifties" living room with
a rattan sofa in bark cloth from Full Swing.
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Snu hres lru Pnocness
Ed Baynard got tired of flowers that
come from flower stores. A problem,
since flowers have long been the main-
stay of his work-color field painting
spliced to folk art in large high-spirited
still lifes. He wanted flowers with roots.
He also needed space for the vast collec-
tion of American art pottery he started
buying back in the sixties, before he-or
anyone else-really knew what it was. "I
saw these pots as great art, as great as any
abstract painting." So seven years ago,
he left New York, moved to the country,
and bought his hundreds of pots a I 905
arts and crafts house high on a hill in the
Hudson River Valley.

It looks out, in the distance, on the
Ashokan reservoir, a shimmery patch of
what could be a nineteenth-century
American landscape, with Baynard as a

puckish Frederic Edwin Church and the
hillside property as a gardener's Olana.
Delphiniums, daylilies, roses, peonies,
and columbines have shown up in Bay-
nard's oversize theatrical watercolors
alongside stylized versions of his art pot-
tery. More recently, he has turned to
group portraits ofjust the pots.

Until he was thirty Baynard did every-
thing but paint. "I made posters for the
Beatles, designed clothes forJimi Hen-
drix, sketched for Women's Wear Daily,
traveled around the world. I came to art
without any formal training." He began
to collect art pottery, and more, the
same way he began to paint, because he

felt compelled to. It took him ten years
to assemble his four favorite Hiroshige
prints. He also has an important group
of contemporary drawings, including a

prize Susan Rothenberg horse. His pot-
tery is scattered throughout the house.
In one room countless pots seem to flow
out of the period wallpaper behind
them. Soon some new ceramics will join
his antique ones. Baynard has just de-
signed a line of dinnerware called Arts
and Crafts. Cule McGns

Chssic furniture by Eileen Gray and
Russel Wright mixes with American
art pottery in the living room, aboue,
of painter Ed Baynard's 1905 Hudson
River Valley house. ^Rigfu: Period arts
and crafts wallpaper and a Korean
chest serve as the perfect setting
for a group of pottery. Below right:
The dining room showcases four
Hiroshige prinl.s,. Below: Baynard in
the airy tower that tops his house.

Ed Baynard bought a

1905 arts and crafts house

for his hundreds of pots
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"Why settle for a single
linen hand towel when

you can display twenty?"

thing: "Why settle for a single sock monkey or hooked rug or
embroidered linen hand towel when you can display twenty?"
She loves outlandish contrasts, hanging tiny plastic key-chain
charms on majestic wall-mounted antlers, stacking eight
strands of pearls around the neck of an anonymous nine-
teenth-century marble bust, and posing florid snake-handled
Italian ceramic lamps alongside Shakeresque boxes shaped
like bibles. She hangs empty frames everywhere-"they make
me imagine," she says-and has performed not a few magic
transformations with her sewing machine, attaching spangles
to somber antique shawls and converting obsolete hats into
flamboyant lampshades.

The lower level of the apartment serves as her laboratory,
with textiles, spools of thread, and empty lampshade frames
spread out on worktables. The upstairs is a living area devot-
ed to welcoming armchairs, a pouf, and a bed enclosed by
Victorian silk-covered screens. The lack of overhead lighting
lends the rooms a moody time-warped quality, and there is

barely space to navigate between pieces. One suspects this is

the sort of interior Miss Havisham would have created, given
a needle and thread and some trimmings. VanAmringe calls
it "my nest, my beautiful haven."

She finds her treasures mainly at flea markets and antiques
shows within a few hundred miles of Manhattan-distances
she drives accompanied by her two black standard poodles,
Bix and Ruby. She buys by instinct, she says, and is attracted
to "anything shiny"; to barklike textures, including tramp art

Allrue Tnlmnltrrucs
Judyth vanAmringe doesn't mind
scratches, tears, pulls, nicks, or chips
on anything she collects, and she
doesn't pay much attention to labels
or provenances. She treats the fur-
nishings in her 2,50O-square-foot
duplex on Manhattan's far West
Side as raw material for her art. "I'm
building a giant three-dimensional
collage," she says. "I don't ruin any-
thing; I take what an object has and
then I add to it."

Trained as a printmaker, Van-
Amringe endured office jobs for a

few years after she arrived in New
York in 1969. "I'd rush home at the
end of the day and make things-
clothes, drawings, whatever," she

recalls. "My fingers needed to get to
work." She spent most of the seven-
ties in the fashion business, concoct-
ing luxury accessories out of leather,
cashmere, and crystals. When she

bought her apartment in 198 l, she

applied the same lighthearted opu-
lence to her living quarters.

VanAmringe avoids one of any-

carvings, rust, and peeling paint; to
bright colors; and to pieces that remind
her of her New Hampshire childhood,
such as battered wooden screen doors,
rustic dollhouses, and porch swings. Oc-
casionally she has attempted to buy for
other people and has also decorated
houses and apartments, but realizes "my
tastes are not for everyone."

This past summer, motivated by an
impulse to "make my art more accessible

and not just live with it," VanAmringe
opened a store at 107 Greene Street in
SoHo. In it she sells old blankets and
throws she has embellished with new
beads and fringe; an icebox circa 1910,

that she coated with mottled paint and
vintage decals; stepladders and other
small pieces of furniture that she gilded
'Just for fun"; and her signature hat
lampshades. Even the unaltered wares

seem to be products of her industrious
hands: a basket full of charms that glow
in the dark; a cabinet with preserved
zoological specimens, from mosquitoes
and butterflies to birds'nests and scorpi-
ons; vases studded with broken china
and seashells; a toylike lamp assembled
from a mosaic of Bakelite strips.

Believe it or not, VanAmringe culled
everything in the shop from her own
apartment. "It was a little crowded back
then," she says wistfully, "but it feels
empty now. I'm afraid I'm just going to
have to fill it up again." Evn M. KaHN

OBERTO GILI
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SoHo accessories designer and
antiques dealerJudyth vanAmringe,
oppositu aboue, with her poodles, in-
dulges her pack-rat impulses in herdu-
plex apartment. Oppositc below: A s<:fa

filled with pillows she made using vin-
tage fabric, beads, and finge. Clockuise

fromtop bft: One of VanAmringe's trade-
mark hats-turned-lampshades. A table
dressed up with afts and crafts tiles and
moody Spanish portraits. A lampshade of
velvet grapes and leaves. VanAmringe's
bedroom embellished with Victorian
screens, a wall of mirrors and framed prints,
and a Black Forest bear hat rack.
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[-ilagris
mistress on an Adam-
style f,aux marbre floor,
Details $e.e Rcsources.
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Pet ProJ
a

ectI
Ned Marshall unleashes

his talents in the
duplex of an old f riend

and her f our-footed
companions

By Peter Haldeman
Photographs by
William Waldron
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IVr_\ ft't'HEt \f.\\'r' r() Rr.\.r.{rN ANoNYMous, A NAN{E

E 
liL,' Filaoris irrrrroses lcrl:rin r'..\nonsihiliries Yorr

E lil [ i:' il.'ffi l]l!i',r;;;,iffi ]:',.". #il:
I:rtrx rrrarbre. At three ancl a hall, l'ilagris has learned that
things aren't always lvhat they secrn. If'the Iloor in the fbyer
u,erc rcal marble, it would f'ccl likc real marble; if the walls

an<l rkrors were real rnahogany, they would taste like real ma-
lrogany. Filasris chews instcacl on Penekrpe, her half sister,
who's rcstins in the country at thc lr)oment. Filagris used to

The drawing room windows, aboue, are chew on the frogging
festooned in a Cowtan & Tout fabric; chintz of the drawing room
from the same firm covers lSth-century painted
chain. ftigftl; Filagris warms her bones in the cnalrs' sllK armcnalrs

library, *f,ere Maishull stripped ornate paneling covered by Ned-
and put up balloon shades "that really balloon." Ned Marshall, their

decorator, whose
leather moccasins dart around the apartment like a pair of
quiet puppies. Ned changed everything to go with the an-
tiques-English, ntostly, eighteenth cenrury. Things sfre

brings back from Sotheby's, where she used to work.
She tickles Filagris's nose with her hair. She thinks Filagris

smiles, when in fhct it's just Filagris's lip snagging on her
teeth. S()metimes Filagris is right under the piano in the
drawing room when her sneakers are on the pedals. The fa-
mous hotel pianist plays at their cocktail parties in shiny black
pumps. 'fhe parties are for charity, and they bring out warm
{'eelings in the guests, some of whom will lean down and offer
a little piece of shrimp toast.

Filagris eyes the overstuffed cushions and plumped-up pil-
lows in the drawing room but, having been raised a certain
way, rvill not jump up on the Georgian settee. The leashless
on the streets, the mangy types in Central Park-Filagris has

seen enough to appreciate and not press her advantages. The
people who used to live here lef t a dining room chandelier so

big Filagris was the only one who could walk under it. Ned
said the chandelier was larger than lif'e and the wallpaper was

r68
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paws, and the slipper chairs'fringe is good for hiding the head
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Ned changed the "tinfoil" wallpaper and "larger-than-life" chandelier
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like tinfoil. He put a sharp-smelling glaze on the rvallpaper t<r

make it less shiny and said frankly it could use another coat so

it wouldn't look so brand spanking new.
A week before the Christmas party, a rainy day: Filagris

was lying on the bleached wood kitchen floor next to a pair of
Ned's moccasins that had been left to dry. Suddenly, a shout
from the library, a door slam. Ned said he couldn't possibly
find a frame for the painting over the fireplace ir.r time for the
party. Later he said thank God it was raining that dav or he
might never have finished the library.

The Iibrary be- Th" b"d.oo- settee, aboue, is upholstered in a
I o n g s to hi m , him Bnrnschwig stripe. Izf: In the dining room, 

^Marshall
with the reverberant fashioned striped,curtains from two hues of

stride. He makes taffeta in front of a balloon shade in a Clarence

dears on the phone, [:]f,*:';JH ifil-,fi?ff"111#i;".u
reads the newspa-
pers, and watches television in here. The carpet, a Heriz, is
heavy pile, easy on the paws, and the slipper chairs have

fringe, good for hiding the head. Filagris also likes to hide un-
der their bed, until he gets in. Penelope likes to hide her head

under the skirted ottomans. It's hard to explain, all this head ;
hiding-it's just a way of getting cozy without getting stuck. i

The photographer didn't go into the rooms Filagris and

Penelope get the most use out of. Ned hasn't done them yet.

There's the terrace off the bedroom, where Filagris naps, and
the kitchen, where she and Penelope eat and sleep. Ned says

they've go, to get rid of that Ultrasuede pink banquette. If
Ned had his way, all kitchens would be black and white.

Filagris sees women on Park Avenue wearing cheap imita-
tions of her own coat. The earth and the leaves and the flow-
ers are more fragrant in Connecticut, where Filagris runs all

weekend. When they get back to the city, she and Penelope

spend the day in bed, yin and yang on a big round cushion
from Bean. It has cedar shavings inside, and its odor mixes

with those of the kitchen throughout the day-and one can

only wonder what Filagris dreams. I Editor: CaroLyn Sollisto go with the English antiques
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1castle, a painter surrounds himself

By fitark Lancaster
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T ET No ()NE'|AKE'rHIs H()ust roo sERIousLy. I.f IS A rers, bullnose corners, and a battlemented tower with an

I .pl.r.rre house, a mock castle, a yachtsman's house ogee-curved cupola. Though the architecture confidently
I--lbuilt to command a panoramic view over sailing wa- plagiarizes the seventeenth-century fbrtified tower house, it
ters and to draw attention to itself as a landmark from the wa- still evokes the age in which it was built. Somehow it has sur-
ter below' It was finished in May of 1887, a month before vived intact-even from years as a Scottish youth hostel-
Queen Victoria celebrated her Golden Jubilee. This was the without major structural change or loss of original features.
zenith of Great Britain's power and influence in the world I fbund the house almosr rwo years ago and have tried to
and a time of unprecedented optimism and prosperity reawaken its spirit through furnishings and color, as well as a
among families whose lbrtunes had been made from trade lif'etirne's accumularion of what some have called "stuff." My
with the Empire. "She is the brightestjewel in my crown," Vic- collecting, if that is the word, has been focused by association.
toria said of Scotland in 187 I . 'fwenty-three years earlier, she A vase of Poole pottery from my childhood bedroom, for ex-
had bought and rebuilt, largely to Prince Albert's design, ample, unexpectedly showed up in the 1970s and prompted
their enormous castle at Balmoral, in the fashionable style my interest. Searching fbr P<lole ten years ago, I first saw and
known as scottish baronial' A ! r . ! L,.ff^] ^ rorn -L^-.- r,-, bought Keith Murray pieces; the

Mv house dispravs .li:I:^l.if ?U::'f ill'ff 
^li,],1"'iilhtlIru 

I:i?:^IT:]::' rorowins dav a eurosv appeared
characteristic features of the style: ;;p;;i. pouery. George walton, a Glasgow coilaborator tn the Times. I have since become
corbiestepped gables, conical tur- of Charles Rennie'Mackin"tosh, designed thi table and chairs. interested in nineteenth-century

Opposite: A 1916 portrait of Vanessa Bell by
Duncan Grant hangs in the French-style drawing room.
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\\'erlgrv<locl, I\lasot't's ironstone, I-inthorpc, and,\shrvorth
lx)ttel'\'. I Irotir:e that I have also collc<'ted ltrrnittrrc chrono-
Iogir ullr' lracku'ard.'l'he .,\alto ancl IJaul.ratrs cl'rairs rvhich
Iravc travelerl u,itlt nrc fi'orn studcnt clavs in Neu,castle upon
'l vrrc to l.orrrlon, Nerr' \'rlrk, Kerrt, anrl Scotland have beer.r

kickcrl ul)stairs to the billiar'(l ro()rn. nor\' the gtrest sittir-re

loorn. St'ottish lr<luse salcs have lreen invuluuble, enablin{r
Victoriarr ftrr.rritur.c alld lropllies of E<luarclian htrnting ex-

peclitions to bc resettlccl rrot lar f.rrlnr the gran(l houses thev
rrcvcr belirrc lefi.

-I'lrerc 
l\'as iln ciu'll' plan to l)ave cve rr'- roonl hcre green, but

;rme rrclnrcnts ad<led Iirst blue, thcrt vellou, orallge, red, and
purplc. I'airrting pictrrres ran takc a sirrrilar rotrte, ancl as one
scttlcs into nc\r' :rurr()Llnrlings. tlaces of'them lleconte l)arts

of, ancl sources of ,

AS an aftiSt SettleS intO a onc's art, conscior.rsll

or lrot. I l-rave ntade

hOUSe, tf aCeS Of it beCOme rarirtri.tts tttt pictures
llv othel artisls, ilr

partS of his paintings l)a.tictrl:rr r)u,r:atr
(ilant, ruhose house,
Charleston, is a kind
of Arcadia decorated
by him and Vanessa
Bell. In recent work I
quote f'rom many
sources, some esoter-
ic, some banal, includ-
ing decorative
features I'rom this
house, motifs {'rom
Nyrlphenburg ce-
ramics that I don't
own, and Poole pot-
tery that I do.

-fhe pictures in the
studio also have in comrnon the suggestion of a layer being
peeled away to reveal something beyoncl or beneath. The
house, ol'course, ret:rins layered inragery o['its own. The this-
tle, the r()se , the Ileur de lis, and the elements air, earth, fire,
ancl water are represented in stone and wood and intaglio
rvallcoverinss ancl in plaster ceilings painted ir.r wood grain to
simulatc the oak paneling. Staincd-elass windows celebrate
the r,'ovasers of'<liscovery Vasco da Gama, Christopher Co-

lunrbus, and Sir F rancis Drake . Favorite yachts are commem-
<rrated: the lladg(, the Murjorie, and the Srt'aru.

Wate l rernains a vital rlode of transport in the west o1'Scot-

lancl whcre l'crrics still ply their r<lutes with clockwork regu-
laritv anrong the pleasure boats ancl rtaval vessels. By the

rrridclle <rl the nirre teetrt (Text continued on page 188)

ln the morning room, ight, now used mainly in the evening,
Staffordshire dogs and Mark Lancaster's own dog paintings are

combined with pictures by Duncan Grant and an l8th-century
portrait. The arts and crafts chest holds Ashworth potteryjugs.
Aboue: Original kitchen quarters became Lancaster's studio.
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Poggenpohl knows you desire a home that displays your sense of achievement and superior taste.

We are committed to designing unique working and living areas for discriminating individuals.

Poggenpohl cabinetry has been manufactured in west Germany by skilled craftsmen since 1892. To

explore the possibilities of redefining your kitchen or bath as a true reflection of your lifestyle, we

invite you to visit your nearest Poggenpohl design studio or send $10.00 for a complete brochure. pohl
Poggenpohl u.s., lnc. 5905 Johns Road, Tampa, Florida 53634. Telephone $131 882-9292, Telefax (813) 888-8218. The ultimate in kltchen and bath cablnetry
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t.tl, ,

I J lib" to tell

you a juicy

story. A story

everyone i n Lr"L,
Visconsin Lro-r. Iti
atout k".b marinateJ

b""I steaL. It's atout b.rir"J lng to

tt"il"J skaLs ,u-"J
But most o[

calories. Top .orrrrJ, [o.

"*u'',pl", 
hrrJly tops 153

calories. TLrti an inspira-

tion to anyone h"lJing u

menu. O. ["11"*ing a Jiet.

u""o.J-

,"L -r.

You

legerJ,

k.."*,@
tLe town "[ L

@*.L p.or".,q.l rrJ
with company potatoes.

ull, it'r about gooJ fortune. Because

many cuts o[ b""{ f- are surpris-

ingly low in "Jrrflf;ower tkan

most p"opl" thinh. A l"ur,

,fury Dr., SmitL, u, 
"u.ly

logger. Having [.""J -r"[r alversity in

li[", h" rolrr"J the p.obl"- by uloruy,

being "i, LrcL !' Toluy, o,.r. lr"L is still

pretty gooJ --Fffigt"* -J"li"iorr,
in {act. \7h"." *orlJ *" t"

witLout b""l? Out o[

lr"L, I'J ruy. See you in

the next town. 4

G

trim*r"dw
ounce servin$

tLree -

aver-

ages less than 200

ROUND TIP 157 caloi*
s.q s;;;AQtlzt sms sat. t'at)

TOP ROUND 153 calories
.l.Z g-;t"tJWAa sms sat. t'at)

flh-

TOP LOIN 176 caloies
8.0 n-"1JJfit. 1s.1 sms sat. t'at)

EYE OF ROUND 1l.3 caloies
4.2 gms total fat- (1.5 gms sat. t'at)

TENDERLOIN 179 CAIOiCS

gms total t'at* (3.2 gms sat. t'at)

TOP SIRLOIN 165 caloies
6.1 g^s total t'at. (2.4 gms sat. fat)

'sourc6, usDA H",J\*L eta lqqo Reu., LI.s. RDA National k*arch co""cil tqsq, tuh Eliti"". Fis-* *" 1,, " "*L"l o,J *;--"1 i o,. seroins. ,t e. "",*L"J yxlJ
3 ',."*1"e. f* " L*f .";p" L*LLL .;r" thn B.l.C., Dept. T, 444 N. Mi.l,;san Ate, Cl;caso, tL OoO11. Pl""* ""J*, so(.atqqo B*f I"J"*,y C""*il ""J B*l B*,J.
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By Anne Foxley

The basement, that dank

gloomy domain of the

washer and dryer and the

cinder-block wall, is a

space few designers dare

to explore for decorative

potential. But when long-

time clients of New York

',

'l
il

'ir

teappear in the



decorators Carl D'Aquino and

Geordi Humphreys purchased

the storage area beneath their

small Fifth Avenue pied-)-terre,

they had grand ideas. In place of

a network of cobwebs and boxes

they envisioned an elegant room

for entertaining complete with a

stretch of bookshelves, a com-

pact kitchen, and a spiral stair

HG DECEMBER I99O
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to connect upstairs (home to their
D'Aquino Humphreys Interiors-de-
signed loft bedroom, living room, and
eat-in kitchen) and down.

Faced with a long narrow space D'A-
quino and Humphreys, in collaboration
with architect Paul Laird, took their in-
spiration from the luxury liners of the
twenties and thirties and constructed a
shell of gently curving walls that visually
enlarge the room. The sleek ship's hull
effect is amplified by floor-to-ceiling
panels of Karelian birch, a golden Rus-
sian wood which, D'Aquino notes, is
"now primarily used in the interiors of
Jaguars." A pair of semicircular walnut-
framed sliding glass doors off the front
entry and the kitchenette further round
out the room.

Laird custom-designed walnut base-
boards, which ring the maple floor, and
banded the ceiling with gold leaf.
Against this exquisitely construcred
backdrop an array of sculptural art
deco, Biedermeier, and Empire fur-
nishings are arranged in a series of invit-
ing clusters. There's a well-padded
French chaise longue that Jules Leleu
designed fbr the Normandie, a set of ac-
commodating barrel-shaped dining
chairs from Russia, and a pair of parcel
gilt Tuscan armchairs that appear ready
to take flight. For upholstery fabrics
D'Aquino and Humphreys rounded up
a mix of silk damasks, anrique rapesrries,
and faux animal patterns-from a leop-
ard print to a crocodile-textured vel-
vet-that serve as a witty tribute to the
wife, a best-selling wrirer and humorist
on animals. How do the owners like
their new quarters? Says the wife, "Carl
worked a miraculous transformation.
Who ever thought life on the bottom
floor could be so luxurious?" a

An 
".. of walnut-framed glass doors serves

as the main entrance to the downstairs living
room,far /zf, fumished with antiques,
including a pair of Italian Empire winged
armchairs. The Aubusson carpet is from F. J.
Hakimian, NYC. , Doua /ef.. French ebonized
chain, c. 1865, surround an Austrian
Biedermeier table in front of mirrored doors
that visually expand the long narrow space.
lzfi: Another pair of curved glass doors
separate a compact kitchen from the dining
area at the far end of the living room.
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sam
Victorian

exuberance
makes a

comeback in
today's mania
for d6coupage
By Catherine Marron
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D6.orpug" resurfaces on everything from game boards to bureaus. Clockuise from
np riglr.t: English sphere on stand, c, 1875, from James II Galleries' Lamps, from
left, at Slatkin & Co., Charlotte Moss & Co., and Price Glover. English tray,

All stores NYC. Details see Resources.
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PIERRE DEr.JX'
FREN(,TI C]OL-iNTRi'

For shop or showroorn information call 1-800-8Pierre or u,rite m: Pierre Deux, Dept. HG,870 MadisonAue. Ny Ny 10021

Atlunta Belcrlr Hills Bostr.,n Cntncl Chicago Dallas Dania Horaron Karua.s Cirl N'eu,porr Berich
\tctt' York Pahn Beach Philatlelphia S-an Francrsco Toronto Washington D.C. Winnetku



TIIE HG DIRTCTORY

A monlhly guide to lhe loll-tree numbers
of presligious odverlisers in lhe building

ond remodeling, furnitulq homefoshions,
ond loblelop mofiels. Coll tor furlher

inlomolion oboul ploducls ond services,
to order brochures, orlor inlomotion on

slorg locolions.

BUITDING AND REMODELING
Americon Stondord 800-BA-77OO X4O23

Andersen Corporolion 800-426-4261
DuPont Corion 800-4-CORIAN
G.E. Applionces 800-626-2000

Kohler Color Coordinotes 800-772-1814 DEPT HG

Kohler Compony 8OO-4-KOHLER

Mochin Designs 8OO-MACHIN-4 DEPT HG

Morvin Windows 8OO-346-5128
PPG lnduslrieg lnc. 800-2-GET-PPG

FURNITURE
Century turniture Compony 800-852-5552

Dopho, Lld. 800-334-7396
Drexel Heritoge turnishings lnc. 8OO -47-qOO
Epressions Custom furniture 800-5114-4519

Hekmon tumiture 800-253-9249
Lo Borge 800-253-3870

Roche- Bobois 8 00 -225 -2050
Toos Furniture 8OO-4438/f48

thomosville tumiture 8OO-225-0265

HOME FASHIONS
Armstrong World lndustries. lnc. 8OO-233-3823

Chorles Borone 800-8-BARONE
coloniol williomsburg 800-t146-9240

Cynthio Gi bson, lnc. 8OO -272-2766
Duette by Hunter Douglos 800-32-STYLE

DuPonl" "Sloinmoster" Corpet 8OO-4-DUPONT
Louro Ashley Home Col lection 8OO -223-6917

Monsonto Wsor-Doted Corpet 800-322-NEAR
Revmon 800-237-0658

Speer Colleclibles 8OO-241-7515
womsutto/Poci lic 8OO -3M-A42

Winsteod Collection 800-252-5820

IABUTOP
Durond lnternotionol 800-334-5014

Georg Jensen 8 OO -223 -1275

Lolique 800-CRISTAL
Lenox Chino & Cryslol800-635-3669
Noritoke Compony, lnc. 800-562-1991

0nefors 800-433-4167
Reed & Borton 800-343-1383

Royo I Copen ho g en 8OO -223 -1275

Sworovski Silver Crystol 800-556-6478
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Port Lympne

(Continuedfrompage 107) The Moorish Pa-

tio was leaking and had to be redone, un-
stable stone balustrades threatened to fall
from parapets, and most of the hedging
had died or outgrown its form. Although
much of the yew could be saved, large ar-
eas of Monterey cypress were beyond sal-
vation and had to be replanted with
hardier Leyland cypress that could be
clipped into shape as it matured. In 1974,
at Page's direction, the Long Borders were
cleared, hand-dug twice, enriched with a

ready source of fertilizer-two hundred
tons of elephant dung-and planted with
2,500 perennials, herbs, shrubs, and trees.
Edwardian in scale, each border is 135

yards long and l8 feet wide.
New lime trees fill the ranks along what

was Sassoon's Magnolia Avenue, and the
vineyard and fig yard below the pool ter-
race have come back to life. The West Gar-
den, now the Iceberg Garden, has been
paved instead of grassed, a concession to
the 100,000 visitors a year who see the
house, gardens, and zoo. Tigers, other
cats, and wolves occupy enclosures at the

top of the Trojan Stairs, a corner of the
grounds once given over to the kitchen
garden. In deference to the owners'love of
all wildlife, insecticides are never used.

Despite the changes, the gaiety and inti-
macy of Port Lympne have come back to
life. Russell Page, on one visit, turned to

John Aspinall and remarked that the gar-
dens were even more beautiful than they
had been when Sassoon held court. Aspin-
all (or Aspers, as he is universally called in
the British tabloids), a colorful figure in his
own right who became wealthy as a Lon-
don casino owner and is known for giving
lavish parties, displays an abiding fond-
ness for his glamorous predecessor at Port
Lympne. A new owner without this affini-
ty might have pieced the estate back to-
gether without evoking Sassoon's style. "I
wanted him to approve of what we were
doing," said Aspinall. "lt's still Philip Sas-

soon's creation." The game begun by the
master of the Chess Board Garden re-
mains an absorbin g specta:o 

i,yiii ulru"o,

Port Lympne rnaruion, garderu, and zoo park,
Lympne,3 miles west of Hfihe, Kent. For uisi-
tors hours, call (38) 264-646.

Tarlow

-

(Continuedfrompage 149) glimpse the peas-

antry at their bucolic revels can now kick
up their heels with the kings and queens of
chairdom in Tarlowland. As one of Rose's

country bumpkins said to another recent-
ly, "If you wait around long enough, you
become a'prized possession."'

"I like chairs because they are like peo-
ple," says Rose. When she talks about
chairs you can feel her running her hands
over them with a kind of informed, re-
spectful passion. "Chairs have personal-
ities. I frequently wonder what they do at
midnight, what they say to one another
when we're not here."

"I wonder," I said to Rose, "about the
people who sat on them, about how the
chairs felt about them, and how they feel
about the people who sit on them now. To
a chair is there a difference between
'greasyJoan' who keeled the pot circa I 594

and sat at best on a stool and you, Rose, at
ease in your venerable conclave ofchoicest
kitchen-born comb-back chairs ?"

Rose, being almost as wise as her most
ancient chair, did not answer that one. She

said, in her most practical voice, "I buy
things that say something. At first I loved
ei ghteenth-century furniture, fancy furni-
ture. Then fancy became plainer. As time
went on, my taste became plainer and
plainer. . . .I love eccentric chairs, maybe

too high, too short, maybe with an interest-
ing flaw, remarkable woods, the original
paint peeling off them, the original under-
covering on them."

Here is the original muslin under-cover-
ing on a wide-mouthed, open-mouthed
chair that laughs, its high, outsize wings on
the ready to shield from icy eighteenth-
century blasts. "It's the only wing chair I
ever bought," says Rose, marveling at its
cheerful oddity. Its mahogany legs resting
on wooden casters, this English personage

could have rolled into George III's com-

bative world in the 1770s. There is a
rough-hewn three-legged straddly stool, a
perky primitive beastie of a stool. A stool is

not a chair, but this stool is raised to chair
status by the company it keeps. "Fifteenth
century," says Rose. "Welsh, sycamore."
Definitely farm furniture, it frees the legs

for milking, sheep-shearing: it has rela-
tives world over and time over.

Here is a capacious aristocrat: "Louis
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XVI," says Rose. "Beechwood. Original
leather. A ratchet chair, a cr6mailldre, as

the French call it-it's hinged and falls
back." For additional comfort? To ease an
ailing body? On its ample lap this great ma-
ternal presence tenderly holds a small wal-
nut-framed Louis XV cousin, signed by
Boulard. Made for a child, for a doll, as a

cabinetmaker's sample? I think for a child,
encased in a glittering sheathing of bro-
cades. And I think of the nanny disciplines
chairs impose on their sitters.

Over there is a magician. That chair,
presto chango, becomes a table. "It's all of
a piece," says Rose. "It's a flip-flop. Eigh-
teenth-century English, painted orange,
now much of it off-tatters of its original
dress." An economical friend, this piece,
proffering its services for a one-person
meal, and when in repose in front of a

hearth, a bastion against errant down-
chimney winds, even insidious witches.

"This is my most important chair," says

Rose. I see an English oak presence as solid
as the tree from which it was freed, as

grand, in its way, and as protective. As a

sculptor flnds the figure in the block of
stone on which he is working, the centu-
ries-ago furniture maker found this avatar
in the oak on which he worked. How odd
that this mythic presence may have presid-
ed at lusty tea parties on a country lawn or
in a bosky pavilion.

Curiouser and curiouser, here's a nar-
row geometry of slatty, slanty vertical
wooden ribs from which springs a slatty
seat. A forward-looking creature-sort of
pushy. Memories of boardwalk chairs, pic-
nic furniture. This friend, says Rose, "is a

folding church chair. Henri II-that
means between 1547 and 1559. French,
walnut-so movable." The nonsecular
purpose of this secular-looking peripatetic
is confirmed by its crown incised with an
evocative triad of crosses.

As I wander Rose's ensorcelling rooms,
peering at the immigrants from black-hole
kitchens consorting with 6migr6s from
crystal-chandeliered drawing rooms, I
think of the survival of things, treasured
things, and how things miraculously sur-
vive while people. . . "Oh," says the oldest
chair of all, "longevity, as any thing knows,
is the best revenge." I

Editors: Wendl Goodman and,Joyce MacRae

Host of the Town

(Continued from page 115) growing up, not
plump and yellow like today's but pale
pink and succulent-when you broil them,
they turn golden brown and you can eat
the bones. Bill Blass loves apricot-raisin
bread pudding. Lemon pound cake for El-
eanor Lambert. Anything for my friend
Peter Duchinl Chili, fried chicken, beans,

greens-he just loves to eat."
So there are veal stew parties, chicken

potpie and fried chicken parties, pot roast
with double-rich gravy parties, tea parties.
Since Hovis is constantly experimenting,
the repertoire has no limits. One element,
however, is common to them all: the food
is always simple and direct. This is an air-
line with no frills, as Hovis says. And every-
one always has second helpings.

These days, his own plate is overloaded
with more than most people could ever di-
gest. Currently the creative-food director
for Macy's Northeast, Hovis has ajob that
entails everything from menu planning
for more than a dozen restaurants to su-

pervising an er)ormous staff of buyers,
chefs, and salespeople. Macy's at Herald
Square is Hovis's new home away from
home. He likes nothing better than con-
ducting tours with a grand finale of pastry
sampling in the Cellar Caf6. Here it is en-
tirely fitting to hear him say, "Shopping
and cooking are the two greatestjoys of my
life. If I ever won the lottery, I would buy a
chAteau in France and I wouldn'tbother to
pack, I'djust shop along the way." tl

Laird of the Tower

(Continued from page I 7 6) the development
of the steam engine enabled paddle steam-

ers from Glasgow to take people not only
to the New World but also "doon the
watter," down the Firth of Clyde for day
trips to villages with turbulent histories
which were turned into what the guide-
books called watering places. On such a

site, on a promontory above the Clyde, this
house has vistas over the waters of lochs,
estuary, and sea to mountains and islands.

The grounds lead down to the shore
with steps, terraces, and lawns bordered by
rhododendrons and trees. Native willow,
oak, and pine are dominated by exotic ev-

ergreens first brought from the Americas
in the mid nineteenth century which thrive

"Botemon's aaintinas are what the outdoors
is all about, what iuitawe art should be..l'

world's foremost wildlife artist, together
accompanying text, illuminates as never before Bateman's
interest in conservation and the environment.

At yourbookstore, or call l-800-733 -3000

- San Francisco Chronicle
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close to the Gulf Stream. As tall as the
house, the California Sequoiadendron gi-
ganteum is known in Britain as the Welling-
tonia. From Chile came the Embothrium
coccineum, with its cascading vermilion
blossoms, and the monkey-puzzle, and
from Washington and Oregon the Thuja
plicata. The dividing trunks of rhis tree cre-
ate a kind of low tree house, a scented,
mossy hiding place. The deer hide here
when disturbed, before they run back to
the woods or resume grazing. Paths, dense
with pine needles, curve beside rockeries
shaded by laurel, then the house reap-
pears above, framed between giant trees.

Rapid changes in weather bring dramat-
ic changes of light, inside as well as out.
Painting attempts it, but photography can-
not yet imitate the eye's ability to assimilate
at once the inside and the outside, the at-
mosphere of a room and what is seen of the
world framed by a window or door. It is

one ofthe greatest pleasures ofliving here
that a sense of the outside is always pres-
ent, whether looking through the arched
kitchen door, which composes a picture of
a lighthouse seen through a gap in the
trees across a patch of water, or from the
drawing room two floors above, where the
same lighthouse is over the trees and an
expanse of silver water reveals a flotilla of
sails and red ferryboats. From the tower
room a purple mountain looms beneath a

vast cloud and a gray ship lies in gray wa-
ter, all beyond a bright stained-glass por-
trait of Copernicus. From the morning
room, beyond a marble sculpture in the
window, the sharp horizon and a distant is-
land take their place. Add the tick of a
clock, the chug of a boat, the screech of
some seabird, and, when I opened my win-
dow this morning, the sound of bagpipes
drifting across the water. a

Positive Altitude

(Continued from page I 52) interiors, now
finding stories in existing rooms, with cli-
ents the built-in characters.

Marilyn and Myles, who originally each
rented an apartment in their current
building, were more or less introduced to
one another in the elevator one day by
their respective hats-each collects. When
they married and decamped to a new
apartment, they wanted to start afresh
with objects taken from the fabric of their
new lives. Currie created a bedspread

from Fortuny cotton the couple discov-
ered on their honeymoon in Venice and
made room for a painted antique chest,
which Marilyn bought, also in Venice, as a

wedding present for Myles. A hat tree with
a dozen of her broad-brimmed hats looks
like a standing bouquet.

None of the Canes'objects are simply vi-
sually striking, but stem from an experi-
ence or interest-their collection of books
on the French Revolution led them to tex-
tile fragments, mounred in an album, that
might have been worn at the time, and
readings on Rome and Egypt inspired the
purchase of Roman glass and terra-cotta
vases. Myles likes to read and smoke his ci-
gar under a bronze lamp by Giacometti, a
piece that reflects the couple's long-stand-
ing appreciation for the artist.

"It's not just a Bob Currie room," notes
Marilyn. "We didn't want a Biedermeier
room or a Louis Whatever, but one for the
things that mean something to us. Bob
pays attention to what people are like."
The generous bookcases opposite the
wide-angled view anchor the room and
frame a collection of leather-bound vol-
umes, wines, clocks, and vases that con-
stantly changes as the Canes visit the

Give the
holiday

gift of good health this
seasofl. . . NordicTrack.

reciprocal collection of volumes, wines,
clocks, and vases at their country house.
The bookcase is a scaffold that orders the
objects that flow in and out after their trav-
els and more local shopping excursions.

"How do you create a small space for
people rvho are collecting all the time and
still keep it simple?" asks Myles. "I get ner-
vous when spaces are overdecorated," says

the designer, whose decorating instinct is

to subtract rather than to add. He did shop
with the Canes for several pieces, includ-
ing a French art deco dining table, four
Georgian dining chairs, and a seven-
teenth-century Flemish tapestry with a

view of a glade populated with two mythi-
cal birds "shorter than an ostrich but taller
than a dodo," Currie points out.

The Canes walk over to the focal point
of the living room where panes of plate
glass multiply the reflection of the tapes-
try. Mirrored images of the seventeenth-
century pastoral landscape are overlaid on
the delirious panorama of twentieth-cen-
tury Manhattan. "Especially in this city
where there's so much excess, it's impor-
tant to create tranquillity," observes
Marilyn, "so personalities can come
through." I Editor: Jacqueline Gonnet
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RANDOM HOUSE

All in the Family

(Continuedfrom page 120) apartment." The
inevitable schism followed predictable
lines, pitting boys against girls, sisters
against old college friends, gray walls
against chintz.

"We wanted to do something lively and
different," Alexandra volunteers, gently
stating the sisters'point of view. "We grew
up in a house with brilliant colors." Until
they were teenagers they lived in a ticket
booth and first-aid station at Squaw Valley,
their father's sports resort in California. It
was his sister, the artist Lily Cushing,
who'd convinced him to paint the inside of
the house fire engine red to keep out the
cold. "Gray zuas different," continues Alex-
andra. "but if all the colors in an apartment
are of the same palette, any changes you
make are jarring." Nonetheless, Alexan-
dra and Justine defiantly hung a green
jungle-patterned wallpaper in the master
bedroom. When to their dismay it showed
up in the Beverly Wilshire hotel and, later,
the fashionable New York restaurant In-
dochine, the rebellion faltered. Thejungly
wallpaper was painted out-gray.

Although the modernist camp had
gained a victory, it did not win them the
war. "It's taken eight years for the various
forms of chintz to creep in," Philip ac-
knowledges a little sheepishly. "We used to
have stripes, solids, and one thing and an-
other. Now it's all chintz, gingham . . .lacet

Let's face it, basically I've lost."
If he doesn't seem altogether unhappy

about the result, it's partly because it was

his preoccupation with the success of the
law firm that gave the chintz lobby a freer
rein, partly because thejoint effort ofJus-
tine Cushing and Richard Nash Gould has
brilliantly realized the apartmenl's poien-
tial. Their diametrically opposed contri-
butions, drawn together by Alexandra's
collection of paintings by her grandfather
Howard Gardiner Cushing and her aunt
Lily Cushing, have achieved an elegant
synthesis. Everyone agrees that the deco-
rative oriental fantasy seascapes of How-
ard Cushing look particularly enchanting
against the stern gray walls. In her choice
of colors, fabrics, and furnishings, Justine
picked up the bird and flower motifs from
the art, creating her own family-style chi-
noiserie. The result is a comfortable inti-
mate atmosphere within a context that
remains coolly spare, graciously formal.

Though he has bowed to the inevitabil-

: I IN last places you'd find their
pieces. Working in a dazzling
array of styles that draw from
painting, folk art, architecture
and high technology, they are
creating one-of-a-kind art
that's both delightful and
functional: art to use and to live
with, everyday.

Full-color photographs throughout.
$50.00, now al yout bookstorc.
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ity of chintz, Philip continues to fight a

rear-guard action against what he regards
as the sterile idioms of Upper East Side
taste. "The battlefield," he declares, "has
now moved to incidental pieces of furni
ture." He points out a large off-white tex-
tured plastic coffee table, which Justine
teasingly accuses him of keeping wrapped
up for six months "like a Christo sculp-
ture." Philip doesn't deny the charge. "I
didn't want this symbol of fashionable dec-
oration, this huge object made of funny
trendy material in the middle of my living
room. I left it wrapped until the cardboard
became unacceptably dirty."

But the coffee table stayed put.
One piece of furniture that has never

provoked an argument is the Howards'pi-
ano, which, ironically, came with the apart-
ment. Both Philip and Alexandra regard it
as the heart of the living room, "the key to
life here." A former member of Yale's all-

male singing group, the Whiffenpoofs,
Philip, who Alexandra insists could have
been an opera singer, often has friends in
for an evening of impromptu harmoniz-
ing. Alexandra grew up listening to her fa-
ther play stride piano and encourages her
children to sing and dance, to learn instru-
ments, and to "keep the apartment filled
with music."

Every Christmas the Howards give a
carol-singing party that has become an un-
breakable date in their friends'Yule calen-
dars. On such occasions, which always
draw a sprinkling of celebrities-one
Christmas I watched Brian De Palma flee
in terror from scenes of overwhelming
merriment at the piano-the big room
really comes into its own. A whiff of gun-
powder may still hang in the air, but the
Howards' apartment shares with all com-
ers the well-tempered harmonies of a

household at peace. ) Editor: Carolyn Sollis

Samaras Spectrum

(Continuedfrom page 128) table by the win-
dows in the studio, not at the dining room
table Samaras made for the commodious
and elegant entertaining space.

He tells me that in the mornings he
wakes up for the sunrise, and if he sees a

red band from his bed, he gets up to watch.
"If it's good, I don't want ro waste ir," Sa-
maras says. If the color doesn't impress
him, forget it. At the end of the day, when
he's in the studio, he can watch the sun
melt into NewJersey and Pennsylvania.

Samaras's roots are in old cultures, and
that has as much to do with his love of this

place as does his romance with New
York. He was born in Greece, where he
lived in a house on top of a hill; here, at
night, when the skyscrapers are lit up,
some of their glowing tops could fool one
into thinking they're ancient temples.
Then a dark shape with sparks of light
passes by and Samaras says, "Dragonfly."
It's an airplane. But you're in the spell of
his world, so you smell the sweetness of the
air and take another sip of wine from a

glass that's gloriously cut and colored.
Other artists of his generation made earth-
works..Samaras has built a skywork, and
he's living in it. How much more modern
can a modern artist get? a

Editor: Wendy Coodman

Country's New Colors

(Continued frorn page l14) cupboards and
drawers situated between the two en-
trances to the room.

They also modernized the house with a

26-by-26-foot addition, built by Fiore's
company, BFI, which includes a huge
open kitchen, a pantry, a seating area, an
extra bathroom, and the one room the
house was desperately in need of, an entry.
("I hate tojust fall into a room," says Bohn.
"It's not nice.") But for all the improve-
ments, Bohn feels that the most satisfying
effect is that "the house now seems much
older than when we bought it."

For Bohn and Lembo, working on their
oldest project thus far has significanrly al-
tered the course of a firm that had built its
reputation on spare, urban, modern inte-
riors. Slices of rural Pennsylvania have
made their way into the Lembo Bohn De-
sign vocabulary-multipaned fenestra-
tion, heavy cornices, raised panels in
cabinetry, rubbed painted finishes, metal
screening for cupboard doors or as a room
divider. Things acquired at local auctions
have furnished not only Bohn and Fiore's
house and Lembo's loft but also projects as

distant as a restaurant inJapan. These de-
signers have learned that in the country, as

well as the city, simplicity and sophistica-
tion can live under one roof. I
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Donghio Texliles, to order (800) 366-4442.Rough-
cul cedor toble, mode by L.S.Z. Custom Wood-
work, lo the lrode io order from Lembo Bohn
Design, NYC (2121 645-3636.
ALt IN THE FAMITY
Pages I l6-17 Geisho Glozed Chintz on choise, lo
the trode ot Brunschwig & Fils, NYC, Allonto,
Beochwood, Bosion, Chicogo, Dollos, Donio,
Denver, Houston. Loguno Niguel, Los Angeles,
Philodelphio, Son Diego, Son Froncisco, Seofile,
Toronto, Troy, Woshinglon, D.C. I l8-19 Montfort
Check linen/cotlon, lo the trode oi Schumocher,
for showrooms (212) 415-3900. Noturo sisol cor-
pet, to the lrode ot Stork Corpet, NYC, Atlonto,
Boston, Chicogo, Dollos, Donio, Houston, Los An-
geles, Philodelphio, Son Froncisco, Troy, Wosh-
inglon, D.C.; Gregory Alonso, Clevelond; Sheors
& Window, Denver; Deon-Worren, Phoenix. 120
Brunschwig's Geisho Glozed Chintz in bedroom
(see obove). Meissen vose on dressing toble, c.,l870. 

similor ol Chorlofie Moss & Co., NYC (2.l2)
772-3320. Silver-leof seoshell choir, similor ol R.

Brooke, NYC (2,l2) 628-3255.
THE SAMARAS SPECTRUM
Pages 124-25 Vico Mogislrelti ormchoir, two-seol
sofo, ond lhree-seol sofo, oll in Telo Forle collon,
lo the lrode ol Alelier lnlernotionol, for show-
rooms (800) 645-7254, in NY (7'l8) 392-0300. 127
Bedroom cobi net,bed, ond desk, buih by Coccomo
Woodwork, NYC (2,l2) 431-9417.
HOSTOFTHETOWN
Page I30 Eorly l9th century lrish crystol compole
ond condleslicks, onlique pillows, $75-$150 eo,
similor ol Vito Giollo Antiques, NYC (212) 535-
9885. l3I Scorf with cheslnut design, by Koos von
den Akker, from $355, similor ot Koos Coulure,
NYC (2t2) 472-6362.134 English Regency block
locquer choirs, similor ol Nioll Smith Antiques,
NYC (21 2) 2s5-0660.
THE SOCIAT CTIMBING OF CHAIRS
Pages 144-49 Anlique furnilure, lo lhe lrode ol
Rose Torlow-Melrose House, Los Angeles (213)
651-2202. Reproduclion ond cuslom furniture, lo
lhe trode ol Rose Torlow-Melrose House, Los An-
geles; Ainsworth-Nooh, Allonto; Holly Hunt, Chi-

cogo, Minneopolis; Horgett, Dollos; Todd
Wiggins, Donio; Sheors & Window, Denver, Logu-
no Niguel, Son Froncisco; Rondolph & Hein, Los
Angeles, NYC; Trode Wings, Woshinglon, D.C.
POSITIVE ALTITUDE
Pages I50-51 Drop mellon wool on ormchoirs, lo
the trode ot Monuel Conovos, for showrooms
(212) 752-9588. Solin Chine cotlon/silk on choirs,
50" wide, $201 yd, to the trode ol Clorence House
(see obove for pg 40). Bone sterling condleslicks,
by Elso Pereili for Tiffony & Co., to order (800) 526-
0649. Lote 1940s Jocques Adnet steel/leother/
bross choir, similor ol Borry Friedmon, NYC (212)
794-8950.152-53 Boucher cotlon on pillows, 52"
wide,$247.50yd, ol Forluny. NYC, for showrooms
(212)753-7153. Chinesewool corpet, c. 1910, ot
Doris Leslie Blou, NYC (212\ 759-3715. Regency
mohogony hol lree wilh inloid bross, ol A. Smith
Antiques, NYC (2,l 2) 888-6337.
OBJECTS OF AFFECTION
Pages I60-5I Similor onlique moiolico items, ol
Hubert des Forges, NYC (21217 44-1857 .162 Simi-
lor one-of-o-kind vinloge fobrics, occessories,
ond furnilure, ot Full Swing, Newport (40,l ) 849-
9494. Cormen Mirondo bork clolh for her shorts,
54" wide, $'l20 yd, Hollywood Plumes bork cloth
on living room sofo, 54" wide, $1 20 yd, both by Mi-
chele Moncini, ol Full Swing, Newporl; lo lhe lrode
ot Ainsworth-Nooh, Aflonto; George & Fronces
Dovison, Boston; Holly Hunl, Chicogo, Minne-
opolis; Boyd-Levinson, Dollos, Houslon; Todd
Wiggins, Donio; Wendy Boyd, Denver; Fee-
McLoron. Honolulu; J. Jones, Loguno Niguel;
Mimi London, Los Angeles; Telio & Cie, Montreol,
Toronlo; Luten Clorey Stern, NYC; Dorr-Luck,
Philodelphio, Woshinglon. D.C.; Sloon-Miyosoto,
Son Froncisco; Elinor & Verve, Seotlle. Zebro
molding, by decorolive pointer ond stenciler Pris-
cillo Weeden, Newport (4011 846-8697. 164-65
Similor vinloge occessories, fobrics, ond f urniture,
ot.ludyth vonAmringe. NYC (21 2) 925-4749.
PET PR,OJECT
Page 165 Foux morbre floor, pointed by Ned Mor-
sholl. NYC (2121879-3672. Wolls in foyer ond red
wolls, by Poinled Decorotion Studio, NYC (212)
967-1533. 156-67 f oile Anjou linen/fibronne on
sofo, Pekin Stripe colton/silk on ormchoir, to the
trode ol Brunschwig (see obove for pgs 1 

'16-17).

Custom ormchoir, designed by Ned Morsholl (see
obove). Pillows on sofo, by Arobelle Toggorl, sim-
ilor ol Sweet Nellie, NYC; The Lion's Pow, Non-
lucket; S. Browne & Co., New Conoon, Ridge-
wood; Kolkin & Co., Poromus. I68 Mondorin cot-
lon/royon for curtoins, Ashill cotton on choirs, to
the trode ot Cowlon & Toul (see obove for pg 40).
168-69 Rovello Stripe cotton/viscose for bolloon
shode, lo the lrode ot Cowlon & Tout (see obove
for pg 40). Wolls, groined by Jomes Koufos, Edi-
son (201 ) 905-0364. I 70-7I Toffetos Rio viscose/
ocetotefor bolloon shode, 50"wide, $71 yd, tothe
trode ol Clorence House (see obove for pg 40).
Aubusson corpel, similor lo the lrode ot Stork (see
obove for pgs 1'l 8-.l9). Hond-poinled Chinese
wollpoper (#SY-33), $480 for 3'x.10' ponel, to the
lrode ol Chorles Grocie & Sons, for showrooms
(212) 753-5350. t7I Phylido cotton/royon on sel-
lee, to the lrode ot Brunschwig (see obove for pgs
ll6-,17). Rose Dot wool corpet, to the trode ol
Slork (see obove for pgs 1 18-19). Cornivol poly-
ester/linen for inner curloins, 82" wide, $96 yd, to
thelrodeotClorence House (seeoboveforpg40).
GREAT ROOMS
Pages l8l-83 Upholslery, by K. Flom Associoles,
NYC (212) 665-3140. l8l Russion Empire porcel
gill ormchoir, Directoire mohogony/fobric
screen, similor ol Reymer-Jourdon Antiques, NYC
(212) 674-4470. Custom-gilded wood coffee loble
wilh corved gloss lop, by D'Aquino Humphreys
wilh Joime Vosquez, consultolion by Dennis Abb6,
lo order f rom D'Aquino Humphreys lnteriors, NYC
(212) 925-1770. French cosl-iron bench, c. lBB0,
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used os toble, similor ol Reymer-Jourdon (see
obove). Anlique lopeslry pillows, similor ol Terry
Morton, NYC (212) 472-1446. t82-83 ltolion Em-
pire porcel gilt/wolnut ormchoirs from Tuscony,
similor ol Juon Podelo Anliques, NYC (212) 550-
0085. Crocodile hondwoven silk velvet on orm-
choirs, lo the trode ot Old World Weovers, Ior
showrooms (2121 355-7 1 86.Aubusson corpet with
gold lhreods, similor ol F. J. Hokimion, NYC (2t 2)
371-6900. Chorleston colton/silk domosk on
choise longue, 51" wide, $99 yd, to the lrode ol
Clorence House (see obove for pg 40). Leopord
Velvet on pillows, to lhe trode ot Brunschwig (see
obove for pgs ll6-17). Russion Biedermeier
fruitwood borrel choir with clow feel, similor ot H.
M. Luther, NYC (212) 505-1485. 183 French ebo-
nized choirs, c. 1865. similor ot Juon Portelo (see
obove). Linen Velvet on choirs, lo lhe lrode ot Old
World Weovers, for showrooms (2121 355-7186.
Auslrion Biedermeiertoble, French lole l9th cen-
tury mojolico gorden seol, similor ot Nioll Smith
Antiques, NYC (212) 255-0660.
SAMPLES
Page l&{ English gloss d6coupoge 21 " sphere on
slond, c. 1875, $l 1,500, otJomes llGolleries, NYC
(2121 355-7040. D6coupoge lomp with Mrs. De-
lony's f lowers, $1 ,800 pr, mode to order f rom Slol-
kin & Co., NYC (212\ 794- I 661. Lorge
Decolomonio lomp, $1,055, from Chorlotte Moss
& Co., NYC (21 2)772-3320. D6coupoge lomp wilh
eorly l9lh cenlury grisoille bolonicol prints,
$],200 with silk shode, mode to order from Price
Glover, NYC (21 2]r772-1740. English tole troy with
d6coupoge, c. I 860, $l ,650, to the trode ot Yole R.
Burge Anfiques, NYC (212) 838-4005. Lorge d6-
coupoge oclogonol gloss plote. by Jered Holmes,
similor one-of-o-kind plotes ot Bergdorf Good-
mon, NYC; Portonlino, NYC; Gump's, Son Fron-
cisco, Beverly Hills, Dollos, Houslon. 

,l920s 
Dutch

chest of drowers with d6coupoge, $6,800, ot Flor-
ence de Dompierre Anliques, NYC (212) 966-
1357. Mid l9th century English gome boord, with
d6coupoge ond reverse gloss pointing, $,l,650, ot
Jomes ll (see obove).
ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE
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Archltocture fiat'e a breath of frcsh aln
The 1990s belong to the New Moderns and their sophisticated style
that is simple, space-conscious, and free from clutten Filled with 

-

stunning full-color photographs of new houses and interiors-and a
full directory of sources-this lavish volume is an inspiration and an
education for anyone interested in the next wave of architecture and
interior design.
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Gandec

aphanous gown floated through the air blowing a trumpet,
Mrs. Lee noted,'Jacqueline Kennedy designed this one her-
self." The angel, she explained, was the product of a "trip I
took to Camp David in 1963." It seems the First Lady wanted
to design cards, but she was having a problem. "She would do
her ink work and then she'd paint over it and the ink would
run," said Mrs. Lee. After Mrs. Kennedy was instructed in the
sponge technique she invited Mrs. Lee to stay for dinner, dur-
ing which they discussed, among other things, the sorry state

of Blair House, the government's guest quarters for visiting
dignitaries. "If you can imagine, they haveuire coat hangers,"
Mrs. Lee recalls Mrs. Kennedy exclaiming. Which, almost
thirty years later, still makes Mrs. Lee laugh.

AT LARGE

Although Hallmark has collaborated with a wide range of
celebrities and artists over the years-from Groucho Marx to
Grandma Moses-Mrs. Lee's success, and Hallmark's 44 per-
cent market share, are attributable to the efforts of the com-
pany's 700-member creative staff. As their boss, Mrs. Lee's

task was to make sure that the group's work was, first, in good
1251s-"\^,s don't want to offend"-and, second, in sync with
the times. With regard to the good taste mandate, Mrs. Lee

reports that Hallmark has come under fire only once. It
seems that the Ancient Order of Hibernians, an organi-
zation of Irish American Catholics, took offense one year

at Hallmark's depiction of Saint Patrick's Day as a drunk-
en bacchanalia. Mrs. Lee also reports, not incidentally, that
the classic card for dad, the one with the leather wing chair and

smoldering pipe, has been updated-minus the smoldering
pipe. "Very au courant," I said. "Hallmark has always tried
to stay on top of trends," explained Mrs. Lee. Along
Jeannette Lee those lines, I asked if Hallmark had ever done
at Hallmark. sexy cards, the kind you see so many of these

days. "Yes, we've made
them," said Mrs. Lee with
elegant reluctance. "But at
Christmas? No. Christmas
and Easter are two very bad
times for sexy cards. There
are a lot of very straitlaced
people out there."

In terms of Hallmark's
current crop of cards,
Mrs. Lee pointed out a few
new developments. The
inside copy has gotten
much longer, she said.
"People want to say more
right now. Perhaps be-
cause there are more situ-
ations that are not as ideal
as we would like." To illus-
trate her point Mrs. Lee

presented me with one card addressed "To Mother and Her
Husband" and another card that contained the rather for-
lorn message, "Christmas is a special time for families-a
time for forgetting past differences and for coming together
in love." Mrs. Lee agreed that times had changed since Nor-
man Rockwell's idealized vision of the American family.

Before departing I thought I might as well take advantage

of Mrs. Lee's expertise, so I asked her advice about my own
cards. Should I have my name printed inside? And should I
send the same card to everyone on my list? "Yes" and "yes,"

said Mrs. Lee. "But if I were you I'd cross out your imprinted
name and write a line or two on the one you send to your
mother." Charles Gandee

Jeannette Lee

has built her

house of cards

Her original idea was to become a school-
teacher. But in 1939, in her part of Missou-
ri, married women weren't allowed to
become schoolteachers. So she took her art
degree from the University of Kansas City
to the local greeting card company and
signed on as assistant to the art director for a

sum she then considered princely: $52 a month.
Fifty-one years later,Jeannette Lee is still on the Hallmark

payroll. Although she tried to retire in 1983, chairman Don
Hall would only let her step down as vice president of corpo-
rate design if she promised to stay on as a two-day-a-week
consultant, contributing her appreciably-more-than-two-
cents-worth on matters of style, taste, and aesthetic judg-
ment. Which she did. And does.

Because Mrs. Lee probably knows more about cards and
card sending than anyone else in the free world, and because

I I million Hanukkah, 2.2 billion Christmas, and l0 million
New Year's cards will be exchanged this month, I hopped a

plane to Kansas City one Sunday morning not
long ago to have breakfast with the woman I de-
cided to think of as the queen of cards.

Petite, punctual, and polite, Mrs. Lee arrived
looking very professional and nowhere near her
age. She wore a tailored gray suit and carried a

Samsonite briefcase, which she snapped open
before even tasting her first cup of decaffein-
ated coffee. "We've done every president's
Christmas card since Eisenhower," said Mrs.
Lee with unmistakable pride, and then she pre-
sented me with a stack of holiday greetings from
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, the first with smil-
ing head shots-"Merry Christmas from Mamie
and Ike"-the last with an atmospheric Jamie
Wyeth-"Season's Greetings from President
and Mrs. Reagan." Handing over a card on
which an angel with a very modern face and a di-

"Christmas and Easter are very bad times for sexy cards"
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